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ABSTRACT

My dissertation focuses on a relatively new field of study: the region imme-

diately around galaxies known as the circumgalactic medium (CGM). The CGM

holds vast quantities of mass and metals, yet its connection to galaxies is not

well understood. My work uses cosmological hydrodynamic simulations and

comparisons to data from Hubble’s Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) to un-

derstand the CGM’s connection to galaxy evolution, gas accretion, outflows, star

formation, and baryon cycling. This includes studies of the CGM’s extent and

physical conditions; the cause and nature of outflows; gas dynamics, including

the first comprehensive study of tracers of inflowing and outflowing gas at low

redshift (z = 0.25); and direct comparison of theoretical results to observational

data.

Chapter 1 introduces my research and show its connection to galaxy evolu-

tion. Chapter 2 investigates hydrogen and metal line absorption around low-

redshift galaxies in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations. This chapter stud-

ies different models for stellar outflows, physical conditions, and dependencies

on halo mass. Chapter 3 examines the flow of gas into, out of, and around galax-

ies using a novel particle tracking technique. This chapter examines the baryon

cycle in detail for our preferred model of stellar outflows. Chapter 4 compares

our model results, including two separate prescriptions for outflows, with data

from COS. We contrast these wind models, showing how they cycle baryons dif-

ferently, and show degeneracies in observational diagnostics. In Chapter 5, I sum-

marize and discuss plans for future research in this field, and how it can be more

fully leveraged to understand galaxy evolution.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Current studies of galaxy formation and evolution have yet to fully leverage our

knowledge of the region immediately around galaxies known as the circumgalac-

tic medium (CGM). The region contains vast quantities of baryons (at least half

of the ”missing” baryons from galaxy dark matter halos, see Werk et al., 2014),

as well as extremely energetic outflows. This CGM gas interacts with the galaxy

(and vice versa) in ways that are vital yet poorly constrained.

The CGM holds information. The amount, physical state, and kinematics of

CGM gas are powerful clues into what drives a galaxy’s formation and evolution.

The CGM holds information not only about a galaxy’s present (why it has the

stars and gas it does) but also its past (because the material currently in the CGM

was once in stars in the galaxy) and its future (because some of the material in

the CGM may again join the galaxy). Studying the CGM can be thought of as

“galactic archaeology”, with different phases of the CGM tracing different phases

of the galaxy’s evolution, including the evolution of its stars.

As a field, we know the CGM is important. We can directly observe its high

velocity outflows, we can quantify its baryonic mass content (possibly compara-

ble to the mass of a galaxy’s stars and ISM gas, as shown by Peeples et al., 2013),

and (based on presence of metals), we can infer ways in which a galaxy and its

CGM interact. Many questions remain, however. We do not know how exactly

the CGM and galaxy are related, nor exactly how CGM processes affect star for-

mation (or quenching) in galaxies. We do not know the exact mass content of the

CGM, and we have yet to fully explore any cosmological implications this may

have. We do not have a self-consistent way of describing outflows, nor do we
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have a complete description of the physical conditions, phases, or dynamics of

the CGM. Much remains to be done.

This thesis presents detailed studies of the CGM at low redshift. This work

uses cosmological hydrodynamic simulations and comparisons to data from Hub-

ble’s Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) to understand the CGM’s connection to

a variety of key questions in galaxy evolution, including gas accretion, inflows

and outflows, star formation, and baryon cycling. This includes studies of the

CGM’s extent and physical conditions; the cause and nature of outflows; charac-

terization of gas dynamics, including the first comprehensive study of tracers of

inflowing and outflowing gas at low redshift; and direct comparison of theoreti-

cal results to observational data.

1.1 Defining the CGM

Up until 5-10 years ago, extragalactic astronomers mostly thought in terms of

galaxies, groups, filaments, and the intergalactic medium (IGM). Recent work in

both observations and theory (see below) have brought galactic halos, and the

area around galaxies generally, into more prominent consideration. Figure 1.1

shows a nice example of why this area is worthy of study.

In the optical (left panel), the more or less canonical picture of a galaxy is ap-

parent: a nice tight disk (viewed edge-on) with lots of visible starlight. In the in-

frared (middle panel), there is now material seen outside the star-forming region

of a galaxy — this is emission from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).

The X-ray image (right) also shows material outside the galaxy that is energetic

enough to produce X-rays. This area around the galaxy, not part of the interstel-

lar medium (ISM) but not part of the broader IGM, is now known as the CGM.

We generally think of the CGM as starting where the ISM ends and continuing
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Figure 1.1: Images of M82 and surrounding halo in the optical, infrared, and

X-ray. Credit for left two panels: NASA/JPL Caltech/C. Engelbracht (Steward

Observatory) and the SINGS team. Credit for right panel: NASA, ESA, CXC, and

JPL-Caltech.

out to ∼300 kiloparsecs (Ford et al., 2013b; Rudie et al., 2013; Prochaska et al.,

2011) — roughly the virial radius for a Milky Way-size galaxy at low redshift —

or within the virial radius of the galaxy’s dark matter halo (Stocke et al., 2013). In

some cases the CGM can extend much futher, out to ∼1 Mpc (Ford et al., 2013a).

These images, while just for M82, illustrate much broader trends: there is more to

a galaxy than just its active star-forming region; whatever is happening is power-

ful enough to produce very high energy photons; and the region around a galaxy

is possibly multi-phase, since the fragile PAH molecules should not be able to sur-

vive in the presence of hot X-ray gas, yet they somehow do. To fully understand

galaxy evolution, we need to understand the CGM region.

1.2 Motivation

This thesis began in spring 2010, when the opportunity arose for me to work as

a theorist on a new collaboration called COS-Halos. This collaboration, led by

Dr. Jason Tumlinson at STScI, consists of observers and theorists across several
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the quasar absorption line spectroscopy technique, as

applied to studying the CGM. Image courtesy of Todd Tripp.

institutions interested in the halos around galaxies. There had recently been great

advances in both instrumentation and theoretical understanding, so the opportu-

nity was ripe to make rapid progress in this field.

1.2.1 Observational Opportunity

Because galactic halos are generally too hot and too diffuse to emit, one uses ab-

sorption line spectroscopy to detect the presence of halo gas. Figure 1.2 shows a

schematic: a distant background quasar (or QSO) illuminates the otherwise in-

visible halo around a galaxy. That material causes telltale absorption features in

the QSO spectra, allowing observers to detect the presence of gas. The absorp-

tion lines can give information about mass, metallicity, kinematics, and physical

conditions.

Quasar absorption line spectroscopy requires a very sensitive spectrograph to
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be successful. COS is uniquely well-suited to this task. It is more sensitive than

its predecessors, allowing selection of galaxies first, rather than quasars first. This

means galaxies can be selected based on mass, redshift, and star formation rate;

one can then search for a quasar behind them. With earlier generations of (less

sensitive) spectrographs, one simply picked a quasar and hoped for something

interesting along the line of sight (LOS). Being able to select LOS based on galaxy

properties was a huge step forward. In addition to time on COS itself, the COS-

Halos team was also awarded time on ground-based telescopes for follow-up,

allowing for a complete survey.

CGM observations by the COS-Halos team (Tumlinson et al., 2013; Werk et al.,

2012, 2013) are part of a much broader effort to understand the CGM. The COS-

GTO team based at the University of Colorado Boulder has also made huge ad-

vances with COS. Work by Stocke et al. (2013) has used COS, as well as another

spectrograph, the Space Telescope Imagining Spectrograph (STIS), to probe the

CGM out to several hundred kiloparsecs, and Danforth et al. (2010, 2011) have

used COS to characterize Lyman-α absorbers, and warm-hot baryons in the CGM

(respectively). Recently, Danforth et al. (2014) published COS observations of

over 4,000 lines of sight in the low-redshift CGM.

In addition to the COS data, there is a great wealth of observational data on

the content and characteristics of the CGM from a variety of groups. Work by

Tripp & Song (2012) and Steidel et al. (2010) has been able to probe the CGM out

to several hundred kiloparsecs, and absorption in Mg II has been used to probe

the CGM closer to galaxies on scales of tens of kiloparsecs (Churchill et al., 2000;

Bordoloi et al., 2011; Chen, 2012; Kacprzak et al., 2012; Rubin et al., 2012). In fact,

there is now so much data on Mg II absorbers in halos that it has been assembled

into a publicly available catalog (Nielsen et al., 2013). In addition to Mg II, there
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are also a variety of observations of O VI, making it the most commonly observed

high ionization potential metal absorber at low redshift (e.g., Tumlinson et al.,

2011; Danforth & Shull, 2008; Thom & Chen, 2008; Bregman, 2007; Stocke et al.,

2006; Chen & Mulchaey, 2009; Prochaska et al., 2011; Sembach et al., 2003; Tripp

et al., 2000, 2008). Many other ions, such as Ne VIII (Tripp et al., 2011; Mulchaey

& Chen, 2009), Si IV (Werk et al., 2012) and C IV (Steidel et al., 2010) have been

observed in the CGM as well. From these types of observations, one can infer

total mass and metal budgets, as shown in Peeples et al. (2013).

How did all of this material, particularly metals, end up outside of galaxies?

Presumably, this material was carried into the CGM in some sort of an outflow.

Over the last 10-15 years there has been a buildup of observations directly show-

ing gas flowing out of galaxies at a variety of redshifts. At high redshift (z = 2−3),

there have been direct observations of outflows (Pettini et al., 2001; Veilleux et al.,

2005), indicating that every UV-selected star-forming galaxy hosts a galactic wind

(Steidel, 2001). At intermediate redshifts (z = 1 − 1.5), there are also direct de-

tections of outflows (Rubin et al., 2012), which appear to be ubiquitous for star-

forming galaxies (Weiner, 2009). These winds can be extremely fast, 500 km s−1

Weiner (2009) or faster. There are also observations of outflows at low redshift

(z < 1) (Martin, 2005; Rupke et al., 2005; Tremonti et al., 2007). There have even

been observations of outflows in molecular gas in M82, indicating the presence

of winds (Walker, 1991). All of this suggests that galaxies are losing some portion

of their mass, at least some of which ends up in the CGM itself, as evidenced by

detection of metals in the CGM (e.g. Songaila, 2001; Becker et al., 2011; Simcoe

et al., 2011; Tripp et al., 2000, 2008; Thom & Chen, 2008; D’Odorico et al., 2010;

Tumlinson et al., 2011; Cooksey et al., 2013; Tilton et al., 2012; Werk et al., 2013;

Prochaska et al., 2013). More indirectly, we know galaxies have to be losing some
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of their metals, otherwise the observed mass-metallicity relationship (Tremonti

et al., 2004; Erb et al., 2006) would be off, and there would be an excess of metals

in galaxies.

These observations are invaluable, but not yet complete. We are in the very

early stages of this field, only just beginning to understand the CGM’s role. In

addition to more observations, simulations are needed to help connect various

observations and explain the CGM: its phases, structure, inflows, outflows, evo-

lution, and relation to its host galaxy.

1.2.2 Theoretical Understanding

Simulations provide the opportunity to complement observational efforts, as there

are many tests one can do in a simulation that are difficult or impossible to do ob-

servationally. At present, simulations are better than ever before, due to the im-

proved ability to describe outflows and movement of gas. This is largely thanks

to pioneering work by Schaye et al. (2010); Davé et al. (2013); Oppenheimer &

Davé (2009, 2006); Dekel et al. (2009); Kereš et al. (2005); Kereš & Hernquist

(2009) and Stinson et al. (2012), among many others. In a simulation, we can

track baryons through time, probe different phases, separate inflows and out-

flows, and test different physical models. This thesis builds directly upon earlier

work by Davé et al. (2010) and Oppenheimer & Davé (2009) that developed and

explored different prescriptions for outflows, a key physical process in the CGM.

The simulations used in this thesis are smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH),

using our modified (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008) version of the N-body+entropy-

conserving smooth particle (EC-SPH) code GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005). We model

a cosmological volume, create thousands of galaxies, and evolve to z = 0. Further

details on the simulations can be found in the individual thesis chapters.
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1.3 The Multi-Phase, Metal-Rich CGM

In November 2011, the COS-Halos collaboration published a major paper in Sci-

ence (Tumlinson et al., 2011) based on observations of just one ion, O VI. In ob-

serving the CGM around star-forming galaxies, we calculated that the amount of

oxygen in the CGM was huge: at least as much, likely far more than, the mass

of oxygen in the ISM of those galaxies! This result was significant, as it showed

metals have been ejected en masse from the ISM (Tripp et al., 2011). It was also

startling: the idea that there is more oxygen outside a galaxy that inside it was

definitely not the conventional wisdom at the time. The response to the Tumlin-

son et al. paper has been huge: the result made NASA’s home page, the top ten

on Google Science, and headlines in faraway places, including Russia and Pak-

istan. We as astronomers have been focusing on stars and galaxies, but this result

means that the CGM requires much greater attention.

My thesis work has helped interpret and extend this result (see chapter 2).

First, I have shown that O VI can extend significantly beyond the 150 kpc region

observed by Tumlinson et al. (2011), out to> 1 Mpc (Ford et al., 2013a). Extending

out to 1 Mpc would mean an even greater oxygen mass in the CGM, relative to

the ISM. Second, I have shown that different ions trace different phases of the

CGM, with O VI tracing only a very limited region of density-temperature phase

space. Using targeted LOS in simulations, I have tracked a whole suite of ions

with a range of ionization potentials, not just one or two as in other work, and

found strong trends with ionization potential. I have found that metal lines with

low ionization potential, like Mg II, generally trace the cold, dense regions close

to galaxies, while high ionization potential lines like O VI, are much more spread

out. This means that O VI (and every ion, for that matter) traces only a limited

region of the CGM (see chapter 2 for more details). Cold, dense material will
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generally not be seen in O VI. Clearly, the Tumlinson et al. (2011) result showing

quantities of oxygen in the CGM comparable to the ISM is only the beginning.

There are phases of the CGM at other densities and temperatures, not seen in

OVI, indicating that there is even more CGM mass than that result suggests.

In defining the multiphase nature of the CGM, we emphasize that we have

used different ionization states of various elements to probe different phases, not

neutral elements. The material traced by Mg II does not represent all the magne-

sium, nor does O VI trace all the oxygen. In general, the ratio of different elements

(for example, magnesium to oxygen or silicon to carbon) remains constant as a

function of impact parameter in our simulations, but the ratio of different ioniza-

tion states (O V to O VI, Mg I to Mg II, and hence Mg II to O VI) does vary with

impact parameter, because the ionization conditions that give rise to different

ionization states depend on impact parameter.

Because of the multi-phase nature of the CGM, and the fact that each ion-

ization state traces only a limited region, it is difficult to tell exactly how much

metal mass is contained in the CGM. However, we can estimate using observa-

tional constraints. Metals that are produced in stars have several possible fates.

They may remain in stars, turn into ISM gas or ISM dust, be ejected into the CGM,

be ejected into the IGM, or remain locked up in stellar remnants, such as white

dwarves, neutron stars, or black holes. While the majority of metals produced

end up in stellar remnants (Fukugita et al., 1998; Fukugita & Peebles, 2004), the

quantity of these metals are hard to track, so we instead compare the amount of

metals in the galaxy (stars+ISM gas + ISM dust, excluding stellar remnants) ver-

sus in the CGM or IGM. Recent work by Peeples et al. (2013) found that galaxies

in the mass range Mstellar = 109−11.5M⊙ (the stellar mass range of the COS-Halos

data set), retain in stars, ISM, and dust only 20-25% of the metals they have pro-
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duced by z = 0. Peeples et al. (2013) also finds that for star-forming galaxies,

an additional 25-30% of metals produced by z = 0 (excluding those locked up

in remnants) can be found in the CGM (defined in that work as approximately

150 kpc away from galaxies).

In the simulations used in this thesis, we find that the metal content of the

CGM depends on halo mass (see Figure 3.4) and wind model (see Figure 4.9). For

our preferred wind model, for galaxies in the stellar mass range of COS-Halos

(Mstellar = 109−11.5M⊙), assuming CGM gas is 0.1 Z⊙ and ISM stars and gas are

1 Z⊙, we find that the gas phase metal content of the CGM is 19% of the metal

content in stars+ISM gas of the galaxy (see Figure 4.9). This accounting neglects

dust and stellar remnants.

1.4 Nature of Outflows

Understanding the CGM requires understanding outflows, a dominant physical

process in the CGM (if not the dominant physical process). We know that mass

and metals leave the galaxy and get into the CGM largely via some sort of out-

flow (also called winds or feedback). We can observe both these winds and their

effects, but the mechanism that drives them is unclear. Supernovae, stellar winds,

active galactic nuclei (AGN), or some combination may drive the winds, and they

may do so by merely pushing the gas (momentum) and/or heating it (thermal ex-

pansion). Whatever the mechanism, the loss of metals from the galaxy can have

drastic consequences. The star formation rate drops substantially, by half an or-

der of magnitude or more (depending on the properties of the wind), since much

of the raw material to make new stars has been driven out of the galaxy. The

ability of the galaxy to accrete new material to make up for this loss can also be

compromised: a sufficiently powerful outflow can heat inflowing gas, preventing
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it from cooling and condensing onto the galaxy.

In this thesis, I investigated a variety of different wind models, prescriptions

for how these winds may operate in nature. We are essentially trying to model

what happens when supernova explode, blasting huge quantities of mass and

metals out of the ISM, into the CGM and even beyond. In the absence of out-

flows, our models predict that roughly 80% of gas-phase metals are within 10 kpc

of a galaxy, but with variable winds that number drops to 35%, with another 45%

in the CGM and 20% in the IGM (see Figure 2.13). The details of this process of

driving material out of galaxies are extremely complicated, and we are not yet

able to model outflows self-consistently, although efforts are underway to make

them more consistent. These include efforts by Jared Gabor and others in our

group, as well as Claude-André Faucher-Giguère, Dušan Kereš, and Phil Hop-

kins, among others. Instead, we use somewhat simple, yet physically motivated

models to build insight and span the range of parameter space of how winds

may be operating. In this thesis I have used a no wind model (see chapter 2), a

constant wind model (meaning all galaxies eject the same portion of their mass,

at the same velocity, see chapters 2 and 4), and two varieties of variable wind

models (meaning the strength of the wind depends on the mass of the galaxy, see

chapters 2-4). These variable models include scalings for wind properties that are

derived from conservation of momentum (Murray et al., 2005) and conservation

of energy (Murray et al., 2010; Hopkins et al., 2012).

I investigated the effects of these wind models extensively. I published one

of the first comprehensive predictions for metal absorption lines in targeted LOS

around galaxies and showed that different models predict fundamentally dif-

ferent metal distributions that lead to differences in the strength and quantity

of metal absorption lines (chapter 2). I also looked into differences in random
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lines of sight, and made predictions for physical conditions in both targeted and

random LOS. Based on this and other work, we have ruled out models that are

contradicted by observations. Through these comparisons, we are learning some-

thing fundamental about how these winds are actually operating in nature. We

know how strong (meaning how fast and how much mass is carried) the winds

have to be. If a wind is too weak, it will not produce the observed CGM metal

content. If a wind is too strong, it will take metals too far from the galaxy, out of

the CGM, where they are less likely to accrete onto the galactic disk.

1.5 Inflows and Outflows: Understanding the CGM’s Baryon Cycle

While outflows are incredibly important to understanding the CGM, they are

just part of the picture. Inflows, which fuel the galaxy, comprise 5% of the total

non-ISM gas mass and 36% of the non-ISM gas-phase metal mass (in our favored

wind model). “Ambient” material that is neither inflowing nor outflowing con-

tributes a whopping 85% of the non-ISM gas mass at z = 0.25 (see Figure 3.3) .

My thesis work (see chapters 3-4) has helped categorize, quantify, and improve

our understanding of inflows, outflows, ambient material, and the broader cycle

of gas in and out of galaxies. This “baryon cycle”, where continual inflows of

gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM) (e.g., Kereš et al., 2005; Brooks et al.,

2009; Dekel et al., 2009; Bouché et al., 2010; Davé et al., 2012; van de Voort et al.,

2012), balanced by galactic-scale outflows (e.g., Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Davé

et al., 2011a), set the growth rate of gas and stars within galaxies, has become

the modern view of galaxy formation. And yet, the details of this cycle (how

much material cycles, over what timescale, how much mixing is involved, etc.)

are poorly constrained.

In my thesis (see chapters 3 and 4), I have implemented a novel particle track-
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ing technique to directly follow particles as they flow (or do not flow) in and out

of galaxies. Using this particle tracking technique, I have categorized and quan-

tified inflows and outflows. My latest work shows that even the categories of

inflow and outflow are too broad and vague. At CGM conferences, researchers

often state that inflows should be metal-poor, because they are coming in from

the pristine, metal-poor IGM. But I have found that, particularly at low redshift,

there is a substantial contribution (42% of the non-ISM, gas-phase metal mass

within L∗ halos, see Figure 3.3) from recycled inflows, where gas goes into the

galaxy, forms a star, gets kicked out in a wind, and then comes back down again

as part of a halo fountain (aka recycling). Another contribution of my work is

more rigorously treating outflows. Outflows are normally thought of as mate-

rial currently flowing out, or at least coming out fairly recently, but my work

shows that material from long-ago outflows has a large contribution (25% of the

mass, 47% of the metal mass within L∗ halos, see Figure 3.3). By adding recycled

inflows and ancient outflows to the discussion about inflows and outflows (see

Figure 1.3), we have been able to move the field forward. Other CGM experts

now speak in terms of ”recycled accretion” and ”ancient outflows”, categories

defined in this thesis.

Combined, these additional categories – recycled inflows and ancient out-

flows – compromise the majority (89% for high-mass halos, 87% for low-mass

halos) of gas-phase metals within halos at low-z . Their presence alters the way

we view the CGM and its potential for helping us understand galaxy evolution.

This also means that we can detect their presence using metal absorption lines.

A main goal of my thesis was to find observational diagnostics to distinguish

between inflowing and outflowing material, and using the particle tracking tech-

nique, we have been able to do that. Additionally, we have found that most of
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Figure 1.3: Traditional interpretation of inflows and outflows (black and grey);

my contribution (in red). Values for ∆t and ∆x for recycled accretion from Op-

penheimer & Davé (2008).
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the non-ISM, gas-phase metals (65% by mass) in the low-z CGM trace material

from previous epochs (≥ 1 Gyr prior to z=0.25) of star formation and outflows,

some of which have turned around and become inflows. This means the current

CGM is largely a relic from a much earlier era.

1.6 Connection to COS Observations

The fourth chapter of this thesis compares theoretical results directly to observa-

tions by the COS-Halos team. This data set includes 39 quasars within R <160 kpc

of 44 galaxies with 0.1 L* < L < 3 L* at z ≈ 0.2. We investigate a variety of ions

that span a range of ionization potentials, including H I, Mg II, Si II, C II, Si III,

Si IV, C III, and O VI. For each COS-Halos LOS, we select galaxies in our simula-

tion with similar stellar mass to the observed galaxy, and then draw LOS at the

impact parameter that corresponds with that sight line. This represents the first

comparison of our wind models against targeted LOS at low redshift. In doing

this comparison, we hoped to strengthen our case that our favored wind model,

a variable wind model, would be a significantly better match to the COS-Halos

data than a constant wind model. Interestingly, this is not what we found. Be-

cause different wind models have different halo mass-stellar mass relationships,

and because we matched simulation LOS on stellar, not halo mass, the two wind

models end up both matching the data, with little difference between them. The

differences in wind model are offset nearly perfectly by differences in halo mass.

In this chapter we also investigate how the baryon cycle would operate under a

constant wind model, not just the variable wind model studied in chapter 3. We

find that a constant, stronger wind excludes more material from the baryon cycle

(87% of the gas mass in low-mass halos is in either ambient or pristine accretion

in the variable wind model versus 96% in the constant wind model, see Figure
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4.10). This is because the winds blow the gas too far away to allow it to recycle.

1.7 Introduction Summary

In this thesis, I have studied the strength and extent of H I and metal line ab-

sorption for both targeted and random LOS; dependencies of absorption on halo

mass; physical conditions of gas; baryonic content of halos; kinematics, dynam-

ics, and the baryon cycle; observational diagnostics of inflows and outflows; and

direct comparisons to data — all in the CGM, all as a function of wind model. I

am excited to present this work.
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CHAPTER 2

HYDROGEN AND METAL LINE ABSORPTION AROUND LOW-REDSHIFT

GALAXIES IN COSMOLOGICAL HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS

This chapter was published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Soci-

ety in 2013, Volume 432, page 89. Co-authors on this chapter include Benjamin

D. Oppenheimer (Leiden Observatory, Leiden University, PO Box 9513, 2300 RA

Leiden, Netherlands), Romeel Davé (Astronomy Department, University of Ari-

zona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA), Neal Katz (Astronomy Department, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, USA), Juna A. Kollmeier (Observato-

ries of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Pasadena, CA 91101, USA), and

David H. Weinberg (Astronomy Department and CCAPP, Ohio State University,

Columbus, OH 43210, USA).



Abstract

We study the physical conditions of the circum-galactic medium (CGM) around

z = 0.25 galaxies as traced by H I and metal line absorption, using cosmological

hydrodynamic simulations that include galactic outflows. Using lines of sight

targeted at impact parameters from 10 kpc to 1 Mpc around galaxies with halo

masses from 1011 − 1013M⊙, we study the physical conditions and their variation

with impact parameter b and line-of-sight velocity ∆v in the CGM as traced by

H I, Mg II, Si IV, C IV, O VI, and Ne VIII absorbers. All ions show a strong excess of

absorption near galaxies compared to random lines of sight. The excess contin-

ues beyond 1 Mpc, reflecting the correlation of metal absorption with large-scale

structure. Absorption is particularly enhanced within about ∆v < 300 km s−1

and roughly 300 kpc of galaxies (with distances somewhat larger for the high-

est ion), approximately delineating the CGM; this range contains the majority of

global metal absorption. Low ions like Mg II and Si IV predominantly arise in

denser gas closer to galaxies and drop more rapidly with b, while high ions O VI

and Ne VIII trace more diffusely distributed gas with a comparatively flat radial

profile; C IV is intermediate. All ions predominantly trace T ∼ 104−4.5K photo-

ionised gas at all b, but when hot CGM gas is present (mostly in larger halos),

we see strong collisionally-ionised O VI and Ne VIII at b ≤ 100 kpc. Larger halo

masses generally produce more absorption, though overall the trends are not as

strong as that with impact parameter. These findings arise using our favoured

outflow scalings as expected for momentum-driven winds; with no winds, the

CGM gas remains mostly unenriched, while our outflow model with a constant

velocity and mass loading factor produce hotter, more widely dispersed metals.
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2.1 Introduction

The intergalactic medium (IGM) contains most of the cosmic baryons at all epochs

(e.g., Davé et al., 2001). It also contains a substantial fraction of cosmic met-

als (e.g., Ferrara et al., 2005; Davé & Oppenheimer, 2007; Wiersma et al., 2009b),

products of star formation within galaxies that have been dispersed out of galax-

ies presumably via large-scale galactic outflows (e.g., Aguirre et al., 2001a; Op-

penheimer & Davé, 2006). The distribution and physical state of these metals

thus provide a powerful tracer of galactic outflow processes, which are a key

uncertainty in current galaxy formation models.

Oppenheimer et al. (2012) argued from cosmological simulations with out-

flows that the IGM is enriched in an “outside-in” manner, with low-density re-

gions enriched at earlier epochs, and that subsequently produced metals tend

to remain closer to galaxies over the last 10 Gyr of cosmic time. In simulations

by Oppenheimer & Davé (2008) that broadly reproduce IGM enrichment obser-

vations, outflowing metals reach a median distance of roughly 100 physical kpc

before turning around, which is well outside the virial radius of small early galax-

ies but results in “halo fountains” within larger, present-day systems. Hence by

low redshifts, a large fraction of the ejected metals are expected to reside close

to galaxies, within what is now frequently called the circum-galactic medium

(CGM). Indeed, observations indicate that C IV, Mg II and O VI absorbers can of-

ten be associated with galaxies within tens or hundreds of kpc (e.g., Steidel &

Sargent, 1992; Stocke et al., 2006; Wakker & Savage, 2009; Prochaska et al., 2011;

Chen et al., 2001; Chen & Mulchaey, 2009). The CGM thus provides a fossil record

of early IGM enrichment combined with the gravitational growth of structure, in

addition to metals deposited by more recent outflows.

Recent observations using Hubble’s Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) pro-
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vide a greatly enhanced view of CGM metals at low redshifts. Tumlinson et al.

(2011) showed that the CGM around star-forming galaxies contains an amount of

oxygen comparable to or possibly exceeding that in the interstellar medium (ISM)

of those galaxies, thereby directly demonstrating that metals have been expelled

en masse from the ISM (Tripp et al., 2011). The sensitivity of COS not only permits

the selection of more numerous, fainter background sources that can probe the

CGM of low-redshift galaxies, but also enables the detection of weaker and less

common ions such as Ne VIII and Si IV. These data will provide new and strin-

gent constraints on theoretical models of outflows that connect galaxies and their

surrounding gas.

Cosmological hydrodynamic simulations offer a uniquely well-suited plat-

form to study the co-evolution of galaxies and their surrounding gas. Such simu-

lations dynamically incorporate galactic outflows driven by star formation, thereby

self-consistently enriching the IGM and CGM with the by-products of stellar

death, as well as accounting for the movement and physical state of such metals

driven by hierarchical structure formation. With simulations of representative

cosmological volumes, one can test outflow models by comparing the predicted

statistics directly to absorption line observations of H I and metals, around galax-

ies and in the diffuse IGM. Tracking the complex inflow and outflow processes

that govern both galaxies and the IGM is necessary to fully understand how IGM

and CGM enrichment occur, and to properly interpret present and upcoming

data with COS and other facilities.

In this paper we continue our exploration of H I and metal absorption in the

low-redshift IGM using cosmological hydrodynamic simulations, building on the

work presented by Davé et al. (2010) and Oppenheimer et al. (2012). In those pa-

pers we studied absorption properties along random lines of sight through cos-
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mological volumes, which only occasionally intercepted the CGM of galaxies. In

this work, we select targeted lines of sight at various impact parameters around

galaxies in our simulations to directly probe the absorption properties and physi-

cal conditions of gas within the CGM. The goal of this paper is to understand the

relationship between galaxy properties and HI and metal absorbers that probe

the gas around those galaxies.

We explore a range of metal ionisation potential states from low (Mg II) to high

(Ne VIII), as well as H I, and find that the behaviour of many CGM absorption line

properties shows distinct trends with the ionisation level of the tracer species.

CGM absorption lines also show trends with halo mass. These predictions set

the stage for a more detailed understanding of CGM observations and provide

a more complete picture for how metals trace the motion of gas in and out of

galaxies.

Our paper is organised as follows: In §2.2 we explain our methods, in §2.3

we show the density and temperature of absorbers, in §2.4 we explore absorption

around galaxies in redshift space, in §2.5 we study absorption as a function of

impact parameter, in §2.6 we examine the column density distributions as a func-

tion of impact parameter and halo mass, in §2.7 we examine trends with outflow

model, and in §2.8 we present our conclusions.

2.2 Simulations & Analysis

2.2.1 The Code and Input Physics

We use our modified version (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008) of the N-body+smooth

particle hydrodynamic (SPH) code GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005), which is more

fully described in §2.1 of Davé et al. (2010). The only code update since Op-

penheimer & Davé (2008) is the option to include metal-line cooling rates from
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Wiersma et al. (2009a), as we discuss below.

Briefly, GADGET-2 computes gravitational forces on a set of particles using

a tree-particle-mesh algorithm and uses an entropy-conserving formulation of

SPH (Springel & Hernquist, 2002) to simulate pressure forces and hydrodynamic

shocks. We include radiative cooling assuming ionisation equilibrium for primor-

dial species following Katz et al. (1996) and metals based on the tables of Wiersma

et al. (2009a) that assume ionisation equilibrium in the presence of the Haardt

& Madau (2001) background. In our older simulations, and our ancillary wind

model simulations in this paper, we employ metal-line cooling rates based on the

collisional ionisation equilibrium (CIE) models of Sutherland & Dopita (1993).

The latter rates incorrectly over estimate metal-line cooling as photo-ionisation

equilibrium (PIE) suppresses cooling of metal-enriched gas as demonstrated by

Smith (2011) and Tepper-Garcı́a et al. (2011). We show comparisons of these two

cooling models in §2.7.

Star formation follows a Schmidt (1959) Law calibrated to the Kennicutt (1998)

relation, following Springel & Hernquist (2003). The interstellar medium (ISM)

is modelled using the analytic sub grid recipe of McKee & Ostriker (1977), where

supernova energy is returned to ISM particles using the two-phase SPH formula-

tion of Springel & Hernquist (2003). Star particles are spawned from ISM particles

probabilistically according to the instantaneously calculated star formation rate

(SFR); an ISM particle can spawn up to two star particles.

Star formation-driven kinetic feedback is implemented in these simulations

by giving a velocity kick (vw) to ISM particles chosen probabilistically at a rate

proportional to their star formation rate. The ratio of the mass outflow rate to the

star formation rate is termed the mass loading factor (η). We use the relations for
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vw and η of momentum-driven winds formulated by Murray et al. (2005):

vw = 3σ
√

fL − 1 (2.1)

η = σo/σ, (2.2)

where fL is the luminosity in units of the Eddington luminosity required to expel

gas from a galaxy potential, σo = 150 km s−1, and σ is the galaxy’s internal ve-

locity dispersion (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008). We refer to this wind model as

“vzw” and refer the reader to Oppenheimer & Davé (2008) for a more complete

description. We also evolve a model without winds (“nw”) and a constant wind

(“cw”) model with vw = 680 km s−1 and η = 2 for all galaxies, as described in

Davé et al. (2010).

2.2.2 Simulation Runs

Our main model in this paper is a 48h−1Mpc, 2×3843 simulation with vzw winds.

This simulation is identical to the r48n384vzw simulation used by Oppenheimer

et al. (2010, 2012) and Davé et al. (2010, 2011a,b) except that it uses Wiersma et al.

(2009a) metal-line cooling rates.

We choose the vzw wind model as our fiducial model owing to its successes

fitting important properties of galaxies and the IGM at a variety of redshifts. At

high redshift, simulations with vzw winds provide adequate fits to the z = 2

mass-metallicity relationship (Finlator et al., 2008; Davé et al., 2011a), the z ≥ 6

galaxy luminosity function (Davé & Oppenheimer, 2007; Finlator et al., 2011), and

observations of IGM metal enrichment at redshifts ≥ 1.5 (Oppenheimer & Davé,

2006; Oppenheimer et al., 2009). Simulations evolved to z = 0 reproduce the

observed galactic stellar mass function (Bell et al., 2003; Baldry, Glazebrook, &

Driver , 2008) below 5 × 1010 M⊙ (Oppenheimer et al., 2010), various statistical

properties of present-day galaxies (Davé et al., 2011a,b), and H I and metal-line
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statistics from quasar absorption line (QAL) spectra (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2009;

Oppenheimer et al., 2012). Oppenheimer et al. (2012) explored a small, 16h−1Mpc,

2 × 1283 simulation incorporating vzw winds and Wiersma et al. (2009a) metal-

line cooling, finding it to be their preferred model owing to its theoretically mo-

tivated feedback prescription capable of reproducing the above-listed observa-

tions, combined with a more correct treatment of metal-line cooling. Oppen-

heimer et al. (2012) also compared the vzw model, as well as a constant wind

and no wind model, to observations of random lines of sight, as shown in Fig-

ures 6-8, 10, 14-15, 18 and 21. We note that these simulations do not include

any additional mechanisms such as black hole feedback to quench star formation

in massive galaxies to reproduce the observed galaxy red sequence (e.g., Gabor

et al., 2011).

Because the old r48n384vzw evolved with CIE cooling was featured promi-

nently in a number of our previous publications (Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Davé

et al., 2010, 2011a,b; Oppenheimer et al., 2012), we list the differences in some

relevant quantities relative to using PIE cooling rates in Table 2.1 at z = 0.25. It

shows that the differences that result from replacing CIE with PIE metal-line cool-

ing rates are minor to moderate. The fraction of baryons in diffuse (i.e. non-star

forming) gas with T ≥ 105 K increases by 3.6%, while the associated metals in-

crease by 18%. Less cooling allows more baryons and especially metals to remain

in the warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM), defined as where T > 105 K and

δ < δth, where δth is the division between bound and unbound gas (Oppenheimer

et al., 2012; Davé et al., 2010). The total integrated star formation (i.e. baryon

fraction in stars) is reduced by 10%, and the instantaneous star formation rate

is reduced by 11%, both because enriched winds are less capable of cooling and

hence recycling onto galaxies (Oppenheimer et al., 2010). Considering Lyα ab-
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Table 2.1: Comparison of r48n384vzw models.

Z-Cooling CIEa PIEb

fbar(T ≥ 105K)c 0.394 0.408

fmetals(T ≥ 105K)d 0.056 0.066

Ω∗/Ω
e
b 0.084 0.076

ρfSFR 0.074 0.066

dN/dz(NH I ≥ 1014cm−2)g 8.88 7.94

Ωh
OVI 57.6 38.8

Ωh
CIV 33.9 23.7

Ωh
SiIV 10.2 7.9

aCollisional ionisation equilibrium metal cooling rates from

Sutherland & Dopita (1993).

bPhoto-ionisation equilibrium metal cooling rates using

Wiersma et al. (2009a).

cFraction of diffuse, non-ISM baryons with T ≥ 105 K at z = 0.25.

dFraction of diffuse, non-ISM metals with T ≥ 105 K at z = 0.25.

eFraction of baryons in stars at z = 0.25.

f Instantaneous SFR at z = 0.25 in M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3

gFrequency of H I components with NH I ≥ 1014cm−2 at z = 0.25.

hΩ summed from all gas outside galaxies at z = 0.25, in units

of 10−8.
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sorption tracing the IGM, the frequency of single Voigt-profile-fitted components

with NH I ≥ 1014cm−2 drops by 10.6%. Common metal ion species observed by

COS all decline by 23-33%, which was also found by Oppenheimer et al. (2012)

and shown to provide as good if not better agreement with the available obser-

vations. Hydrogen and metal-line absorption primarily arise from T < 105 K

gas, which is reduced with PIE cooling, and more so for metals. The relative dif-

ferences between these two vzw simulations using CIE or PIE metal cooling is

less than it would be for a stronger wind model such as that used in Wiersma

et al. (2009a), because with vzw winds diffuse metals are placed at higher over-

densities where they cool rapidly in either cooling scheme (Oppenheimer et al.,

2012).

In §7, we compare these vzw wind models to two other wind models, a con-

stant wind and a no wind model, both with 48h−1Mpc size and 2×3843 resolution.

The constant wind model presented here has Wiersma et al. (2009a) metal-line

cooling, included because Oppenheimer et al. (2012) found that PIE cooling was

more important for metals pushed to lower densities by these stronger winds. We

use the same no wind simulation as in Oppenheimer et al. (2010). Since metals

rarely reach densities where PIE metal cooling is important, there is no need to

rerun a no wind simulations with PIE metal cooling.

Finally, the cosmology used in our r-series simulations is: Ωm = 0.28, ΩΛ =

0.72, h = 0.7, spectral index n = 0.96, σ8 = 0.82, and Ωb = 0.046. This agrees with

the WMAP-7 constraints (Jarosik et al., 2011). The gas particle mass is 3.56 × 107

M⊙, and the dark matter particle mass is 1.81× 108M⊙ giving an effective galaxy

mass resolution of about 2.3 × 109M⊙ and a dark matter halo mass resolution of

about 1.21× 1010M⊙. In this paper we will focus on galaxies and halos generally

well above these resolution limits. Unless otherwise specified, we quote distances
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in physical (not comoving) units, and we usually refer to them in Mpc rather than

h−1 Mpc.

2.2.3 Generating Spectra with SPECEXBIN

We use our spectral generation code SPECEXBIN to calculate physical properties

of the gas. SPECEXBIN is described in more detail in §2.5 of Oppenheimer & Davé

(2006) and more recently in §2.3 of Davé et al. (2010). Briefly, SPECEXBIN averages

physical properties including the gas density, the temperature, the metallicity and

the velocity of SPH particles in physical coordinates along a sight line. It then

uses look-up tables calculated with CLOUDY (Ferland et al., 1998, version 08.00)

to find the ionisation fraction for the relevant ionic species.

These look-up tables, functions of density, temperature, and redshift, have

been calculated assuming collisional plus photo-ionisation equilibrium with a

uniform Haardt & Madau (2001) background. SPECEXBIN then converts to veloc-

ity coordinates using Hubble’s Law, accounting for the peculiar velocities of the

SPH particles, and adds thermal broadening using the temperature and atomic

weights of the various ion species. To match the mean observed absorption we

multiply the Haardt & Madau (2001) spectrum by factors of 1.5 for the vzw

model, and 1.11 for the no wind and constant wind models, as found in Davé

et al. (2010).

Since our last published work with SPECEXBIN, we have updated the code

to include an approximate physically motivated self-shielding from the ionisa-

tion background. This is significant here owing to the fact that we are inter-

ested in absorption close to galaxies that may arise in fairly dense (and possibly

self-shielded) gas. The self-shielding correction is purely local and is done on a

particle-by-particle basis. We compute the fraction of each particle’s mass that is

internally self-shielded from the ionising background by integrating the H I col-
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umn density inwards from the particle’s edge, assuming that it has a density pro-

file given by the SPH smoothing kernel, until the column density crosses a thresh-

old; within that radius we assume that all the hydrogen is neutral. We choose a

threshold of 1018cm−2, which provides the best fit to the neutral fractions obtained

in the full radiative transfer models of Faucher-Giguère et al. (2009). In practise,

because of a reasonably tight correlation between column density and physical

density (e.g., Davé et al., 2010), this results in a fairly sharp density threshold of

0.01 cm−3 above which the gas is fully neutral. If the gas density is greater than

0.13 cm−3 our star formation algorithm assumes that it is star-forming. In this

case we assume that the gas is completely neutral, which is reasonable since the

cold fraction in the two-phase medium always dominates by mass over the hot

fraction. This choice of self-shielding correction also moves all the magnesium

into Mg II, which is what one expects for magnesium in neutral hydrogen based

upon the ionisation potentials of magnesium. For random sight lines, we rarely

probe these densities, but for targeted lines of sight particularly within 10 kpc of

a galaxy, the effects of self-shielding can be significant. We also put in a transition

from neutral to molecular HI for ISM gas using the Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006)

pressure criterion.

Our spectral extraction implicitly assumes that all metals are in the gas phase,

but the observed correlation of quasar colours with projected separation from

foreground galaxies suggests substantial amounts of intergalactic dust (Ménard

et al. , 2010). Zu et al. (2011) show that our vzw simulations can reproduce the

Ménard et al. (2010) observations if roughly 25% of extragalactic metals (by

mass) are depleted onto dust with an SMC-like grain size distribution. Precise

accounting is difficult because of uncertainties in the observations, in the com-

position and size distribution of the dust grains, and in the destruction and pro-
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duction rates as a function of time and galactocentric distance. Dust depletion

is an inevitable source of uncertainty in metal-line absorption predictions from

cosmological simulations; it could plausibly lower our predicted absorption for

refractory elements such as carbon and silicon by 25-50%.

2.2.4 Ion Selection

We investigate six different species: H I1216, Mg II2796, Si IV1394, C IV1548, O VI1032,

and Ne VIII770. These represent some of the most common metal ions that COS

probes, along with H I. All the metal lines have doublets, making their identi-

fication in observed spectra more straightforward. While H I in the Lyα forest

is associated with diffuse baryons tracing large-scale structures in the Universe

(e.g., Davé et al., 1999), stronger H I absorbers are associated with higher-density

structures in the CGM (e.g., Fumagalli et al., 2011; van de Voort, 2011) and are

sensitive to the outflow model used in the simulation (e.g., Davé et al., 2010) as

well as the cooling implementation (see Table 2.1).

Mg II is one of the most common observed lines in QAL spectra, and it ap-

pears to be associated with the CGM environments of galaxies, especially star-

forming ones (e.g., Kacprzak et al., 2007), and may indicate recent outflows (e.g.,

Bordoloi et al., 2011; Bouche et al., 2012; Matejek & Simcoe, 2012) and/or inflow-

ing gas (Kacprzak et al., 2010). Mg II is often associated with H I absorbers of

NH I = 1016.5 − 1021.0cm−2 (e.g., Hellsten et al., 1998), indicating that Mg II fre-

quently arises from self-shielded gas. Since our cosmological simulations do not

have the resolution to fully resolve this self-shielding, we make the assumption

that all magnesium in a self-shielded region is Mg II, because the ionisation po-

tential of Mg II is above the H I ionisation energy while Mg I is below it. We cannot

resolve the true substructure of Mg II, but we hope to understand the typical den-

sities and environments from which this absorption arises. This prescription pro-
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duces equivalent widths that roughly match recent observations by Rubin et al.

(2012), suggesting that our Mg II modelling is not dramatically wrong.

Si IV and C IV are relatively strong lines that fall within the far-UV window

often probed by COS. These are mid-ionisation potential lines that typically arise

in optically thin gas, but still probe fairly overdense regions at low redshifts (Op-

penheimer et al., 2012).

O VI is the most commonly observed high ionisation potential metal absorber

at low redshifts (e.g., Tumlinson et al., 2011; Danforth & Shull, 2008; Thom &

Chen, 2008; Bregman, 2007; Stocke et al., 2006; Chen & Mulchaey, 2009; Prochaska

et al., 2011; Sembach et al., 2003; Tripp et al., 2000, 2008). Oppenheimer & Davé

(2009) examined the nature of diffuse O VI absorbers in these simulations using

random lines of sight through their simulation volume and found that it traces

mostly photo-ionised gas in the diffuse IGM, warm-hot gas, and gas within halos.

Here we focus on O VI absorption within halo gas, which we will compare to the

previous results from Oppenheimer et al. (2012) on diffuse IGM O VI.

The highest ionisation potential line that we consider is Ne VIII, and it is valu-

able because it can trace 105−6 K gas (Savage et al., 2005) better than any other UV

resonance line. Nonetheless, as argued in Oppenheimer et al. (2012), very weak

Ne VIII can arise in gas photo-ionised by the metagalactic background. Recent ob-

servations of Ne VIII by Tripp et al. (2011) and Mulchaey & Chen (2009) have been

interpreted to suggest that Ne VIII absorption arises from a transitional phase on

the surfaces of cold clouds moving through hotter material. Unfortunately, our

simulations are not able to resolve such surfaces, so we may be missing this com-

ponent of Ne VIII absorption in our models. Nonetheless, we do find a significant

number of such absorbers, in rough agreement with data (Oppenheimer et al.,

2012).
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2.2.5 Generating and Analysing Simulated Spectra

We examine both targeted and random lines of sight (LOS). For our targeted

LOS we randomly select central galaxies for each of three different halo mass

bins: 1010.75−11.25 M⊙ (labelled 1011 M⊙) ; 1011.75−12.25 M⊙ (labelled 1012 M⊙) and

1012.75−13.25 M⊙ (labelled 1013 M⊙). For 1011M⊙ and 1012M⊙, we select 250 galax-

ies, while for 1013M⊙ there are only 86 central galaxies in the simulation so we

use all of them in our sample. Because we do not properly model the detailed

internal structure of the ISM in our galaxies, we do not present results through

the centres of the galaxies, but rather start at b = 10 kpc. We choose impact pa-

rameters b ranging from 10 kpc (centre) out to 1 Mpc, with the spacing increasing

with b. For each impact parameter b, we produce four LOS per galaxy, meaning

x+b, x-b, y+b, y-b, for a total of 1,000 LOS per b per mass bin (344 for 1013M⊙).

We also generate random LOS, to compare with our targeted LOS. For our

random LOS, we choose a 100×100 grid spanning the simulation in x−y space, for

a total of 10,000 LOS. These are similar to the spectra generated for Oppenheimer

et al. (2012).

After generating optical depths with SPECEXBIN, we construct artificial spec-

tra by convolving our data with COS’s line spread function (LSF) and adding

Gaussian random noise with S/N=30 per 6 km s−1 pixel. The LSF is roughly

Gaussian with a ≈ 17 km/s FWHM, but it has some non-Gaussianity in the

wings. Also, there is a small wavelength dependence to the LSF; for simplic-

ity, we choose the G130M LSF at 1450Å as representative of all wavelengths to

avoid complications in our interpretations owing to variations in the LSF.

Figure 2.1 shows examples of our simulated spectra. For each column, a sin-

gle central galaxy is chosen from that mass bin, and we plot spectra at impact

parameters of 10 kpc (red), 100 kpc (green), and 1 Mpc (blue) away from that
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Figure 2.1: Simulated spectra for three galaxies at z=0.25, convolved with the COS

line spread function and noise added with a S/N=30. Each column corresponds

to a representative galaxy with the labelled halo mass. We plot lines of sight at

distances of 10 kpc (red), 100 kpc (green), and 1 Mpc (blue) away from the galaxy.

The top two panels show the Hi optical depth-weighted density and temperature,

and the lower panels show simulated spectra for Hi and other ions. All units are

physical, for a Hubble parameter h = 0.7.
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galaxy. These particular galaxies were chosen for this figure since they have many

absorption features, which illustrates the methodology well, although that is not

necessarily typical.

The top two panels show the gas temperature and density weighted by H I op-

tical depth, and the lower panels show simulated spectra for H I and other ions

as labelled. As expected, the gas density is higher at smaller impact parameters,

which yields stronger absorption in most ions. Also, more massive halos gener-

ally have more absorption. While this figure only shows three selected galaxies,

one can already see some of the trends that will be explored and quantified later

in this paper, although other trends are statistical in nature and not well depicted

in this figure.

We fit Voigt profiles to the absorption features using AUTOVP (Davé et al.,

1997), which yields column densities, line widths, (rest) equivalent widths, and

redshifts for each absorber. We set the detection significance criterion to 4σ,

which should be quite conservative given that the noise is Gaussian random by

construction. Since the details of deblending absorption features into multiple

components can be quite sensitive to the noise level and algorithmic details, we

generally focus on absorption systems, in which we combine all lines that have

separations < 100 km/s. This mitigates the sensitivity to these issues, and al-

lows for a more robust comparison to the observations, at the cost of discarding

some of the information available about the internal kinematics of the absorption

features. Some of our figures below plot median line properties, and since weak

lines outnumber strong lines, median properties necessarily depend on the lower

cutoff. Our results should be taken to refer to the population of lines detectable

with typical S/N=30 COS spectra, with closely separated components combined

into systems.
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Figure 2.2: Columns one and two show the median log overdensity and median

log temperature; subsequent columns show median log column densities for each

ion as labelled, all at z=0.25. First three rows are for vzw; the first row is for

mass bin 1011M⊙, second for 1012M⊙, and the third for 1013M⊙. The fourth

and fifth rows are for 1012M⊙ halos in the constant wind and no wind models,

respectively, and are discussed further in §7. Note the colour scales for H I and

Ne VIII are different than for the other ions. All panels are 658 kpc across.
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2.3 Physical Conditions of Absorbers

2.3.1 The CGM in Absorption

We seek to understand the density and temperature of the CGM and how those

conditions give rise to the presence of various observable ions. We begin by pre-

senting a pictorial overview of the simulated CGM, as seen in physical conditions

and line absorption, to build our intuition as to how these physical conditions re-

late to observables.

Figure 2.2 shows a stacked median image of the galaxies around which we

generate our targeted lines of sight. We generate the images by taking the pixel-

by-pixel median of each given quantity for the 250 galaxies in the mass bin of

1011M⊙ (top row) and 1012M⊙ (middle row), and the 86 galaxies in the 1013M⊙

mass bin (bottom row). Because this is a pixelized median, the satellites are ef-

fectively removed. The depth of the image is 658 kpc centred at the redshift of

the galaxy (≈ 1.2% of the full simulation depth). The first two columns show the

median overdensity and median temperature of all the gas. The remaining plots

show, in each column, the absorption in the various ions that we consider in this

paper, again for each of our three halo mass bins. Note the colour scale for HI,

subdividing H I into damped Lymanα systems(red), Lyman-limits sytems (green)

and the Lyα forest (blue), consistent with Pontzen et al. (2008) and van de Voort

et al. (2012), is different from the metal lines. We also include, in the lower two

panels, results for two different wind models, a constant wind “cw” model and a

no wind “nw” model for the 1012M⊙ halo mass bin (see §7).

As expected, the gas density is strongly concentrated towards the (stacked)

central galaxy. Galaxies in more massive halos have a larger extent. The temper-

atures increase with mass bin, with the 1013M⊙ mass bin showing halo gas that

is predominantly near the virial temperature, but other halos showing more sub-
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virial temperatures. This reflects the now well-understood division at 1012M⊙

between cold and hot-gas-dominated halos (e.g., Kereš et al., 2005; Dekel & Birn-

boim, 2006; Gabor et al., 2011). Some cool gas must be present in 1013M⊙ mass

halos, however, since we find significant H I absorption (see §3.4). We reiter-

ate that our simulations do not include a prescription to quench star formation

in hot halos, which is required to produce red and dead galaxies (Gabor et al.,

2011), so more realistic models might have less cool gas in 1013M⊙ halos. How-

ever, recent observations (Thom et al. 2012, in preparation), suggest that even

early type galaxies have prevalent H I absorption, so perhaps whatever mecha-

nism quenches star formation does not greatly impact the cooler halo gas.

The morphology of the absorption (neglecting individual satellite contribu-

tions) is strongly dependent on the ion being probed. Mg II is highly centrally

concentrated, and shows very little qualitative morphological difference between

the different halo masses (on this plot scale). At the opposite extreme, Ne VIII

shows very diffuse, extended absorption in the lower mass halos, and is more

centrally concentrated in the highest halo mass bin. The other ions lie in be-

tween these two extremes, progressing smoothly through Si IV, C IV, and O VI.

We foreshadow our upcoming results by ordering these ions by increasing ioni-

sation potential, which we will demonstrate provides an intuitive guide towards

understanding how absorption traces physical conditions.

2.3.2 Phase Space Plots

To begin to quantify the physical conditions giving rise to H I and metal absorp-

tion around galaxies, it is useful to examine the location of absorption systems

in density-temperature phase space. This provides a valuable overview of the

physical conditions of the gas traced by the various absorption species and sets

the stage for discussing how various observable properties trace these underly-
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Figure 2.3: Phase space plots showing the location, in density and temperature space, of

H I (left) and Mg II (right) for Mh = 1012 M⊙ at z=0.25. Each coloured point represents an

absorption system found along targeted lines of sight at 10 kpc (top row), 100 kpc (sec-

ond), 1 Mpc (third), and along random lines of sight (bottom). The grey shading shows

the mass-weighted absorption for all gas below nH = 0.13 cm−3 outside of all galaxies

in the simulation volume, at each location in phase space. The red and grey histograms

show the distributions in identified absorbers and the entire volume, respectively, col-

lapsed along each axis. These are identical for each ion. The histograms are linearly

scaled, and the integral under the red and grey histograms are set to be equal. Note that

the absorber colour scale is different for H I.
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Figure 2.4: Analogous to Figure 2.3, phase space plots showing the location, in

density and temperature space, of Si IV (left) and C IV (right) absorbers, for Mh =

1012 M⊙, at the impact parameters indicated.
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Figure 2.5: Analogous to Figure 2.3, phase space plots showing the location, in

density and temperature space, of O VI (left) and Ne VIII (right) absorbers, for

Mh = 1012 M⊙, at the impact parameters indicated.
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ing physical conditions. We thus begin by examining where our systems appear

in phase space as a function of impact parameter.

In Figures 2.3–2.5 we show the overdensity-temperature space locations of

absorption systems (circles, colour-coded by column density) at different impact

radii as labelled, overlaid on the global (i.e. cosmic) mass distribution of that ion

(Ωion) computed for all non star-forming gas (nH < 0.13 cm−3) in the simulation

volume (grey shading). We plot this for galaxies in our 1012 M⊙ halo mass bin.

The vertical dashed line shows the cosmic mean density at z = 0.25 (nH = 10−6.43

cm−3), and the solid horizontal and vertical lines subdivide this cosmic phase

space into the four regions defined by Davé et al. (2010). The temperature cut at

T = 105 K divides “hot” phases from “cool” phases, and the density cut distin-

guishes halo gas (nH > 10−4.47 cm−3, i.e. the virial radius density at z = 0.25) from

diffuse, intergalactic gas. The four quadrants, going clockwise starting at the up-

per right, therefore, correspond to: hot halo, condensed, diffuse, and WHIM gas.

In targeted sight lines, components found within ±300 km s−1 of the targeted

galaxy are considered to be associated with the galaxy (as described further in

§2.4 ). Those components are then grouped into systems. Our definition of a

system is all the components that lie within 100 km s−1 of any other component

within that system. We do this because fitting detailed line profiles can be non-

unique and quite sensitive to the assumed S/N, as described further in §2.5. The

temperatures and densities of the systems are calculated as the column density-

weighted means of the individual components. In most cases, a single component

dominates a system.

The histograms along the temperature and overdensity axes indicate the rel-

ative fractions of the cosmic mass density (grey histograms) and the absorption

systems found in our lines of sight (red) as a function of temperature and over-
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density. Comparing the red and grey histograms indicates how well the absorp-

tion seen in each ion at a given impact parameter traces the underlying density

and temperature distribution of all such ions within the volume. Note that the

histograms are linearly (not logarithmically) scaled, and that the integral under

the red and grey histograms are set to be equal. The grey histograms are the same

for all plots of a given ion, and sum only gas outside galactic ISM. In contrast, the

red histograms vary depending on the absorption found for the targeted sight

lines at various b. To avoid outliers dominating the computation, the red his-

tograms have been generated with a cap in column density of 1016 cm−2 for H I

and 1015 cm−2 for the metal lines. All the lines above these values have been set

to this value when summing the column density-weighted histogram, to avoid

having the histograms skewed by single large, saturated absorbers, since such

absorbers generally have highly uncertain column densities from Voigt profile

fitting. This affects 1.3% of all H I absorbers and no more than 0.7% of all metal-

line systems.

The vertical column of panels show the distribution at three different targeted

impact parameters, 10 kpc, 100 kpc, and 1 Mpc, along with random LOS (bot-

tom) for each ionic species. The different columns correspond to different ions,

beginning with H I and then ordered by increasing ionisation potential (discussed

below in Figure 2.6), namely Mg II, Si IV, C IV, O VI, and Ne VIII. Each galaxy has

four LOS per impact parameter, and there are 250 galaxies per mass bin. There-

fore, each panel of the top three rows represent 1000 lines of sight. We use a

velocity window of ±300 km s−1 for the targeted LOS throughout, which we ex-

plain in §4 as the rough window containing the majority of absorption associated

with the galaxy. Hence, the total path length in each panel is 6 × 105 km s−1 or

δz = 2.52. In the bottom row, we subsample the absorbers from the random lines
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of sight chosen to cover an equivalent redshift pathlength.

The first clear trend from these figures is that the number of systems goes

down with increasing impact parameter. The rate at which the number drops

shows some differences among the various ions; we will explore this further in

§6. The straightforward explanation for this is that both the metallicity and the

gas density drop as one moves away from the galaxy, which translates into less

metal absorption. Nonetheless, it is clear that even at 1 Mpc, there are more

systems than in the random LOS (see §6).

Examining the plots more closely, one sees that for some ions there is a distinct

shift in the overdensities probed by that ion as one moves out in impact parame-

ter. This is most clear for the higher ionisation potential lines of O VI and Ne VIII,

where the peak of the red histograms moves to lower overdensities at higher im-

pact parameter, but it is also true for all other ions except Mg II. We remind the

reader that the grey histograms are the same in every panel for each species be-

cause they correspond to the cosmic mass density of that ion, and thus we can

interpret the red histograms as tracing a subset of the cosmic mass density.

To illustrate some of the information contained within these plots and his-

tograms, consider C IV. At impact parameters of 10 kpc, C IV traces an average

nH ∼ 10−3 cm−3 (red histogram), but the cosmic mass-averaged C IV density is

nH ∼ 10−4 cm−3 (grey histogram). In fact, there is very little cosmic C IV at

nH > 10−3 cm−3. However, 10 kpc from a galaxy inside a 1012 M⊙ halo corre-

sponds to a rare location in the Universe where there are high levels of metal

enrichment and high densities, and hence C IV traces these metals. At impact

parameters of 100 kpc, the red histogram for C IV peaks at 10−4 cm−3, similar

to the cosmic averaged peak in the grey histogram. However, the distribution

of densities is narrower, indicating that absorbers at this impact parameter do
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not account for the full range of densities giving rise to all the C IV absorption.

At impact parameters of 1 Mpc, C IV traces overdensities similar to the cosmic

average. Finally, the random LOS C IV should theoretically trace the cosmic dis-

tribution of C IV and the red and grey histograms should overlap. However, as

discussed in Oppenheimer et al. (2012), the absorber histogram is biased towards

lower densities. The random LOS sample covering δz = 2.5 does not adequately

sample densities with nH > 10−4 cm−3 because this pathlength is not long enough

to probe these rare high density regions. This illustrates a central tenet of this

paper, namely that close-in targeted LOS probe regions of density that are not

well-sampled via randomly chosen quasar absorption sight lines.

We can similarly examine other metal ions. Random LOS showing absorp-

tion from Mg II usually probe gas within roughly 10 kpc of galaxies. As a result,

random LOS with Mg II absorption have the same overdensity as the 10 kpc gas.

Meanwhile, Mg II absorption from further away generally probes lower density

gas. For mid-ions, the random LOS have significant absorption farther away, and

hence 10 kpc LOS pick out especially dense gas, but there is little distinction be-

tween 100 kpc, 1 Mpc, and random. For high ions, these arise in more diffuse gas

so that the random LOS can probe quite low overdensities, and hence the LOS at

10 and 100 kpc pick out particularly denser gas.

Finally, for comparison, we examine neutral hydrogen. H I most closely re-

sembles the general behaviours of Mg II, in that the cosmic density of H I is

heavily weighted toward nH > 10−2 cm−3 and most cosmic H I arises at small

impact parameters going through ISM gas. There are, of course, a few key dif-

ferences between the well-understood behaviour of H I and a metal-line species

like Mg II. Most cosmic H I is in damped Lyα systems (DLAs), gas that is either

within or near the galactic ISM (Wolfe et al., 2005), as indicated by the steadily
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rising grey histograms for H I. The Lyα forest tracing diffuse gas, i.e. column

densities NH I ∼ 1013 − 1015 cm−2, corresponds to an insignificant fraction of the

total cosmic H I, unlike the high ionisation potential metal lines where most of

the cosmic absorption arises from IGM and CGM densities. Also, H I can trace a

relatively large range of phase space because: (i) hydrogen is present at all den-

sities, (ii) Lyα has a high oscillator strength, and (iii) its presence does not rely

on metal enrichment. A comparison of the red absorber histograms to the grey

cosmic density histograms makes little sense for H I since all absorbers > 1016

cm−2 have been reduced in our analysis to 1016 cm−2, which hides most of the

Lyα absorption from damped Lyα and Lyman-limit systems. However, the red

histograms show a significant downward shift in overdensity going from impact

parameter of 10 kpc out to 1 Mpc, reflecting the very different densities probed at

these three impact parameters.

2.3.3 Physical Conditions vs. Ionisation Potential

Overall, the phase space plots illustrate a key general trend: the higher the ion-

isation potential of the metal species, the lower the overdensity that it traces on

average, and hence the further away from galaxies it arises. We will argue that this

is the case in our simulation because these metal species that we explore are pri-

marily photo-ionised, except for high ionisation potential lines in massive halos.

To quantify these trends, Figure 2.6 plots the column density-weighted me-

dian overdensity (upper panel) – i.e., the overdensity above which 50% of the

absorption occurs – of absorption systems of various ions, as a function of their

ionisation potential for going from that ion into the next higher ionisation state.

To compute the column-density weighted median value, we take, for each ion,

all the systems for all the lines of sight and bin them according to their corre-

sponding overdensity (or temperature), as in the red histograms from figures 2.3,
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2.4 and 2.5. We then sum the column densities of all the systems in a given bin.

We plot the overdensity (or temperature) corresponding to where half of the total

column density (for all the bins) is above/below that value.

We also plot the column density-weighted median temperature (lower panel),

i.e. the temperature above which 50% of the absorption occurs. Points are plotted

for the well-defined median for a sample of 250 galaxies. To illustrate the range,

we show vertical range bars (not error bars) that span the 16% to 84% enclosing

values for the 100 kpc bin, as an example. This is the range of the overdensity

(or temperature) above which 16% of the absorption occurs to the overdensity

(or temperature) above which 84% of the absorption occurs. The different colour

points represent the three different impact parameters, with black points show-

ing the global values from the random LOS for comparison. These plots are for

galaxies in halos with Mhalo ≈ 1012M⊙. We plot here the full range of column

densities shown in Figures 2.3-2.5, but these findings do not depend significantly

on the column density range probed.

Figure 2.6 (top panel) shows that the median density of metal absorption de-

creases steadily with ionisation potential, but that the rate of the decrease de-

pends on impact parameter. Far from galaxies, the decrease is roughly two or-

ders of magnitude from Mg II to Ne VIII. This reflects the predominantly photo-

ionised nature of our absorption lines arising in diffuse gas far from galaxies, as

elements require lower densities to achieve higher ionisation levels. The mean

overdensity at 1 Mpc is essentially indistinguishable from that of the random

LOS. At 10 kpc there is nearly as large a decrease in the median overdensity as a

function of ionisation parameter as at 1 Mpc, but in each case the median over-

density is around two orders of magnitude larger at 10 kpc than at 1 Mpc. Impact

parameters of 100 kpc are an interesting counterpoint, showing less than an or-
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Figure 2.6: Top panel: Median column density-weighted overdensity as a function

of ionisation energy for the six ions we consider. Four points for each ion are

plotted, corresponding to three different b values (all for mass bin 1012) and ran-

dom LOS. 100 kpc (green squares) and random (black circles) are plotted at the

energy in eV at which the labeled ion is ionised to the next higher level; 10 kpc

(red triangles) and 1 Mpc (blue diamonds) are shifted for visibility. Points are

plotted at the well-defined median; vertical range (not error) bars (shown only

on the 100 kpc case for clarity) span the 16% to 84% enclosing values. The dotted

horizontal line represents the virial overdensity at z = 0.25. Bottom panel: Similar

to the top panel, but for column density-weighted temperatures.
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der of magnitude difference in the mean overdensity from Mg II to Ne VIII. As

we will discuss, this arises because in 1012M⊙ halos the high ionisation potential

lines start to have an additional contribution from collisionally ionised gas that

occurs in the denser regions closer to galaxies.

The horizontal dotted line approximately delineates the overdensity bound-

ary of virialised halos using Equation 1 from Davé et al. (2010). At 10 kpc, un-

surprisingly, all the absorption in all the ions arises in gas that is within halos.

At larger impact parameters and for the random LOS, the median overdensity

depends strongly on the ionisation state, with ions having ionisation potentials

lower than C IV generally arising in halo gas for 1012M⊙ halos, while higher ion-

isation potential absorption often arises in gas with overdensities lower than that

corresponding to galaxy halos. Unfortunately, this absorption is usually weak

and photo-ionised (Oppenheimer et al., 2012), and hence generally still does not

trace the so-called missing baryons in the WHIM.

Turning to the temperatures, Figure 2.6 shows that the median temperature of

metal absorption rises steadily with ionisation potential. It also shows that, with

the exception of Ne VIII, there is essentially no dependence of metal absorption

gas temperature on the impact parameter. This reflects the fact that the majority

of metal ions all arise in ∼ 104−4.5 K gas, i.e. photo-ionised gas temperatures,

regardless of the impact parameter. Note that the virial temperature in this halo

mass range is about a million degrees, the upper boundary of the plot.

For Ne VIII at large impact parameters, the median temperature is around

30,000 K, still considerably lower than its collisional ionisation peak tempera-

ture of 106 K, and owes to photo-ionised gas. This begins to change as one ap-

proaches galaxies. At 100 kpc, about half of the absorption comes from gas above

200,000 K, and at 10 kpc most of the Ne VIII is hot, with half the absorption com-
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ing from gas above 500,000 K that is collisionally ionised. Since (as is evident

from the phase space plots) these Ne VIII absorbers are also stronger, we obtain

a result matching that of Oppenheimer et al. (2012) that strong Ne VIII absorbers

are more often collisionally ionised. By using our targeted LOS, we show here

that this mostly arises from Ne VIII within 100 kpc of galaxies, at least in these

1012M⊙ halos. As hypothesised in Oppenheimer et al. (2012), these strong lines

are probably the only ones that have been studied carefully with COS to date (e.g.,

Tripp et al., 2011), but larger and deeper samples should uncover a population of

photo-ionised Ne VIII arising in more diffuse gas.

This hot gas close to galaxies is also evident in the H I, where at 100 kpc half

the H I absorption traces gas that is above 50,000 K, and much of this gas is above

the halo virial density. Even at 1 Mpc there is some hot H I, as the median tem-

perature is still fairly high at 40,000 K, even though the median overdensity is

quite low. As one can see from Figure 2.3, there are a number of absorbers than

can arise from both hot halo gas and truly diffuse WHIM gas. Hence, in prin-

ciple, broad H I absorbers could trace truly diffuse WHIM gas (i.e. the missing

baryons), but one has to be careful not to count hot halo gas, which may be de-

tectable by other means.

Our simulations predict that even high ions are mostly photo-ionised at all

radii. This is at odds with recent work by Stinson et al. (2012), whose simu-

lations find that O VI is predominantly collisionally ionised in their individual

galaxy simulations. Their model has the advantage of having higher resolution

than ours, but our models have the advantage that our feedback prescription

has been carefully constrained to match a broad range of observations, including

IGM enrichment. The main difference is likely that their feedback model relies

on super-heating gas within the ISM that drives hot gaseous outflows, whereas
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our model follows scalings expected for momentum-driven winds in which the

gas is pushed out via radiation pressure, and therefore is not super-heated. Our

outflows do heat once they interact with surrounding gas, but since they are typ-

ically quite enriched, the metal-enhanced cooling rates are rapid. Simply put,

their feedback model adds hot gas to the halo by construction, while ours adds

cooler gas by construction; it is not immediately evident which is closer to cor-

rect, and likely depends on the details of how winds are actually launched which

is currently not well understood. Stinson et al. (2012) did not show the O VI tem-

perature as a function of radius, area-weighted as would be appropriate for an

absorption line survey, so it is difficult to compare our results directly. But these

differences highlight that modeling the CGM is not a fully solved problem. Exam-

ining such detailed statistics as line ratios and alignment statistics between O VI

and H I (and low metal ions, e.g. Si III) provides a way to characterize the tem-

perature of the O VI gas and discriminate between such scenarios. We note that

at least in the random lines of sight examined in Oppenheimer & Davé (2009),

the observed alignment statistics between O VI and H I were better reproduced

in a momentum-driven wind scalings model as opposed to our constant wind

model that yielded more collisionally-ionised O VI. We are conducting such com-

parisons now against COS-Halos data.

In summary, different metal ions probe different physical conditions around

galaxies, with lower ionisation potential lines probing denser gas. Mg II ab-

sorbers probe very high density gas in and around the ISM of galaxies, while high

ionisation potential lines probe diffuse gas in the outskirts of halos and beyond

the virial radius. The absorbing gas temperatures generally reflect the photo-

ionised nature of metal absorption even down to small impact parameters in our

models, with the notable exception of Ne VIII lines that can arise in hot gas near
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galaxies. In the next section we will show that O VI in larger halos where a hot

CGM is present is also mostly collisionally ionised. These results demonstrate

that spanning a range of ions with low to high ionisation potentials can in princi-

ple probe a wide range of physical conditions in the CGM, but that when a range

of ions are seen in a single system, it is probably unwise to assume that they all

arise from the same gas (for the purposes, e.g., of CLOUDY modeling). Through-

out the rest of this paper, we will discuss our results in terms of low (Mg II), mid

(Si IV and C IV), and high ionisation (O VI and Ne VIII) lines, since this provides

an underlying physical context for understanding the behaviour of these various

metal absorbers.

2.3.4 Physical Conditions vs. Halo Mass

The previous section focused entirely on 1012M⊙ halos, as representative of a

typical L∗ galaxy halo. However, the increasing collisional ionisation contribu-

tion to the higher ionisation potential species might suggest that there could be

some halo mass dependence since, as is evident in Figure 2.2 and has been shown

by e.g. Kereš et al. (2005), large halos have substantially more hot gas.

To investigate any trends with halo mass in Figure 2.7, we plot in the top pan-

els the column density-weighted median overdensity and temperature as in Fig-

ure 2.6, here as a function of halo mass, focusing on H I (left panel), O VI (middle

panel), and Ne VIII (right panel). As in Figure 2.6, we plot the full range of col-

umn densities shown in Figures 2.3-2.5, but these findings do not depend much

on column density range probed. We show three different impact parameters,

slightly offset horizontally for ease of visibility, and here we show the 16 − 84%

range for all cases. The points for galaxies in halos of 1012M⊙ are identical to

those shown in Figure 2.6. We do not show the random LOS here; the values are

similar to the 1 Mpc case. We also do not show the other ions, because in those
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cases there are no discernible trends with halo mass.

At 10 kpc, for H I, the absorption arises from low temperature gas for all mass

bins. While Figure 2.2 shows halos of mass 1013M⊙ have high median temper-

atures, Figure 2.7 shows the HI absorption mostly comes from low temperature

gas present in these halos. For absorption around galaxies in halos of 1011M⊙,

most of the O VI and Ne VIII absorption owes to gas with overdensities lower

than that found in galaxy halos, since the densities are below the dotted virial

overdensity line. The exception is O VI at 10 kpc, where about half the absorp-

tion comes from the outskirts of halos. Both high ionisation potential lines have

a median temperature within the photo-ionised regime at all impact parameters

(although for Ne VIII there is a tail to higher temperatures for impact parameters

of 1 Mpc). Hence O VI and Ne VIII absorption around galaxies with halo masses

of 1011M⊙ actually traces photo-ionised, diffuse IGM gas. This occurs because

there is so little hot gas in these small halos (Kereš et al., 2005) that there is little

opportunity for these ions to trace collisionally ionised gas.

For galaxies in 1012M⊙ halos, the temperatures are still mostly representative

of photo-ionised gas for O VI, but Ne VIII begins to trace somewhat hotter gas,

already indicating a contribution from collisionally ionised gas at smaller impact

parameters. At impact parameters of 10 kpc, this gas is within galaxy halos for

both ions, and even at 100 kpc almost all the O VI absorption and about half the

Ne VIII absorption owes to gas with an overdensity consistent with being within

galaxy halos. At impact parameters of 1 Mpc, the gas giving rise to this high ion-

isation potential absorption still mostly arises from gas outside of galaxy halos.

Finally, for galaxies in 1013M⊙ halos, we see a strong dependence of physical

conditions on impact parameter, with the density and temperature both being

substantially higher at smaller impact parameters. At impact parameters of 10
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kpc and 100 kpc for both ions, all the absorption owes to gas within galaxy halos

that is at temperatures indicative of collisional ionisation. This reflects the sub-

stantial presence of hot, virial-temperature gas within these halos. At impact pa-

rameters of 1 Mpc, however, the absorption still mostly arises from photo-ionised,

diffuse IGM gas.

In summary, the high ionisation potential lines tend to trace collisionally ionised

hot gas when it is present. But this gas is generally only present abundantly well

inside of halos, at impact parameters of less than 100 kpc, and only in massive

halos where a hot gaseous atmosphere can form. In those cases, these (and other

high ion) lines may trace hot gas in halos that are not easily probed by X-ray emis-

sion (or absorption lines), offering a unique opportunity to study these baryons.

2.4 Absorption around galaxies in redshift space

The distance of an absorber from a galaxy can be observationally characterised by

two parameters: the line-of-sight velocity difference ∆v and the impact parame-

ter b. In this section we discuss the former, i.e. how absorption properties vary

with the velocity distance from the central galaxy. We seek to answer questions

like the following: Does the absorption drop off with ∆v at different rates for

different ions? Can we identify a characteristic LOS velocity distance over which

the galaxy provides a clear excess of absorption? How do these tendencies reflect

the physical conditions of the absorbing gas?

Figure 2.8 shows the column density (N) versus velocity separation (∆v) from

the central galaxy for each of our six ions, with the species ordered by increasing

ionisation potential going down the columns. The lines show the median column

densities for all lines of sight at the three different impact parameters: 10 kpc

(red), 100 kpc (green), 1 Mpc (blue), for the three different halo masses: 1011M⊙
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Figure 2.7: Median column density-weighted overdensity and temperature vs.

halo mass for H I (left panels), O VI (middle panels), and Ne VIII (right panels).

For all panels, the different colours correspond to the three different impact pa-

rameters: 10 kpc (red triangle), 100 kpc (green square), and 1 Mpc (blue diamond)

(offset for clarity). The range bars span the 16% to 84% enclosing values, and the

dotted horizontal line represents the virial overdensity.
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Figure 2.8: Median column density (N) vs. velocity separation (∆v) from the

central galaxy ∆v for Mh = 1011,12,13M⊙ (dotted, solid, and dashed lines, respec-

tively). We show results at three impact parameters: 10 kpc (red), 100 kpc (green),

and 1 Mpc (blue). Vertical dotted lines mark 300 km s−1.
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(dotted), 1012M⊙ (solid), and 1013M⊙ (dashed). We use 100 km s−1 bins and plot at

the bin’s midpoint. For example, ∆v = 150 km s−1 plots the total column density

between ±(100 − 200) km s−1. Note that the y axis has a rather large range; most

of this range is not accessible observationally, but we include it to accentuate the

trends.

The median column density decreases with increasing ∆v for all the ions, fol-

lowing the trend highlighted before that the absorption tends to be higher near

galaxies. Except at high halo masses, there are drops in these curves before

±300 km s−1. Conservatively, we may say that the vast majority of absorption

generally occurs within ±300 km s−1 of the central galaxy’s velocity, although in

many cases the majority occurs within a smaller velocity interval. We choose to

define the velocity window associated with the galaxy as 300 km s−1 to account

for as much absorption in the higher mass halos as possible while not going far

beyond the drops in the lower mass halos. We note that ±300 km s−1 is roughly

consistent with recent observational work by Prochaska et al. (2011). Quantita-

tively, we can consider the total amount of absorption within ±300 km s−1 rela-

tive to total absorption within ±600 km s−1. Looking at all three impact param-

eters, O VI has at least 96% of its column density within this velocity limit for

Mhalo = 1011 M⊙, 97% for Mhalo = 1012 M⊙, and 88% for Mhalo = 1013 M⊙. The

absorption of lower ionisation potential metal species falls off even faster with

increasing velocity difference. This indicates that in general one has to look only

within the central 600 km s−1 window around a galaxy to find most of the absorp-

tion associated with it.

Absorption around galaxies in our most massive halo bin, 1013M⊙, shows a

shallower decrease with increasing ∆v, reflecting these halos’ larger virial veloci-

ties and hence larger peculiar motions of gas and satellites. While the ±300 km s−1
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cut misses some absorption in the large halos at small b, LOS passing so close to

such massive galaxies are rare. Henceforth, we only consider absorption within

±300 km s−1 of galaxies for our targeted LOS in the subsequent figures.

Now we examine the differences between the various metal ions. The low ion-

isation potential ions decrease in absorption more rapidly with increasing impact

parameter than high ionisation potential ions. The column densities of Si IV and

C IV at fixed ∆v drop rapidly from 10 kpc to 100 kpc, and at 1 Mpc they are not

even visible in this plot. In contrast, the high ionisation potential ions, O VI and

Ne VIII, show essentially no decrease in absorption at fixed ∆v when the impact

parameter increases from 10 kpc to 100 kpc, and the drop from 100 kpc to 1 Mpc is

more modest than for low ionisation absorbers. The decrease in column density

is also more dramatic with increasing ∆v for the low ionisation potential ions.

This occurs because high ionisation potential lines arise in more extended gas

distributions at lower overdensities, which trace the general large-scale structure

in which galaxies live, while the low ionisation potential ions are more confined

to the high-density gas found closer to galaxies (as seen in Figure 2.2).

In this plot, H I behaves much like a high ionisation potential line – note the

similarity in the shapes of the curves between H I and O VI, although there is

a large difference in the magnitude of the column densities. This reflects the

fact that H I can arise in a wide range of physical conditions, and even at small

impact parameters there is a substantial contribution to the column density from

gas along the LOS out to large ∆v’s (Kollmeier et al., 2003; Kollmeier et al., 2006).

At 1 Mpc, H I absorption does not depend much on the central halo mass. H I is

observed almost everywhere that metal ions are seen, and in almost every case

has a column density greater than any metal ion.

Finally, we examine the trends with halo mass. Nominally, the larger peculiar
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velocities within larger halos should result in greater ∆v’s; each factor of 10 in

halo mass should correspond to a factor of 101/3 ≈ 2.2 in ∆v. In practise, one

would expect ∆v differences that are somewhat lower than this because one inte-

grates the column density through the entire halo. Low ionisation potential ions

like Mg II are close to this expectation, with the differences between the curves

being roughly a factor of 1.7 in ∆v. This indicates that Mg II basically arises only

when the LOS intercepts a galaxy, and at large ∆v the satellite galaxies giving rise

to the absorption are tracing the underlying halo potential. The mid ionisation

potential ions Si IV and C IV are similar to Mg II, indicating that the denser gas

giving rise to these ions also traces the underlying potential. Moving towards

higher ionisation potential lines, we see somewhat smaller differences as a func-

tion of halo mass, as absorption in these ions starts to pick up gas that is outside

the virial radius and hence not dominated by the halo potential. It is important

to note once again that all the massive galaxies in the vzw simulation have star

formation rates well above comparable-mass galaxies in the real Universe, ow-

ing to a lack of a quenching mechanism in our simulations (e.g. Gabor & Davé,

2012). Therefore, the absorption trends at higher mass may not be reflective of

the real Universe, where the observed O VI declines in strength in more massive

halos (Tumlinson et al., 2011). Nonetheless, to first order for all ions, close to

galaxies it is the dynamics of the host halo that establishes the ∆v distribution of

the absorption.

In summary, all ions have the vast majority of their absorption arising within

a redshift-space distance of (conservatively) ∆v± 300 km s−1 around galaxies for

all but the most massive halos. Low ionisation species show a sharp drop with

∆v, while high ionisation species show a more gradual drop. More massive ha-

los show a broader absorption distribution in ∆v reflecting their larger potential
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wells. For low ionisation lines, absorption drops very rapidly with impact pa-

rameter, while for high ionisation lines, the drop with impact parameter is much

slower. These trends broadly reflect the overall morphology of absorption rela-

tive to galaxies, in the sense that lower ionisation lines are more confined to dense

gas closer to galaxies.

2.5 Absorption around galaxies versus impact parameter

We now turn to examining the extent of absorption around galaxies in physical

space, as quantified by the impact parameter b. From the previous section, we

know that much of the absorption occurs within approximately ±300 km/s of

a galaxy (the mild exception being for low ionisation potential lines in massive

halos). Hence, we will examine how absorption within this ∆v range varies with

impact parameter, as a function of both ionisation level and halo mass.

In Figure 3.7 we plot the summed column density per unit redshift along all

lines of sight with a given impact parameter, with the impact parameters ranging

from 10 − 1000 kpc. We show results from our vzw simulation for galaxies in

halos with masses of 1011M⊙ (dotted lines), 1012M⊙ (solid), and 1013M⊙ (dashed).

We show error bars owing to cosmic variance (since statistical errors are small).

To calculate those, we divide our simulation volume into sixteen sections of equal

volume and compute the dN/dz values for lines of sight within each section, and

compute the dispersion over the sixteen sections. We ignore the (rare) sections

that have no absorption when calculating the dispersion.

Here, we have chosen to plot a summed column density, instead of a median

one. This is because we are interested in predicting the total absorption along

the line of sight as one moves out in impact parameter. The median value can

be highly dependent on the resolution and noise level of the spectra, since better
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Figure 2.9: The total column density (not number density) per unit redshift versus

impact parameter around galaxies in halos of 1011M⊙ (dotted), 1012M⊙ (solid) and

1013M⊙ (dashed). For halos, dN/dz is the summed column density for the given

ion along all lines of sight at the given impact parameter over the velocity range

±300 km s−1, divided by ∆z = (Number of halos in sample) × (600 km s−1)/(1 +

z). The black symbols indicate dN/dz for random lines of sight. Note that the

vertical range for each ion varies, although it always spans 4 dex. The vertical

dotted line corresponds to 300 kpc. Error bars show the cosmic variance across

sixteen simulation sections of equal volume.
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quality spectra will result in many more weak lines. In contrast, the summed

absorption is a more robust quantity. However, it does have the disadvantage

that it can be biased by a single, very large absorber. To mitigate this, we apply

here the same column density caps as described in §3.2. Lines above 1016 cm−2

for H I and 1015 cm−2 for metal lines are reset to 1016 cm−2and 1015 cm−2, respec-

tively. While this particular statistic has yet to be determined observationally as a

function of impact parameter, this could certainly be done, and would provide a

robust quantitative estimate of the total amount of absorption as one moves away

from galaxies.

The trends seen here in physical space are qualitatively similar to those seen

in redshift space in the previous section. All the ions show enhanced absorption

near galaxies; even at 1 Mpc the dN ion/dz for targeted LOS is noticeably higher

than that for random LOS, shown as the diamond at 1 Mpc in each plot. For low

and mid ionisation potential ions, the decline is very steep with increasing ra-

dius, and beyond a few hundred kpc, dN ion/dz is almost independent of impact

parameter. For Mg II, the dN/dz value has dropped by two orders of magnitude

by 100 kpc. For mid ions, the sharp drops in dN/dz happen at slightly further

impact parameters, roughly 200-300 kpc. For high ionisation potential ions, the

decline is not as steep with impact parameter, but there is still a clear enhance-

ment within roughy 300 kpc; about a factor of two for O VI and about a factor of

four for Ne VIII.

There are also trends with halo mass, although they are not strong as in Fig-

ure 2.8. The general trend is that there is somewhat more absorption at higher

halo masses, at most impact parameters. To first order, this reflects the increased

gas density both in and around larger halos. There are some interesting ex-

ceptions; for instance, O VI shows less absorption within 200 kpc for galaxies
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in massive halos. This may reflect temperatures deep within group-sized halos

that exceed the collisional ionisation temperature of O VI (Davé, Oppenheimer,

& Sivanandam, 2008) combined with densities that exceed the photo-ionisational

densities of O VI (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2009). When one reaches 1 Mpc impact

parameters, the dN ion/dz values for H I and the high ionisation potential ions for

the various halo masses all have essentially converged.

We have argued above somewhat indirectly that most metal absorption arises

from gas within roughly 300 kpc of galaxies (depending on the ion), but in simu-

lations we can test this hypothesis directly. To do so, we tag gas particles in our

simulations that lie within a chosen radius r from any resolved SKID-identified

galaxy (M∗ ≥ 109.1 M⊙), and then regenerate our LOS with contributions only

from those tagged particles. We exclude galaxies below this mass limit as they

are not well resolved in our simulations (Finlator et al., 2006). Figure 2.10 shows

the resulting summed dN ion/dz values as a function of impact parameter, analo-

gous to Figure 3.7, with the different lines showing the contribution from particles

within r < 30 kpc (blue dotted), r < 100 kpc (green dashed), and r < 300 kpc (red

dot-dashed) from galaxies. We show here results for the 1012M⊙ halo mass bin,

but the results are not significantly different for other halo masses. For compari-

son, the solid black line includes absorption from all gas, reproduced from Figure

3.7.

Explaining further, in this Figure we use the same galaxies as in Figure 3.7,

with the same LOS at the same impact parameters. But we no longer consider

absorption from every SPH particle that intersects the targeted LOS. We now

consider absorption from the SPH particles along the line of sight only if they

are within a given physical radius from any galaxy in our simulation volume,

not just the targeted one. The reader will note that, for example, the red 300 kpc
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Figure 2.10: Total column density per unit redshift (dN/dz) for targeted LOS

around 1012M⊙ halos, for all gas particles (black solid line, identical to Figure

3.7), and for gas within the specified radius of a galaxy (coloured lines). Black

line is labeled ”all”, indicating that we consider absorption from all SPH particles

(i.e. the full simulation) intersecting the targeted LOS. Coloured lines indicate

dN/dz where we only include absorption from SPH particles that are within a

sphere of the indicated physical radius from any galaxy in our simulation (not

just the targeted one). Dotted purple shows dN/dz for gas within 30 kpc (phys-

ical) of a galaxy, Dashed green line is for 100 kpc, and dash-dot red is for 300

kpc.
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Table 2.2: For each ion, we give the percentage of absorption from particles within

300 kpc of any galaxy in our simulations, at each impact parameter listed. Values

in this table are derived from the difference between the red dash-dotted and

black solid lines in Figure 2.10 at impact parameters of 10, 100, and 300 kpc.

10 kpc 100 kpc 300 kpc

H I 94% 81% 41%

Mg II 97% 97% 80%

Si IV 96% 97% 80%

C IV 96% 92% 66%

O VI 79% 74% 35%

Ne VIII 67% 32% 14%

line extends past 300 kpc. This is due to clustering. A targeted line of sight can

find absorbers at, for example, 750 kpc because those absorbers are from particles

within 300 kpc of another galaxy, as opposed to the targeted one.

For the low and mid metal ions, particles within 300 kpc are responsible for

the great majority of the absorption at all impact parameters, as given in Table

2.2. For low ionisation species, particles within even smaller radii are responsible

for the majority of absorption. For Mg II, most of the absorption owes to particles

within only 100 kpc, and typically around half of the Mg II absorption owes to

gas within only 30 kpc of galaxies. For mid ions Si IV and C IV, essentially all the

absorption comes from within 300 kpc of galaxies, with the majority of it from

within 100 kpc, and only a small fraction within 30 kpc. For O VI and Ne VIII,

how much absorption comes from particles within 300 kpc depends upon impact

parameter, as shown in Table 2.2. For these high ions, very little of the absorp-

tion comes from particles within 100 kpc, and in fact a substantial fraction can
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come from particles further than 300 kpc from galaxies. The contributions to the

100 kpc curves at b > 100 kpc, for example, must come from gas associated with

other galaxies, either satellite systems or galaxies projected along the LOS with

|∆v| < 300 km s−1.

In summary, the extent of metal ions around galaxies – that is, the range con-

taining the vast majority of metal absorption – is roughly 300 km s−1 in velocity

space (although in some cases much less than that), and roughly 300 kpc in phys-

ical separation (except for O VI and Ne VIII at large impact parameter). Low ion-

isation potential metal ions are more confined around galaxies in both velocity

and physical space. This is consistent with the visual impression of the column

density images in Figure 2.2. We reiterate that metal ions are more likely to be

found within 300 kpc or 300 km s−1 of some galaxy, not necessarily the target

galaxy. In particular, the excess of low ions at large radii in Figures 3.7 and 2.10

arises from satellites and neighboring galaxies.

2.6 Column Density Distributions

The column density distribution (CDD), i.e. the number of absorption systems

per unit column density per unit redshift, represents the most basic counting

statistic for characterising absorption line systems. Examining the CDDs as a

function of impact parameter tells us how absorption drops off with distance as

a function of column density, and thereby gives us a more detailed view of how

absorption varies around galaxies compared to the aggregate statistics presented

in the previous sections.

Figure 3.8 shows CDDs plotted as N2 × f(N) where f(N) ≡ d2n/dNdz for

all our ions, where N is the column density, n is the number of lines, and dz is

the redshift-space path length, corresponding to ±300 km s−1. We plot this at
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Figure 2.11: Top panel: Column density distributions (CDDs) for galaxies with Mhalo =

1012M⊙. f (N) ≡ d2n/dN dz . We multiply f (N) by N 2 to show from where most of

the absorption per unit log column density arises. The black line is the column density

distribution for random LOS, red, green, and blue are for targeted LOS at 10 kpc, 100 kpc,

and 1 Mpc, respectively. Circles (which increase in size with increasing b) mark the peak

of the distribution, i.e., where 50% of the column density is below that value and 50%

above it. Bottom: Same as the top panel for galaxies in halos of 1011M⊙ (dotted line)

and 1013M⊙ (dashed line). Triangles and squares mark the peak of the distribution for

1011M⊙ and 1013M⊙ respectively, also increasing in size with increasing b, while circles

mark peak for random distribution, as in top panel. Vertical lines show the completeness

limit of the CDDs for S/N=30 per 6 km s−1 pixel.
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three impact parameters of 10 kpc (red), 100 kpc (green), and 1 Mpc (blue), and

for comparison we also plot the CDD for random LOS (black; similar to those in

Oppenheimer et al., 2012). As before, we combine ions with separations ∆v <

100 km s−1 into systems before measuring the CDD, and apply column density

caps (see §3.2). In the top panel, we add colored circles indicating the center of

the distribution, i.e., where 50% of the total column density is below that value

and 50% above it. In the bottom panel we indicate these central values with

triangles and squares for 1011M⊙ and 1013M⊙, respectively. The top panels show

the results for galaxies in halos of ≈ 1012M⊙. The bottom panels show analogous

CDDs for galaxies in halos of ≈ 1011M⊙ (dotted lines) and ≈ 1013M⊙ (dashed) to

assess the dependence on halo mass.

We multiply f(N) by N2 to obtain a quantity that reflects the (relative) amount

of absorption per unit redshift at each column density in that ion: the value

of N2 × f(N) at N = 1014 cm−2, for example, represents the total column den-

sity per unit redshift contributed by lines in a ∆ lnN = 1 interval centered at

N = 1014 cm−2. Multiplying by N2 also enhances the visibility of trends by mit-

igating the typically steep power-law dependence of f(N). In previous work

(Oppenheimer et al., 2012; Davé et al., 2010), we had plotted N × f(N) just for

visibility’s sake. Here we add an additional power of N , because this means

that the crest of the N2 × f(N) curve represents the column density contributing

the most absorption per logarithmic interval in that ion. These crests are typi-

cally shallow — indicating absorption that is spread over a fairly wide range of

column densities — but they correspond well to the centers of the cumulative

distributions marked by the circles.

We plot a vertical line that represents the 50% completeness limit for the

CDD of absorbers identified in our artificial spectra with S/N=30. We determine
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this limit by comparing these CDDs to those derived from artificial spectra with

S/N=100 (not shown) and by identifying the column density where the S/N=30

CDD begins to deviate by more than 50% from the CDD derived with S/N=100.

We determine this limit using random LOS since this sample contains the largest

total number of lines owing to its large path length. Since we employ the same

S/N in all spectra, this completeness limit should also be applicable for the tar-

geted LOS.

The first thing that one gleans from these figures is that for the metals, even at

impact parameters of 1 Mpc there is clearly more absorption near galaxies than

in the random LOS. This is true for every ion and for the full range of halo masses

that we explore in this paper. For low ions that arise predominantly near galaxies,

this reflects the large-scale auto correlation function of galaxies, which extends to

many megaparsecs. For high ionisation potential ions, the absorption arises in

less dense (diffuse and WHIM) gas that still correlates with galaxies living in

large-scale structures.

We also see that the cosmic absorption in every metal ion peaks in the range

of N ≈ 1013 − 1014.5 cm−2. These peaks are generally above the completeness

limit for all the ions except Ne VIII, where the lines are intrinsically weak. For

the lower ionisation potential ions (Mg II, Si IV, C IV), this peak moves to larger

columns as one goes to smaller impact parameters, while for the high ionisation

potential ions the peak remains mostly independent of the impact parameter.

In addition, for high ionisation potential ions (and for Mg II) one must probe to

fairly low column densities to capture the bulk of the cosmic absorption, e.g.,

NOVI ∼ 1014 cm−2 and NNeVIII ∼< 1013.5 cm−2. Hence, while many O VI and Ne VIII

absorption systems are now being detected in COS data (Tumlinson et al., 2011;

Tripp et al., 2011), our models predict that higher S/N observations that probe
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to N ∼ 1013.5 cm−2 are needed to capture the bulk of cosmic absorption in these

ions.

Now let us examine H I, as this ion is relatively well understood in terms of

its connection with galaxies and large-scale structure (e.g., Davé et al., 1999; Davé

et al., 2010). H I shows a clear trend of having an increasing number of high

column density absorption systems as one approaches a galaxy, i.e. as one goes

to small impact parameters. In contrast, as one goes to smaller impact param-

eters the number of lower column density absorption systems does not change

as significantly. In fact, below N ∼ 1014 cm−2 the trend actually reverses with

the number of systems increasing as one goes to larger impact parameters. This

can be easily understood. The strong absorbers mostly arise in the dense gas

around galaxies, while the weak absorbers arise more in the surrounding large-

scale structure, even when the impact parameter is small. This is consistent with

the strong correlation between H I column density and overdensity predicted in

the models (e.g., Davé et al., 2001; Schaye, 2001; Davé et al., 2010; Hui et al., 1997).

For the metal lines, the variation in the shape of the CDD with impact pa-

rameter shows interesting trends as a function of ionisation level. As one moves

from impact parameters of 100 kpc to 10 kpc, for lower column density absorbers

there is little change in the incidence of absorption. However, as one moves to

higher column densities, the number of absorbers increases and the peak moves

to higher column densities. The column density where the increase to small im-

pact parameter becomes noticeable increases with ionisation level. For instance,

for Mg II the 10 kpc and 100 kpc curves differ at NMgII ∼> 1012 cm−2, while for

C IV they differ at NCIV ∼> 1014 cm−2. For O VI and Ne VIII, there are only minimal

differences in the CDDs at impact parameters of 10 kpc and 100 kpc. At impact

parameters of 1 Mpc the number of absorbers is smaller at all columns for all the
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metal ions, with the peak also generally occurring at lower column densities. The

random LOS continue this trend. In short, the lower the ionisation potential, the

more sensitive the ion’s CDD is to the proximity of a galaxy.

It is conventional to fit the CDD with a power law in column density for a

given ion: f(N) ∝ N−β . For random lines of sight, the observed power-law

slopes for H I, O VI, and C IV are generally between 1.5 ∼< β ∼< 2.2 (Danforth et al.,

2006; Cooksey et al., 2010). Davé et al. (2010), using similar simulations, found

a slope for the H I CDD of β = 1.70, which is (unsurprisingly) similar to what

we find here. The slope for O VI depends on the range of column densities over

which the fit is done, since a pure power law is not a good descriptor. Using the

full range above our completeness limit, we obtain β ≈ 2.3, which is comparable

to Danforth et al. (2006) who found β = 2.2 ± 0.1. C IV likewise is not a perfect

power law, but we find a slope of β ≈ 1.9, which is steeper that observations by

Cooksey et al. (2010) that yield β = 1.5+0.17
−0.19, but probably within uncertainties

given that incompleteness in the data which has poorer quality than our simu-

lated spectra will generically lead to shallower slopes. Given the variations in

spectral quality between all these data sets, we consider our simulations to be

broadly in agreement with current measures of CDD slopes for these ions. Ob-

servations have yet to constrain the slope as a function of impact parameter, but

our models predict that the slope does not vary dramatically, and mainly only the

amplitude increases substantially to small impact parameter. This prediction will

be testable with upcoming observations that have sufficient statistics to examine

f(N) as a function of impact parameter.

Looking at the bottom panels of Figure 3.8, absorption around galaxies in ha-

los of larger and smaller masses continues these same general trends. At impact

parameters of 10 kpc, as one goes from halo with masses of 1011M⊙ to 1013M⊙ one
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sees similar trends as when one went from impact parameters of 100 kpc to 10 kpc

in halos of fixed mass; there is agreement of the CDDs at small column densities

and more absorption at high column densities, and the transition occurs at a col-

umn density that increases as the ionisation potential of the ion increases. Hence

in this regard, going to higher halo masses is equivalent to going to smaller im-

pact parameters in a halo of fixed mass. The CDDs are relatively insensitive to

the mass of the galaxy halo for impact parameters of 1 Mpc.

Ne VIII exhibits an interesting trend at high halo masses, arising from its strong

collisional ionisation contribution when a hot gaseous atmosphere is present. We

see in Figure 2.5 that Ne VIII has a low-density, photo-ionised component probing

the diffuse IGM, which gives it the more extended characteristics of a high ioni-

sation potential ion like O VI that is itself mostly photo-ionised. However, Ne VIII

also traces 105.5−6.0 K hot halo gas, which is both denser and at lower impact pa-

rameters, where cooler ions like Si IV and C IV are also found. Therefore for large

halos and impact parameters inside of 100 kpc, there is a substantial population

of (collisionally ionised) Ne VIII absorbers. Note that this Ne VIII could be coin-

cident with lower ionisation potential ions, as has been observed by Tripp et al.

(2011), but arises in a different gas component.

In summary, the CDD of H I and metal ions shows trends with impact param-

eter that reflect correlations of absorption with both nearby galaxies and large-

scale structure. All ions show increased absorption closer to galaxies. Low ion-

isation potential ions are more influenced by the presence of nearby galaxies.

These CDDs represent a prediction of hierarchical models that enrich the IGM

using outflows from star-forming galaxies and can in principle be tested and con-

strained by observations (e.g., Tumlinson et al., 2011). The full COS-Halos data

set is being analyzed now (Werk et al., 2012), and in future work we will under-
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take a detailed comparison to CDD and other observed statistics, including an

artificial spectra sample that more closely mimics the COS-Halos spectra.

2.7 Variations with outflow model

One expects the enrichment of the surrounding CGM gas to depend sensitively

on the properties of the enriching outflows. So far we have only considered our

favoured outflow model with momentum-driven wind scalings. Here we con-

sider how the absorption properties around galaxies depend on our assumed out-

flow model, using two other wind prescriptions: a simulation with no winds (nw)

and a constant wind (cw) model where we assume a constant mass loading factor

of η = 2 and a constant wind speed from all galaxies of vw = 680 km s−1. The latter

is similar to that used in the Overwhelmingly Large Simulations (OWLS) refer-

ence model of Schaye et al. (2010). The cw version used in this paper is identical

to that described in Davé et al. (2010), except that it was re-run using Wiersma

et al. (2009a) metal-line cooling rates, for consistency with the vzw model used

here.

To begin, Figure 2.2 shows a pictorial representation of how the physical con-

ditions and absorption vary with wind model. In Figure 2.12, for easier compar-

ison, we collapse the density and temperature information given in Figure 2.2

down into one dimension by taking the azimuthal average of those images. In

Figure 2.12, we show a larger region than in Figure 2.2 to illustrate larger-scale

trends, and include metallicity to more fully understand the cooling processes.

In the top panel of Figure 2.12, vzw curiously shows more similarities to the

no wind model (nw) than to the constant wind model (cw). This illustrates that

the high wind speeds from all galaxies in the cw model cause significantly more

spatial dispersal of mass (along with metals, as we show below) on ∼Mpc scales
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Figure 2.12: Median overdensity, temperature, and metallicity vs. impact param-

eter for three different wind models: momentum-driven “vzw”, constant wind

“cw”, and no wind “nw”. Sight lines are all around galaxies with halo masses of

1012M⊙. The top two rows are similar to the first two columns of Figure 2.2, but

collapsing the image down to one dimension.
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around galaxies. The vzw model has lower velocity winds that do not have such

a dramatic impact on large scales, but do have a strong impact on smaller (CGM)

scales. The vzw model pushes more mass via winds into the CGM relative to

the no wind model, but this mass is close enough that it recycles back onto the

galaxy in much less than a Hubble time (Oppenheimer et al., 2010). We note that

the galaxy population is broadly more similar in the two wind models, as they

both suppress global star formation substantially relative to the no-wind case (for

a fuller discussion of these properties, see Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Davé et al.,

2011a,b), but Figure 2.12 shows that they are quite different in where they deposit

the ejected material.

The middle and lower panels of Figure 2.12 illustrate how winds affect the

CGM. Here vzw and cw actually trend in the opposite direction relative to the

no-wind case! In the vzw case, the area around the galaxy is slightly colder

than with no winds. This is because the lower wind speeds deposit more metals

around galaxies (lower panel), and this results in an increased amount of metal

cooling (Oppenheimer et al., 2012) that more than offsets the shock heating from

the winds. In contrast, the cw model expels gas at high velocities, around the

escape velocity for 1012M⊙ halos, even from small galaxies. This means the en-

richment is more widespread – past 100 kpc, cw shows greater metallicity than

the vzw or nw model. Moreover, the wind energy is deposited into less dense

gas where it does not have a chance to radiate away its energy.

The H I maps shown in Figure 2.2 illustrate that winds do not make a large

difference to H I absorption, at least on the large scales depicted here, similar to

results at high redshift (e.g., Kollmeier et al., 2003; Kollmeier et al., 2006). How-

ever, there is an increase in H I on small scales, roughly 100 kpc. The metal ab-

sorption, in contrast, shows more dramatic differences between the wind models.
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In the no-wind case, all the metals are essentially confined to be in and around

galaxies, showing that even the distribution of metals within the CGM requires

winds. These differences should be manifest in the statistics of absorbers around

galaxies, providing an opportunity to constrain wind models.

To further quantify the extent of the metal distribution, Figure 2.13 shows the

fraction of all cosmic metal mass that lies within a given radius from galaxies

with M∗ ≥ 109.1 M⊙ in the simulation volume. We also plot the fraction of all

cosmic mass for all species, in addition to just metals. The procedure for this

was discussed in §2.5. Here the impact of winds on distributing cosmic metals is

shown clearly: the no wind model keeps essentially all metals confined very close

to galaxies, while the constant wind model disperses them over large scales, with

the momentum-driven wind model intermediate between the two. This figure

also shows that the constant wind model also pushes the total mass further out,

while the momentum-driven wind and no wind models are more similar. For

our favoured momentum-driven wind scaling model, 83% of the metal mass is

in gas within 300 kpc from galaxies. For the cw model, only 40% is within this

radius. Hence the basic extent of metals around galaxies can already provide a

discriminant between wind models.

We now aim to quantify these differences in metal distribution using absorp-

tion line statistics. Figure 2.14 is similar to Figure 3.7, except that it compares

the three wind models, using the same column density caps as explained in §3.2.

Here, we also include a comparison to our old vzw simulation that used collision-

ally ionised equilibrium (CIE) metal line cooling, labeled as vzw-cie, as opposed

to our current vzw model that uses the Wiersma et al. (2009a) (PIE) cooling. For

the most part, the differences between the vzw-cie model and our current vzw

model are small compared to the differences between wind models, and hence
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Figure 2.13: Thin lines: Metal mass fraction of all gas particles within spheres

of radius r around all galaxies M∗ ≥ 109.1 M⊙ in our simulation at z=0.25, rel-

ative to the total metal mass of gas particles in the whole simulation volume,

for momentum-driven winds (solid line), no winds (dashed line), and constant

winds (dotted line). The vertical dotted line delineates 300 kpc. Thick lines: Total

mass fraction for all species, not just metals.
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this aspect of our modeling does not introduce a large uncertainty into the re-

sults. The differences between vzw and vzw-cie are small because the winds

have moderate velocities, preventing large amounts of gas to reach lower over-

densities. Instead, they remain in moderate-density gas where cooling times are

short regardless of photo-ionisation suppression. Note that when we generate

spectra, we compute ionic abundances including photoionisation in both cases;

it is only during the evolution of the simulation that vzw-cie is different.

In this figure, as in Figure 3.7, we also show dN ion/dz for random LOS for

each wind model as the diamonds near the right edge. For all models and ions,

dN ion/dz values at 1 Mpc are still higher than dN ion/dz for random LOS. Note

that for all the metal ions, there is so little absorption in the no wind model that

the random LOS dN ion/dz (purple diamonds) falls off the bottom of this plot.

Similarly, the cw model shows so little Si IV and Mg II absorption in random LOS

that the red diamonds fall off the bottom of the plot.

For all the metal ions, the no wind model gives significantly less absorp-

tion than any of the wind models, even down to the smallest impact parame-

ters probed here. However, there is not a large difference between models with

winds and the model without winds for H I. Without outflows, metals basically

exist outside the ISM only owing to tidal or ram pressure stripping processes that

remove material from the ISM of the central or satellite galaxies. It is evident from

this plot (as with the images in Figure 2.12) that such stripping processes provide

only a small contribution to the CGM metal absorption in these halos, though it

can be more substantial in large halos (e.g., Davé, Oppenheimer, & Sivanandam,

2008; Zu et al., 2011). Hence, we predict metals seen at any impact parameter

beyond that of the ISM of typical galaxies arise almost exclusively owing to out-

flows.
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Figure 2.14: The total column density per unit redshift for the vzw, vzw-cie, cw,

and nw models, all for galaxies in 1012M⊙ halos. The diamonds indicate the

dN ion/dz value for random lines of sight for each wind model. The symbols are

shifted slightly to the left of 1 Mpc, and separated for easier viewing. In some

cases the symbols are lower than the scale of the plot so do not appear.
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Figure 2.15: The median column density (N) vs. velocity separation from the

central galaxy (∆v) for galaxies in 1012M⊙ halos for the vzw, cw, and nw models.

We show results at three impact parameters: 10 kpc (red), 100 kpc (green), and 1

Mpc (blue). The vertical dotted marks 300 km s−1.
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The differences between the constant wind and momentum-driven wind cases

are more subtle. The global trends with ionisation state are as before: lower ion-

isation potential species are more highly peaked at small impact parameters in

both wind models. The main significant difference is an overall offset. In gen-

eral, the cw model has lower absorption for low ionisation potential species,

and higher absorption for high ionisation potential species relative to the vzw

(or vzw-cie) model. The lower absorption arises in part because the cw model

produces less metals overall owing to its reduced cosmic star formation (Op-

penheimer et al., 2012). Going to higher ionisation species, absorption in the

cw model becomes only slightly less than absorption in the vzw model. For

Ne VIII, cw shows more absorption than vzw. This reflects the impression from

Figure 2.12 that the cw model expels metals to greater distances and heats this dif-

fuse gas more (Oppenheimer et al., 2012). Hence, the global absorption strength

as a function of ionisation state provides another potential discriminant between

outflow models.

In Figure 2.15, we plot the median column density versus velocity, analogous

to Figure 2.8 except now we vary the wind model as opposed to the halo mass.

Not surprisingly, for H I all the wind models give similar results; however vzw

does show an increase over nw and cw at 100 kpc, because these winds push

more cool gas to CGM distances. For the metal lines, once again the no-wind

case shows virtually no absorption except perhaps very (dynamically) close to

galaxies (±100 km s−1). Hence, tidal effects and other stripping processes are

ineffective in distributing metals in velocity space, just as in physical space.

In this figure, we see similar trends with wind model as we did in Figure

2.14. For low ionisation potential metal species, the vzw model produces higher

column densities, while the opposite is true for high ionisation potential species.
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Previous work (Oppenheimer et al., 2012) has shown that the cw and vzw models

enrich the dense gas in quite different ways. The cw model, with its high veloc-

ities emanating even from small galaxies, deposits fewer metals into the high

density regions very close to galaxies and more metals into the diffuse IGM. Ac-

cordingly, metal ions that show more absorption in the cw model than in the vzw

model have more absorption from more diffuse IGM gas.

In summary, the rate of the decrease in absorption of metal lines as one moves

away from the central galaxy provides a potentially strong discriminant between

outflow models that enrich the diffuse IGM to fairly similar levels. Winds are

required to enrich the CGM of normal galaxies to any significant level. Our cur-

rently favoured momentum-driven wind scaling model predicts more low ioni-

sation potential absorption close to galaxies than the constant wind model and

less high ionisation potential absorption farther from galaxies. Quantitative com-

parisons with present and upcoming COS data should yield more stringent con-

straints on outflow propagation.

2.8 Conclusions

We have examined the absorption line properties of H I and five key metal ions

in the vicinity of galaxies at z = 0.25 in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations

that include galactic outflows, as a function of velocity separation, impact pa-

rameter between the galaxy and the line of sight, and halo mass. Our chosen

metal ions span a range of ionisation potentials, from low (Mg II) to mid (Si IV

& C IV) to high (O VI & Ne VIII). This is the first absorption line study of metal

absorption around galaxies in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations with a

self-consistently generated outflow model that matches a wide range of galaxy

and IGM observables. Our work is motivated by the upcoming wealth of data
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from Hubble’s Cosmic Origins Spectrograph, and hence our artificial spectra are

generated with resolutions and noise characteristics comparable to the best data

that will be obtained with COS.

Our primary conclusions are:

1. Absorption in all ions is enhanced closer to galaxies. This is true in terms

of both impact parameter and velocity separation. A velocity separation

of ±300 km s−1 around galaxies encompasses most of the cosmic metal line

absorption (although in some cases it can be less), and absorption is also

significantly stronger within 300 kpc around a galaxy, particularly for lower

ionisation potential lines. These ranges are somewhat larger around bigger

galaxies. In our favoured momentum-driven wind simulation, ≈ 80% of all

cosmic metals lie within 300 kpc of a galaxy.

2. The dependence of metal absorption strength on distance from a galaxy in

either physical or redshift space depends monotonically on the ionisation

potential of the absorbing ion. Ions with a low ionisation potential (Mg II,

Si IV) arise in higher density gas that tends to drop off more quickly with

impact parameter and velocity separation than ions with higher ionisation

potentials (C IV, O VI, Ne VIII). High ionisation potential absorbers are more

associated with gas at halo-like overdensities, and the overall large-scale

structure that contains galaxies, while low ionisation potential lines arise

more in the dense gas close to individual galaxies. Regardless of ionisation

level, even out to 1 Mpc, targeted LOS show an excess of absorption over

random LOS, reflective of large-scale matter clustering.

3. The majority of cosmic absorption in the ions considered here occurs in

photo-ionised gas at T < 105 K. The exception to this is for the high ion-
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isation lines O VI and Ne VIII at impact parameters ∼< 100 kpc arising in

massive halos containing substantial hot gas; these lines are predominantly

collisionally ionised.

4. The dependence of the column density distributions on impact parameter

also shows trends with ionisation potential. Species with lower ionisation

potentials are more affected by the proximity of a galaxy. Excepting Ne VIII,

our spectra (comparable to COS data quality) directly trace the majority of

cosmic absorption; i.e. there is not a large population of smaller absorbers

that is inaccessible to COS that would dominate the total cosmic absorption.

5. Without winds, even gas within ≈ 100 kpc of galaxies remains mostly un-

enriched; hence outflows are required to enrich the CGM as well as the IGM.

The differences in metal absorption between our favoured momentum-driven

wind scaling model and a constant wind model are evident both for lower

ionisation potential species close to galaxies and for high ionisation poten-

tial species farther from galaxies. The models are clearly distinguishable

from each other using the combined CGM statistics of O VI and H I.

These results provide a starting point for understanding how absorption lines

trace the metal enrichment around galaxies. We have highlighted some basic

trends, and shown that quantifying this distribution as a function of impact pa-

rameter and velocity separation can provide interesting constraints on key phys-

ical processes such as galactic outflows, as well as the density and temperature

state of the metal-enriched IGM.

While we have considered only five metal ions in this paper, the basically

monotonic trends with ionisation potential suggest that the behaviour of any

other ion can be predicted just based on its ionisation potential. Our simulations
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predict that higher ionisation potential ions should fall off more slowly at larger

impact parameters and velocity separations, because they are tracing lower den-

sity, mostly photo-ionised gas. This suggests a physical structure of CGM gas in

which O VI is more extended than C IV, which is more extended than Si IV, and so

on. Ne VIII and O VI, if probed at sufficiently low column densities, trace the most

remote and diffuse metals of any UV resonance line, but their strongest lines arise

in hot collisionally ionised gas near large galaxies.

This work is the first step in a series of works to confront successful models

for galaxy-IGM coevolution with absorption line observations around galaxies in

the low-z universe. We examine redshift z = 0.25, but the basic trends are appli-

cable to all redshifts probed by COS (z ∼< 1), as recent work by Davé et al. (2010)

and Oppenheimer et al. (2012) show little evolution in the IGM from z = 1 → 0.

We caution, though, that detailed comparisons to observations are premature for

the simulated spectra presented here, since quantitative trends can be sensitive

to the details of spectral resolution, noise level, etc. Furthermore, our massive

galaxies (Mhalo = 1013 M⊙) are all star-forming in these simulations, in clear con-

flict with observations of mostly passive galaxies in this halo mass range, and

hence the predictions for such halos may be influenced by physical effects not in-

cluded in our current models. Nonetheless, we believe that the basic intuition of

understanding metal absorption surrounding galaxies in terms of the ionisation

potential of the tracer ion is robust, and provides a clear intuition for interpret-

ing current and future observations. As observations progress, particularly with

COS, simulations like these will provide a critical testbed for galaxy formation

models, and will help elucidate the physical processes that drive the enrichment

of the intergalactic and circumgalactic medium.
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Abstract

We examine how H I and metal absorption lines within low-redshift galaxy ha-

los trace the dynamical state of circumgalactic gas, using cosmological hydro-

dynamic simulations that include a well-vetted heuristic model for galactic out-

flows. We categorize inflowing, outflowing, and ambient gas based on its history

and fate as tracked in our simulation. Following our earlier work showing that

the ionisation level of absorbers was a primary factor in determining the physical

conditions of absorbing gas, we show here that it is also a governing factor for

its dynamical state. Low-ionisation metal absorbers (e.g. Mg II) tend to arise in

gas that will fall onto galaxies within several Gyr, while high-ionisation metal ab-

sorbers (e.g. O VI) generally trace material that was deposited by outflows many

Gyr ago. Inflowing gas is dominated by enriched material that was previously

ejected in an outflow, hence accretion at low redshifts is typically substantially

enriched. Recycling wind material is preferentially found closer to galaxies, and

is more dominant in lower-mass halos since high-mass halos have more hot gas

that is able to support itself against infall. Low-mass halos also tend to re-eject

more of their accreted material, owing to our outflow prescription that employs

higher mass loading factors for lower-mass galaxies. Typical H I absorbers trace

unenriched ambient material that is not participating in the baryon cycle, but

stronger H I absorbers arise in cool, enriched inflowing gas. Instantaneous radial

velocity measures of absorbers are generally poor at distinguishing between in-

flowing and outflowing gas, except in the case of very recent outflows. These
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results suggest that probing halo gas using a range of absorbers can provide de-

tailed information about the amount and physical conditions of material that is

participating in the baryon cycle.
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3.1 Introduction

The modern view of galaxy formation relies on continual inflows of gas from the

intergalactic medium (e.g. Kereš et al., 2005; Brooks et al., 2009; Dekel et al., 2009;

Bouché et al., 2010; Davé et al., 2012; van de Voort et al., 2012), counteracted by

strong galactic-scale outflows (e.g. Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Davé et al., 2011a),

which in concert establish the growth rate of gas and stars within galaxies at

all cosmic epochs. This “baryon cycle” view of galaxy formation has alleviated

many of the classic problems in galaxy formation such as overcooling (e.g. White

& Frenk, 1991; Balogh et al., 2001; Springel & Hernquist, 2003) and the formation

of overly compact disk galaxies (e.g. Governato et al., 2007; Brook et al., 2012).

The amount of ejected material in these types of models is typically comparable

to or exceeds the star formation rate (e.g. Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008), and thus

the inflow rate is expected to be several to many times the star formation rate.

Despite the large amounts of mass purportedly moving in and out of galax-

ies, direct comparison between observations and theoretical predictions remain

difficult. Outflows are seen emanating from low (e.g. Martin, 2005; Rupke et al.,

2005; Tremonti et al., 2007), intermediate (e.g. Weiner, 2009; Rubin et al., 2012)

and high (e.g. Pettini et al., 2001; Steidel, 2001; Veilleux et al., 2005) redshift star-

forming galaxies, but the amount of mass involved is difficult to estimate di-

rectly (e.g. Genzel et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2013) owing to complex ionisation

conditions and the tenuous, multi-phase nature of the outflowing material. In-

flows, meanwhile, are even more difficult to detect, and there are only tantalising

hints from redshifted IGM absorption lines (Rubin et al., 2012), though it has been

argued that Lyman-alpha blobs (Goerdt et al., 2010), Lyman limit absorption sys-

tems (e.g. Fumagalli et al., 2011; Lehner et al., 2012), low metallicity gas (Lehner

et al., 2013) and high column density H I systems (van de Voort et al., 2012) may
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be indirect markers of such accretion, and Faucher-Giguère & Kereš (2011) argue

that cold accretion streams would have very low covering fractions. Nonetheless,

simple arguments from observed galaxy properties such as the gas-phase metal-

licity (e.g. Erb et al., 2006) and the evolution of the gas content (Tacconi et al.,

2010) strongly suggest that inflows and outflows must be occurring. Clearly, a

better understanding of the physical processes involved is crucial for establishing

a complete view of how galaxies evolve across cosmic time. This paper examines

the dynamics and origin of accreting and outflowing gas in a cosmological hydro-

dynamic simulation, at redshift z=0.25, and discusses absorption-line diagnostics

that can trace these components.

A separate aspect of cosmic baryons influenced by galactic outflows is the

metal content of the intergalactic medium (IGM). Intergalactic metals are seen in

quasar absorption line spectra from almost the earliest epochs where such data

can be obtained (e.g. Songaila, 2001; Becker et al., 2011; Simcoe et al., 2011), as well

as at lower redshift (e.g. Tripp et al., 2000, 2008; Thom & Chen, 2008; D’Odorico

et al., 2010; Tumlinson et al., 2011; Cooksey et al., 2013; Tilton et al., 2012; Werk

et al., 2013), indicative of enrichment by strong galactic outflows (Aguirre et al.,

2001b; Oppenheimer & Davé, 2006). IGM enrichment observations can thus place

tight constraints on the properties of outflows (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2006; Wiersma

et al., 2010; Oppenheimer et al., 2012). However, the enrichment observed far

from galaxies may only track the ancient relics of outflows, rather than the ac-

tively ongoing baryon cycle. Also, such metal lines may not trace inflows effec-

tively if the accreting material is metal-poor.

Recently, much attention has been focused on the circumgalactic medium

(CGM), a loosely-defined term that can alternately mean the gas within some

fixed distance of a galaxy (e.g. Rudie et al., 2012; Ford et al., 2013a), within the
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typical metal-enriched region around a galaxy (e.g. Prochaska et al., 2013), or

within the virial radius of the galaxy’s dark matter halo (Stocke et al., 2013). The

CGM is where the baryon cycle is expected to be in action, where material is both

flowing into galaxies to fuel star formation, and being expelled from galaxies on

its journey into the IGM. Hence a potentially powerful tool to explore the baryon

cycle is to examine inflowing and outflowing gas in the CGM, either in emission

or, as we discuss here, in absorption against background sources whose lines of

sight pass through a galaxy’s CGM.

The recent installation of the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph aboard Hubble has

enabled the CGM to be probed in absorption in unprecedented detail. As an

example, the COS-Halos project (Tumlinson et al., 2011, 2013) examines the CGM

around more than 70 galaxies spanning a range in mass and colour, providing a

comprehensive look at the CGM within ∼150 kpc of galaxies ranging in size from

L∗ to Magellanic-sized dwarfs (Werk et al., 2013). Other studies have targeted

randomly situated bright quasars but have obtained extensive galaxy redshift

information along their lines of sight, and are thus able to probe the CGM out

to several hundred kpc (e.g. Tripp & Song, 2012; Stocke et al., 2013). The Mg II

doublet, which redshifts into the optical at z ∼> 0.2, has long been used as a probe

of CGM gas (Churchill et al., 2000; Bordoloi et al., 2011; Chen, 2012; Kacprzak

et al., 2012) out to many tens of kpc. These studies have already highlighted some

interesting results, including the fact that the presence of O VI is highly correlated

with specific star formation rate (Tumlinson et al., 2011), but the presence of low-

ionisation lines such as strong H I (Thom et al., 2012), Mg II (Chen, 2012), and

Si III (Werk et al., 2013) is not.

One would like to assemble the multitude of observed absorption features,

from H I, to low-ionisation IGM metal lines, to high-ionisation lines that presum-
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ably trace more diffuse or hotter gas, into a coherent picture for how the baryon

cycle operates. To properly place these data within a cosmological context, inter-

pretive models must be cosmological in nature, and they must explicitly include

galactic outflows and properly account for inflows. However, modelling the de-

tailed physics of the interaction between inflowing, outflowing, and ambient gas

remains a great challenge. Inflows are thought to be filamentary but some simu-

lations predict highly collimated and cold filaments (e.g. Dekel et al., 2009), others

suggest more diffuse, warmer filaments (e.g. Torrey et al., 2013), while still others

suggest that filaments may break up via thermal instabilities depending on the

environment (Kereš & Hernquist, 2009). Outflows also have large modelling un-

certainties, as the way in which outflows are powered is still not fundamentally

understood, and different approaches can lead to different results regarding the

nature of the CGM gas and its absorption signatures (Stinson et al., 2012; Hum-

mels et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2013a). Finally, it is possible that conductive interfaces

on cold clouds moving through the CGM may be responsible for high-ionisation

metal lines such as O VI and Ne VIII in particular (e.g. Tripp et al., 2011), and such

interfaces would be well beyond the ability for any current cosmological simu-

lation to resolve. Hence, these are early days in understanding how to interpret

CGM absorption data, and much work remains. Nonetheless, some basic charac-

teristics of the CGM and its relation to the baryon cycle are likely to be robust in

such models.

In this series of papers, we explore the physical conditions and observable

properties of the CGM using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)-based cos-

mological simulations. In Ford et al. (2013a), we examined the general physical

properties of the CGM, as well as absorption statistics as a function of impact

parameter, for H I, Mg II, Si IV, C IV, O VI, and Ne VIII. In our simulations, the
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physical conditions traced by any given ion are often a monotonic function of

its ionisation potential, such that low ionisation potential ions (which we will

call low ions) generally trace high-density gas very close to galaxies at photo-

ionisation temperatures (around 104K), higher ionisation potential ions (which

we will call high ions) trace increasingly more diffuse, lower-density gas, and

the highest ions can trace hot gas when present (typically in halos with masses

∼> 1012M⊙). We presented predictions for the integrated column density and col-

umn density distributions for these absorbers, as a function of impact parameter,

and showed that low ion absorbers increase in strength dramatically when lines

of sight pass close to galaxies, while higher ions show a more modest increase

closer to galaxies. These trends can be tested quantitatively against current and

forthcoming observations; we are conducting comparisons now and will present

those results in future work.

In this paper, we continue our focus on the physical state of the CGM by exam-

ining the dynamical state of the CGM gas and its impact on observable absorption

line properties. In particular, we ask the question: Can we distinguish inflowing,

outflowing, and ambient gas based on CGM absorption signatures? Here we fo-

cus on examining this at low redshifts (z ∼ 0− 0.25), in anticipation of exploring

the constraints on models enabled by COS-Halos and similar CGM projects; we

leave an examination of this question at high redshifts for future work.

To explore the dynamical state of CGM baryons, we implement an analysis

scheme that tracks gas as it moves in and out of galaxies. Such tracking, we note,

is uniquely enabled by our particle-based simulation methodology. By track-

ing exactly where the gas originates and where it will eventually reside, we can

definitively identify which gas is inflowing, outflowing, and ambient over a cer-

tain timescale. Moreover, this enables us to track material that once flowed out
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of a galaxy but that will eventually return to a galaxy, a process we call wind

recycling (Oppenheimer et al., 2010). This component has key observational im-

plications becase it represents inflowing material that is enriched and hence can

be traced in metal absorption. Indeed, we will show (as in Oppenheimer et al.,

2010) that wind recycling provides a dominant inflow contribution at the present

cosmic epoch, which is by default lacking in models that do not include out-

flows. We will further show that absorption from low ions typically comes from

recycling inflows, while absorption from high ions comes mostly from ancient

outflows.

We organise our paper as follows: in §2 we introduce our simulations and

methods, in §3 we define and explore various categories of inflowing, outflow-

ing, and ambient material, and in §4 we present observational diagnostics to dis-

tinguish among these categories. In §5 we examine the physical conditions of

these categories, in §6 we discuss numerical considerations in our (and alternate)

simulation methods, and in §7 we present our conclusions.

3.2 Simulations & Analysis

3.2.1 The Code and Input Physics

We use our modified version (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008) of the N-body+entropy-

conserving smooth particle hydrodynamic (EC-SPH) code GADGET-2 (Springel,

2005), which is more fully described in §2.1 of Davé et al. (2010). Our main sim-

ulation for this work is identical to that in Davé et al. (2013), and we refer the

reader to that work for a more detailed description.

We assume a ΛCDM cosmology (Hinshaw et al., 2009): ΩM = 0.28, ΩΛ = 0.72,

h = Ho/(100 km s−1Mpc−1) = 0.7, a primordial power spectra index n =0.96, an

amplitude of the mass fluctuations scaled to σ8=0.82, and Ωb = 0.046. We use a
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cubic volume of 32h−1 Mpc on a side with 5123 dark matter and 5123 gas particles,

and a softening length of η = 1.25h−1 kpc (comoving, Plummer equivalent). The

gas particle mass is 4.5 × 106M⊙; dark matter particle mass is 2.3 × 107M⊙. The

stellar component of a Milky Way mass galaxy is thus represented with ≈ 2× 104

particles.

We incorporate cooling processes using primordial abundances as described

by Katz et al. (1996), with metal line cooling based on tables from Wiersma et al.

(2009a) that assume ionisation equilibrium in the presence of the Haardt & Madau

(2001) background. Star formation follows a Schmidt (1959) Law calibrated to

the Kennicutt (1998) relation, following Springel & Hernquist (2003). The ISM is

modelled using the sub-grid recipe of Springel & Hernquist (2003), where a gas

particle above a density threshold of nH = 0.13 cm−3 is modelled as a fraction of

cold clouds embedded in a warm ionised medium following McKee & Ostriker

(1977). We use the Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF) throughout. We

account for metal enrichment from Type II supernovae, Type Ia SNe, and AGB

stars, and we track four elements (C,O,Si,Fe) individually, as described in more

detail in Oppenheimer & Davé (2008).

This simulation includes galactic outflows, which are implemented using a

Monte Carlo approach. These outflows are tied to the SFR, Ṁwind = η × SFR,

where η is the mass loading factor. For this work we focus on the hybrid en-

ergy/momentum driven winds, or “ezw” model. In the ezw model, the wind

speed and mass loading factor depend on the galaxy velocity dispersion σ:

vw = 3σ
√

fL − 1 (3.1)

η = σo/σ, if σ > 75 km s−1 (3.2)

η = (σo/σ)
2, if σ < 75 km s−1 (3.3)
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Here, fL=[1.05,2] is the luminosity in units of the Eddington luminosity re-

quired to expel gas from a galaxy potential. These values are taken from obser-

vations Rupke et al. (2005). As described further in Oppenheimer & Davé (2008),

these values for fL include a metallicity dependence and an additional kick (to

get the particle out of the galaxy) to simulate the continuous pumping of gas ar-

gued for by Murray et al. (2005). The mass loading factor η works out to 1.17 for

1013M⊙halos and 5.83 for 1011M⊙halos. σo = 150 km s−1, and σ is the galaxy’s in-

ternal velocity dispersion, broadly constrained to match IGM enrichment at high

redshift (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008).

These scalings roughly capture the behaviour in recent models of outflows

from the interstellar medium by Murray et al. (2010) and Hopkins et al. (2012).

We note that the scalings for this “ezw” model, and those in previous work by

our group with the momentum-driven or “vzw” model (e.g. Oppenheimer &

Davé, 2008; Davé et al., 2010, 2011a,b; Oppenheimer et al., 2012; Ford et al., 2013a),

which follow the scalings of Murray et al. (2005) are identical for higher mass

systems. It is only in lower mass systems, i.e. those with σ < 75 km s−1, where the

ezw model differs from the vzw model. We focus exclusively on the ezw model

as our favoured wind model for two reasons: 1) it captures the most up-to-date

small-scale outflow models and 2) it is in best agreement among our models with

observations of the stellar and H I mass functions (Davé et al., 2013). Nonetheless,

results for our previously-favoured vzw model that does not include the steeper

η at dwarf mass scales are quite similar.

In this simulation, we also add an artificial quenching mechanism in higher

mass halos, as described in more detail by Davé et al. (2013). This is not a phys-

ical model, but an empirical prescription to stochastically quench star formation

in high-mass galaxies in order to match observations and improve simulation
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speed; see (Davé et al., 2013, particularly their eq. 5) for details. This model

yields a quenching efficiency of 50% at Mhalo = 1012.1M⊙, increasing rapidly to

higher halo masses. We expect that the CGM of higher mass halos would be sig-

nificantly impacted by our ad hoc quenching, but in this work we focus on halos

with mass ≤ 1012M⊙.

3.2.2 Generating spectra with SPECEXBIN

We use SPECEXBIN, described in more detail by Oppenheimer & Davé (2006), to

calculate the physical properties of the gas. SPECEXBIN averages physical prop-

erties of the gas along a given sight line, then uses look-up tables calculated with

CLOUDY (Ferland et al., 1998, version 08.00) to find the ionisation fraction for

the relevant ionic species. We use the same version of SPECEXBIN as in Ford et al.

(2013a), which includes a prescription for self-shielding from the ionisation back-

ground. This prescription results in a density threshold of approximately 0.01

cm−3 above which H I is fully neutral and moves all the magnesium into Mg II.

See Figure 1 of Ford et al. (2013a) for an example of a simulated spectrum.

We fit Voigt profiles to the absorption features using AUTOVP (Davé et al.,

1997). As in Ford et al. (2013a), we consider all components within ± 300 km s−1

to be associated with a galaxy, and we combine any components into systems

with ∆v < 100 km s−1. We apply the same column density limits as in Ford et al.

(2013a), 1016 cm−2 for H I and 1015 cm−2 for metal lines. All lines stronger than

this are set to this value to avoid having a single large saturated absorber skew

the results, since such high column absorbers generally have highly uncertain

column densities from Voigt profile fitting. As we showed in Ford et al. (2013a),

very weak lines are also poorly constrained given our assumed S/N=30, so we

do not consider lines weaker than 30 mÅ.

For this work, we focus on targeted lines of sight (LOS). We randomly select
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central galaxies in two different halo mass bins: 1010.75−11.25 M⊙ (labelled 1011 M⊙)

and 1011.75−12.25 M⊙ (labelled 1012 M⊙). For 1011M⊙ , we select 250 galaxies, while

for 1013M⊙ there are only 221 central galaxies in the simulation so we use all

of them in our sample. We choose impact parameters ranging from 10 kpc out

to 300 kpc, with the spacing increasing slightly with impact parameter. As in

Ford et al. (2013a) we produce four LOS per galaxy at a position x, y: x+b, x-b,

y+b, y-b, for a total of 1,000 LOS per b per mass bin (844 for 1013M⊙). We do

not present results within 10 kpc of galaxies since we cannot resolve the detailed

internal structure of the interstellar medium (ISM), and in any case we are more

interested in probing CGM gas in absorption towards background objects that

rarely lie at such small impact parameters. For parts of this work we restrict our

study to gas within the virial radius of a central galaxy. We define the virial radius

as the radius enclosing the virialization overdensity for our assumed cosmology,

as described in (Davé et al., 2010, see their eqs. 1 and 2), which at z = 0.25

corresponds to roughly 90 times the critical density. The median central galaxy

stellar mass is 5.89× 108 and 3.63 × 1010 M⊙ for our 1011M⊙ and 1013M⊙ halos,

respectively.

We look at H I, Mg II, Si IV, C IV, O VI, and Ne VIII Ford et al. (2013a). We

select these ions as they are some of the most commonly observed species in

the low-redshift CGM, spanning a wide range of ionisation potentials. All the

metal lines have doublets, making their identification in observed spectra more

straightforward.
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3.3 Inflows and Outflows

3.3.1 Identifying Inflowing and Outflowing Gas

To examine the dynamical state of CGM gas, we must first determine whether a

given gas particle is inflowing, outflowing, or ambient. This is not trivial, because

the constant cycling of baryons within halos can conflate inflowing, outflowing,

and ambient gas.

Our approach is to make these divisions based on information available in

the simulations: the particles’ past history and future fate. For this, we require

two additional pieces of information from the simulations: The future location of

particles, and the time when each wind particle was ejected.

The first piece of information is the particles’ future location. For this, we

cross-correlate all the non-ISM particles in our simulation at z = 0.25 with their

location at z = 0, which is 3 Gyr later. If during this time a particle has been

accreted into the ISM of a galaxy, or has turned into a star, or has been cycled

through the ISM and subsequently ejected in an outflow, we identify it as an

“accreting” particle. Accretion is thus defined as any gas that was not in the ISM at

z = 0.25, but is either in or has passed through the ISM or has turned into a star by

z = 0. By definition, the ISM consists of all gas with nH ≥ 0.13 cm−3, the density

threshold at which star formation is allowed.

Next, we need the time of ejection for each wind particle. We record each wind

ejection event during the simulation so that for any given time we can determine

the wind age of a given particle. If a particle is not accreting but has a non-zero wind

age, it is considered an “outflow” particle. Note that the wind age can be quite

large if a particle was ejected in the early universe, and hence being an outflow

particle under this definition does not necessarily imply that it is currently on its

way out from a galaxy. For particles ejected multiple times, we only record the
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most recent ejection. Finally, we define “ambient” gas as particles that will not

accrete by z = 0 and was never ejected in a wind before z = 0.25. Thus we have

the following divisions:

1. Pristine Accretion. This is any accreting gas that has never been ejected in

a wind. In general, this gas tends to have quite low metallicity since it has

never been in the ISM of a galaxy. It can have non-zero metallicity, however,

due to enrichment from tidal stripping or in-situ star formation at an earlier

epoch.

2. Recycled Accretion. This is all accreting gas that was once ejected in a wind

at least once before z = 0.25.

3. Young Outflows. These are gas particles that are not in the ISM at z = 0.25,

are not accreting, and have been ejected from the galaxy in a wind between

0 and 1 Gyr before z = 0.25. We choose 1 Gyr as this is roughly the time a

particle would take to leave the halo if it simply got kicked into the a wind,

never scattered or slowed down due to forces other than gravity. For our

cosmology, 1 Gyr before z = 0.25 is approximately z = 0.36.

4. Ancient Outflows. Same as young outflows, only particles ejected more

than 1 Gyr ago (before z = 0.36).

5. Ambient. Gas particles that are not in the ISM of a galaxy at z = 0.25, are

not going to accrete onto a galaxy by z = 0 and that have never been in a

wind by z = 0.

All gas particles that are not in the ISM at z=0.25 are in one of these five cat-

egories. Note, in particular, that the distinction between outflow (AO and YO)

material and recycled accretion material, and the distinction between ambient
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(AMB) material and pristine accretion (PA), is whether the gas will accrete by

z = 0. We note that in this prescription there is no metal mixing between the cat-

egories. A gas particle that is ambient does not, for example, pick up metals from

an ancient outflow particle. While this may not be physical, it is the cleanest way

to set up this experiment of examining the baryon cycle, otherwise the definitions

of the various categories would overlap.

Note that young and ancient outflows are subdivided by time since ejection,

but in general ancient outflows end up farther away from galaxies, while out-

flows ejected more recently tend to stay closer. This reflects the “outside-in” IGM

enrichment scenario occurring in our simulations as described in Oppenheimer

et al. (2012). Also, recycled accretion can in principle escape the halo before re-

accreting.

We visualise these categories in Figure 3.1, which shows a typical galaxy in a

1013M⊙ halo (left panels) and in a 1011M⊙ halo (right panels). We plot all the gas

within the virial radius, 262 physical kpc for the 1013M⊙ halo and 112 physical

kpc for the 1011M⊙ halo. Both galaxies are shown approximately edge-on. In

each panel we plot the stars in white. In the top panels we plot the accreting

material with recycled accretion in dark blue and pristine accretion in light blue.

In the middle panels we plot recent outflows in green and ancient outflows in

orange. In the lower panels we plot the ambient gas in red.

These images reveal some qualitative trends regarding these categories. Let

us first examine the geometry. One may expect accreting material to flow in along

the filaments, parallel to the disk of the galaxy, and outflowing material to come

out perpendicular to the plane of the disk. However, the real picture is not so

simple. First, only pristine accretion is expected to be along the filaments while

recycled accretion, having been ejected from a galaxy, tends to be less confined
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Figure 3.1: Left panels: SPH particles around a galaxy at z = 0.25 with halo mass

Mhalo = 1013M⊙ and a panel width of 525 physical kpc. Right panels: SPH particles

around a galaxy with halo mass Mhalo = 1011M⊙, panel width is 225 kpc. Top panels

show recycled accretion (dark blue), and pristine accretion (light blue). Middle panels

show young outflows (green) and ancient outflows (orange). Lower panels show ambi-

ent gas (red). All panels also include stars (white).
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to filaments. Second, the filaments and disks are not always aligned (Danovich

et al., 2012), so even pristine material flowing in along a filament may not be

parallel to the galaxy. Third, at low redshift, the cross section of filaments can ac-

tually be larger than the galaxies at their intersections Katz et al. (2003). This ge-

ometry precludes the possibility of clear filamentary accretion at these redshifts,

quite unlike at high redshift, where filamentary accretion is much more dominant

Kereš et al. (2009); van de Voort et al. (2012); Shen et al. (2013); Fumagalli et al.

(2011, 2013). Additionally, only cold mode accretion (dominant at high redshift)

is filamentary, while hot-mode accretion (relatively greater contribution at low-z)

is expected to be quasi-spherical (Katz et al., 2003). For both masses in Figure 3.1,

neither recycled nor pristine accretion is clearly coming in along a well-defined

axis. For the 1013M⊙ halo, the recycled accretion appears to follow some sort of

structure while for the 1011M⊙ halo it is more diffuse.

Moving to the middle panels we see that in the 1013M⊙ case the young out-

flows generally are close to the main galaxy, its satellite, or the bridge that con-

nects them. In the 1011M⊙ case they are more diffuse. Interestingly, in neither the

1013M⊙ or 1011M⊙ case do the young outflows show an obvious polar axis pref-

erence, as one might have expected, despite the fact that the material is ejected

in the direction of v×a. In part this is because our “young” outflows are not that

young, and in many cases may already be rejoining the accretion flow as recycled

winds. For both masses ancient outflows are diffusely distributed. The ambient

gas in the bottom panel fills the halo roughly spherically, without a preferred di-

rection. We will show that much of the ambient material is in a hot hydrostatic

gaseous halo, which is much more prominent at 1013M⊙ than at 1011M⊙ (Kereš

et al., 2005; Gabor & Davé, 2012).

Figure 3.1 also shows some clumpy features, particularly in the accreting gas.
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These clumps are larger than the softening length, and have two possible ori-

gins. Some of these clumps could be physical in nature. As described in Kereš

et al. (2009), at low redshift, filaments are lower density and can be more eas-

ily destroyed in a halo. These filamentary remnants can break up and become

clouds within halos. Some of these clumps, however, are likely numerical effects

from our particular SPH implementation. They could affect results for our low

ionization lines, like Mg II and H I. We note that we broadly match COS-Halos

observations of strong H I and Mg II (Ford et al., in prep), but we are currently

working on improvements to our SPH implementations (Huang et al., in prep)

that should mitigate the unphysical clumps (as in Hu et al. (2014)). We plan to

investigate low ionization lines further in those simulations.

To visualise these categories more quantitatively, in Figure 3.2 we show the

wind age versus the z = 0 overdensity of all non-ISM gas particles (at z = 0.25)

that have ever been ejected in an outflow. The vertical line demarcates the ISM

overdensity threshold at z = 0, i.e. nH = 0.13 cm−3. Particles with densities

greater than the ISM threshold at z = 0 are considered to be recycled accretion.

Particles that are not in the ISM at z = 0 are subdivided by their wind age into

ancient outflows (wind age > 1 Gyr) and young outflows (wind age ≤ 1 Gyr).

The other two categories, pristine accretion and ambient, do not appear in this

plot since they have never been in a wind by definition. This figure shows not just

how we have divided our categories but also the distribution of the gas particles.

One can see there are more particles in the ancient outflow category than in young

outflows, and that the number of particles in the recycled accretion category is

large. We will quantify this in greater detail in later sections.

We emphasise that we do not just look at the z = 0 ISM densities (as shown

in Figure 3.2) to determine whether or not a particle will accrete by z = 0. As
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Figure 3.2: The time (relative to z = 0.25) since last wind ejection vs. density at

z = 0 of all gas not in the ISM at z = 0.25. The vertical line denotes ISM densities

at z = 0. Gas to the right of the line is defined as accreting, because it will join

the ISM of a galaxy by z = 0. Gas to the left is defined as not accreting, unless it

forms a star or gets launched into a wind (not shown on this plot). The horizontal

line at 9.0 shows the separation of young from ancient outflows.
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Table 3.1: Fate of the accreting material

log(Halo Mass) Star Wind Ejection ISM

11.0 10% 18% 72%

11.5 23% 30% 47%

12.0 31% 35% 34%

we explained earlier, if a particle turns into a star or enters the galaxy and is

subsequently ejected we also consider that particle as being accreted. In Table 3.1

we show, in three halo mass bins, what fraction of the accreting mass at z=0.25

will by z=0 end up in stars, in the ISM, or be ejected in a wind. In some cases,

between z = 0.25 and z = 0, a particle is ejected multiple times and so at z = 0 is

again at ISM densities; in those cases we give a preference to the ISM.

We note that the values in Table 3.1 are for the gas that recycles onto the

galaxy only, and different mass galaxies recycle different fractions of their gas

mass. Of the material that does recycle, it is useful to see what happens to it.

For 1011M⊙ halos, most of the accreting mass ends up in the ISM, not in stars.

This is because in low-mass galaxies, gas has a lower density and hence a longer

timescale for star formation. For 1011.5M⊙ halos just under half ends up in ISM.

For 1013M⊙ halos, the distribution is almost completely evenly split amongst

stars, ISM, and wind ejection, owing to higher gas densities and shorter star for-

mation timescales. The contribution of star formation and wind ejection to the

mass budget of accreting material is significant. Separately tracking wind ejec-

tion and star formation events also gives us a finer time resolution in the gap

between z = 0.25 and z = 0. Note that Table 3.1 does not imply that galaxies

have 50% gas fractions, as most stars formed from gas accreted at z > 0.25.
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3.3.2 Mass Budgets

To begin analysing the gas in these various categories, we first examine their mass

fractions. We do this both for all the gas in the simulation and for gas within

the virial radius of dark matter halos, which we identify as CGM gas. As we

discussed in §1, there are various definitions for CGM in the literature, and in

Ford et al. (2013a) we argued for 300 kpc as an appropriate radius for the CGM

based on the metal absorption extent, at least for ∼ L∗ galaxies. However, we

also showed that the extent of absorption depends on the particular metal ion

and there was not a clean distinction between enriched and unenriched regions.

Hence, here we will use a CGM definition that is perhaps more removed from

direct observations but is well-motivated and well-defined theoretically, namely

the virial radius. Our definition for the virial radius is discussed in section § 2.

This is at least something that is directly quantifiable and whose extent scales

with the galaxy mass.

Figure 3.3 shows pie charts for the total mass (upper left) and metal mass (up-

per right) of all non-ISM gas particles in the simulation at z = 0.25, broken down

by category, while the middle and bottom panels show analogous pie charts con-

sidering only non-ISM gas within high- and low-mass halos, respectively. We

choose Mhalo = 1011.5 M⊙ as the dividing line between high- and low-mass ha-

los because that is where we see a crossover between hot and cold gas fractions,

which we discuss later. We define particles as within the halo if R ≤ Rvir. (For

reference, we note that ISM gas makes up 1.8% of the total gas mass of the simu-

lation at z = 0.25.)

In the upper left panel, we see that most of the non-ISM gas mass in the simu-

lation consists of ambient material. Even though outflows in our simulations are

ubiquitous and have mass loading factors typically of unity or above (Oppen-
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Figure 3.3: The non-ISM gas mass budget (left) and gas-phase metal budget (right) at

z = 0.25. Upper plots show the full simulation, and lower plots show only gas within

the virial radius of a halo at z = 0.25, for high (middle) and low (bottom) mass halos.

Ambient is gas that has never been in a wind, before or after z = 0.25, that is not accreting.

Ancient outflow is for non-accreting gas particles ejected in a wind more than 1 Gyr

before z = 0.25. Young outflow is for non-accreting gas particles ejected in a wind ≤

1 Gyr before z = 0.25. Recycled accretion is gas that has been ejected in a wind by

z = 0.25, and will join or pass through the ISM of a galaxy or become a star by z = 0.

Pristine accretion is gas that has not been ejected in a wind by and will join or
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heimer & Davé, 2008), the majority of baryons in the Universe have never been

in a wind since the baryonic fraction in galaxies is small, only 7% in this model.

Ambient gas, much of which consists of diffuse gas in the IGM, accounts for 85%

of all baryons; this material does not participate in the baryon cycle by z = 0

since it has neither been in an outflow nor has it been accreted. Ancient outflow

is the next largest category at around 11%, which is still larger than the fraction

of baryons in stars (6%), showing that the mass in outflows exceeds that in stars

globally, as noted in our earlier simulations (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008). Young

(≤ 1 Gyr old) outflows comprise only about 1% of the mass, which is not surpris-

ing since the outflow rate roughly tracks the star formation rate, and this is much

smaller at the present epoch than at high redshifts. The global accreting gas mass

fraction from z = 0.25 − 0 is 4%, of which the vast majority was previously in a

wind (3%). Pristine accretion over the 3 Gyr from z = 0.25 to z = 0 only accounts

for 1% of all baryons. Of the material that accretes between z = 0.25 and z = 0,

25% of it (by mass) is pristine accretion; the other 75% is recycled accretion.

The story is quite different if one considers the metal mass (upper right pie

chart). Now ancient outflows contain 54% of all cosmic metals and recycled ac-

cretion contains over one-third. Young outflows, which contain only 1% of the

total mass, still contain 5% of the metals. Ambient material, having essentially

never resided inside a galaxy, contains a very small amount of metals relative

to its mass fraction, and pristine accretion likewise has a negligible metal mass

content. The metals that are present in the ambient or pristine accretion gas has

three possible sources within our simulations: Type Ia supernova, AGB stars, or

tidal stripping. The metals in pristine accreting material mostly owes to tidally

stripped ISM material, which then reaccretes. Pristine accretion has an average

metallicity of 0.07Z⊙, while recycled accretion has on average approximately so-
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lar metallicity. It is worth emphasising that overall accreting material is typically

significantly metal enriched, and hence does not usually have low metallicity as

is sometimes assumed, at least at these low redshifts.

In the middle and lower panels of Figure 3.3 we restrict ourselves to only non-

ISM material within the virial radius of dark matter halos, i.e. the CGM, which

includes roughly 20% of the total gas mass and 70% of the total metal mass of

non-ISM gas particles. From the mass fractions in the lower left panels, we see

that the fraction of CGM material participating in the baryon cycle is significantly

larger for both low- and high-mass halos – the inflow and outflow categories

are more prominent. Nonetheless, ancient outflows still dominates over young

outflows, and recycled accretion dominates over pristine accretion. High-mass

halos have a larger percentage of ambient material, since they can keep their gas

hot via a stable virial shock (Birnboim & Dekel, 2003) and prevent it from falling

back in. The relative contribution of accretion in high-mass halos is smaller than

in low-mass ones, also because of temperature: hot halos can prevent infall.

The importance of “halo fountains”, i.e. recycled accretion that never leaves

the halo, is shown in the metal fraction plot within halos (lower right). For high-

mass halos, almost half the metal mass within the halos at z = 0.25 will, by z = 0,

be accreted onto galaxies. The remaining half of the metals are mostly in ancient

outflows that are still trapped or recaptured within halos via “outside-in” enrich-

ment (Oppenheimer et al., 2012), with young outflows having a slightly increased

metal proportion relative to their gas mass because outflows today are somewhat

more metal-rich than outflows at earlier epochs. This owes to the upwards evolu-

tion of galaxies along the galaxy mass-metallicity relation in these models (Davé

et al., 2011b). For the low-mass halos, the contribution from recycled accretion is

dominant: fully 75%. In these low-mass halos, the metals either escape the halo
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completely or fall back in, whereas in high-mass halos there is a hot halo that can

keep the metals bound to the halo but not falling back in.

In Figure 4.9, we investigate the CGM mass budgets further by breaking down

our inflow/outflow categories by their phase. We consider four phases: hot

(T > 105 K), cold (T < 105 K), ISM (nH ≥ 0.13 cm−3) , and stars. The top panel

shows the fractional CGM gas mass, relative to the total mass, by phase as a

function of halo mass. The black line shows the total baryonic fraction, which

hovers around but is slightly below the universal baryon fraction of 0.164, (dot-

dot-dot-dash horizontal line), until it starts to drop at Mhalo ∼< 1011.5M⊙. The hot

and cool gas fractions cross over at roughly this mass, with the CGM becoming

hot gas-dominated at higher masses as is typically seen in these types of simu-

lations (e.g. Kereš et al., 2005; Gabor & Davé, 2012; Nelson et al., 2013). (This

crossover also serves as justification for the mass breakouts shown in Figure 3.3.)

The stellar and ISM gas fractions have a peak at Mhalo ≈ 1012M⊙; star forma-

tion is suppressed at lower masses by increasingly strong outflows and at higher

masses by our quenching prescription. The overall shape agrees reasonably well

with that inferred from halo abundance matching studies at z = 0.1 (e.g. Behroozi

et al., 2013). As shown in Behroozi et al. (2013), there is very little evolution in

Mbar/Mhalo as a function of Mhalo from z = 1 to z = 0.1, so comparing this work’s

z = 0.25 data to Behroozi et al. (2013) at z = 0.1 is acceptable. There are some

differences at higher masses, because we include satellites in the stellar content

of our halos while Behroozi et al. (2013) does not include them. As shown in

Berlind et al. (2003), satellites make a larger contribution to the stellar mass bud-

get at larger halo masses. If we exclude satellites (orange dashed line), we get

much better agreement with Behroozi et al. (2013). This is essentially equivalent

to saying that the stellar mass function in this model agrees well with the obser-
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Figure 3.4: Upper panel: the fraction of baryons that are hot (> 105 K; red) , cool

(< 105 K; light blue), the ISM (i.e. star-forming; dark blue), and in stars (orange)

vs. halo mass at z = 0.25. We plot the total baryon fraction in halos (solid black).

The black horizontal dot-dot-dot-dash line represents the global ratio Ωb/Ωm. We

also plot the fraction of baryons in just the hot phase (middle panel) and the cold

phase (bottom panel) vs. halo mass divided into categories as labelled.
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vations, which was shown directly by Davé et al. (2013).

In the middle and lower panels we consider the hot and cold (non-ISM) CGM

components, demarcated at 105K, and split them in our inflow/outflow cate-

gories as labelled. We note that our prescription for outflows does not explicitly

heat the winds, even in the presence of a hot halo. While winds can shock once

the hydro forces are turned on, in practice the high level of enrichment results in

rapid cooling that keeps the particle at ∼ 104 K. The hot component should thus

be considered a lower limit on the amount of energy added by winds. Ongoing

improvements to our wind model (Gabor et al., in prep) may increase the hot

fraction.

The black lines show the total hot (red line in upper panel) and total cool

(light blue in upper panel) fractions for reference. The hot phase is completely

dominated by ambient gas at all masses. This indicates that hot halo baryons

are generally not participating in the baryon cycle, at least in our simulations.

Ancient outflows are approximately an order of magnitude smaller in mass frac-

tion, except at the largest masses where the outflows are more efficiently retained

or re-accreted within group potentials and rise to become half the ambient gas

mass. The other categories provide an essentially negligible contribution to the

hot gas. We note that in our models we eject the winds at the ISM temperature,

which are then allowed to interact with the CGM gas once it escapes the ISM.

However, given that it is metal enriched it tends to cool quickly even if it shock-

heats initially. This enhances the recycling of that material, and hence hot halo

gas contains little of this component.

By contrast, the cool phase has more mass undergoing baryon cycling. For

halos with Mhalo > 1011M⊙, recycled accretion dominates the mass budget, ow-

ing to short recycling times in massive halos (Oppenheimer et al., 2010). For
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smaller mass halos, ambient gas again dominates, and pristine accretion becomes

the most important accretion channel. This transition from enriched to pristine

accretion in the cool gas could provide an interesting signature of recycling in

absorption lines.

To recap, we divide all non-ISM gas at z = 0.25 into five categories: pristine

accretion, which holds a small fraction of both the total gas mass and the metal

mass but dominates accretion in dwarf galaxy halos; recycled accretion, which

dominates accretion for sizeable halos and holds a substantial fraction of their

metal mass; young outflows, which are a sub-dominant component of mass and

metals in the CGM, ancient outflows, which hold roughly half the total metal

mass in the CGM; and ambient material, which contains a small fraction of the

metals but a majority of the gas mass, particularly the hot gas mass, both globally

and within the CGM.

3.3.3 Relation to Dynamics

We have defined inflows and outflows based on their future and past history rel-

ative to z = 0.25. It is interesting to see how these definitions relate to the actual

dynamics of the gas at z = 0.25. One expected trend would be that outflows, par-

ticularly young outflows, should have an outward radial velocity relative to the

galaxy and that inflowing gas should have a negative radial velocity. To exam-

ine this, we calculate the radial velocity vr of gas particles relative to the nearest

central galaxy, and compare it to the halo virial velocity vvir.

Figure 3.5 shows vr/vvir vs. wind age for all non-ISM particles in the simula-

tion. For ages in the range of roughly 107 to 109 years, our dividing line between

young and ancient outflows, there is a clear asymmetry in this distribution to-

wards positive vr, i.e. outflowing gas, which is much more pronounced for more

recently ejected winds. A more subtle trend is that, excluding the gas that is in the
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Figure 3.5: v/vvir vs. wind age for all non-ISM gas particles in the simulation at

z = 0.25.

outflowing “plume” to small age and large vr, there is a negative velocity for the

remaining wind gas. This corresponds to wind recycling, which we will explore

in more detail below. Despite the presence of clearly outflowing gas, even recent

outflows can span a range of velocities, including negative. This indicates that

instantaneous radial velocity alone is not a robust identifier of relatively recent

ejection.

Another approach to examining how our adopted categories relate to the dy-

namics of the gas is to look at velocity-radius plots. In such plots, the outflows

would be expected to have a large positive radial velocity close to galaxies, di-

minishing as it moved further away, while inflows might be expected to show up

as a net negative velocity, perhaps increasing as one approaches a galaxy.
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Figure 3.6 shows the radial velocity (scaled to the virial velocity) versus radius

(scaled to the virial radius) split into our categories as labelled. We associate each

gas particle with the galaxy to which it is most bound. Because satellite galaxies

can both eject winds and accrete gas, which could confuse our analysis, in these

plots we restrict ourselves to gas particles associated with central galaxies. The

scale for each panel is logarithmic in particle number, and spans the same range

in each panel for ease of comparison. We note that each category does not have

the same number of particles. The top two panels show accretion, pristine (left)

and recycled (right). The middle two panels show young (left) and ancient (right)

outflows. The bottom panels show ambient gas (left) and the sum of all the cate-

gories, i.e. all non-ISM gas (right). The solid line indicates zero velocity and the

dotted lines delineate the virial velocity.

We begin by looking at all gas particles in the simulation, not in the ISM at

z = 0.25 and associated with central galaxies (lower right panel) at z = 0.25. With

the exception of an inflowing plume at large r/rvir, which we discuss in more

detail below, in general the distribution is fairly symmetric. The distribution is

also fairly smooth: there is not a neat “outflow” plume, a tight “inflow” plume,

or a distinct “rotating with disk” component. Rather, one sees a more ambiguous

picture, and hence robustly deciding which positive velocity gas to call outflows

versus rotation or ambient motion can be quite difficult. This is why we choose

to make our distinctions not based on the velocity, but in the manner described

in §2.1

Looking at the different categories, pristine accretion (upper left) has the peak

of its distribution at or slightly less than zero, depending on r/rvir, indicating an

inflow. There is also a slight inflowing plume at large radius, as seen in the “all

non-ISM” panel. It is remarkable that so much pristinely accreting material has
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positive velocities, and it shows that accretion is not so easily identified as merely

inward-moving gas. There is a lot of random motion in the halo, so even mate-

rial that will eventually accrete (onto either a central or satellite galaxy) can be

moving away from the central galaxy, as shown here. Recycled accretion (upper

right) shows similar trends: the peak of its distribution (yellow region) is shifted

slightly below zero, but much of the material has a positive velocity, especially at

radii ≈ 0.1rvir. This is recent wind material, which will turn around and accrete

by z = 0.

The middle two panels show the outflows, young (left) and ancient (right).

The young outflows show a distinct asymmetry towards outflowing gas. How-

ever, at any radius, young outflows are both moving towards and away from the

galaxy. In other words, there is not an obvious demarcation in radial velocity that

will uniquely isolate outflows occurring within the last ≈ Gyr. One could demar-

cate the plume at high vr and low r, but this will contain only a small fraction of

the young outflowing material. Meanwhile, the ancient outflows show, unsur-

prisingly, even less asymmetry, with the exception of the the same inward plume

seen earlier.

The ambient gas (lower left) shows essentially perfect symmetry about v = 0,

as one would expect for gas that is neither in a wind nor going to be accreted.

However, there is a strong concentration within the large radius plume, which is

seen in the other panels as well. This owes to massive halos only (> 1011.5 M⊙);

lower mass halos do not have this feature. This plume simply owes to the grav-

itational growth of structure, as gas falls into halos at large radii. Such gas gives

rise to an infall signature at large radii as observed at z ∼ 2 (Rudie et al., 2013).

However, once it falls into the halo, ambient gas does not continue its motion to-

wards the galaxy, but instead settles into a virialised halo that has essentially no
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net velocity relative to the galaxy.

In summary, the various categories of inflow and outflows show distinct trends

in their kinematics. Accretion has a net negative inflow, although some of that

material has positive velocities. Young outflows have a distinct asymmetry to-

wards having more outwards moving gas, but there is still a wide range of radial

velocities in this category, even at small radii. In terms of wind age, the youngest

outflows show a clear outflowing tendency, but this signature mostly disappears

for wind ages above a Gyr. Such ancient winds show little net infall or outflow

from within the halo, and in many ways are much more like ambient material.

Generally, it is difficult to separate these categories cleanly using cuts in velocity

space, even when one includes radial distance information.

3.4 Observables

With a better understanding of the dynamical state of the CGM in hand, we now

turn our focus to the observable signatures of accretion, outflows, and ambient

material. In principle, a sufficient suite of observed absorption line tracers could

directly constrain both the physical state and dynamics of the gas relative to a

nearby galaxy. However, in practice, absorbers around halos are sparse and are

not commonly visible in multiple metal tracers. Together with the uncertainty

over the multi-phase nature of CGM, it is challenging to extract robust informa-

tion directly from the data. Hence simulations such as ours can provide some

insights into mapping specific ions onto gas with specific physical and dynami-

cal properties.

In Ford et al. (2013a) we focused on how absorbers trace the physical con-

ditions of the gas, namely the density and temperature. Here, we extend this

to now consider the dynamical state of the gas, and determine whether there is
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Figure 3.6: V · r/abs(r) (divided by the virial velocity) vs. radial distance from

the host galaxy (divided by the virial radius), for non-ISM gas at z = 0.25 divided

into each of the categories as labelled. To guide the eye, we have added solid

horizontal lines at v = 0, and dotted horizontal lines at v = ±vvir.
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some reliable mapping between certain absorption line tracers and whether gas

is inflowing, outflowing, or ambient.

3.4.1 Column Density vs. Impact Parameter

In Figure 3.7 we plot the mean column density per line of sight of different

species (as labelled) versus impact parameter for galaxies with a halo mass of

1011M⊙ (left panels) and 1013M⊙ (right panels). We start at 10 kpc, which is the

typical extent of the ISM, and go out to 300 kpc, roughly delineating the CGM

as argued in Ford et al. (2013a). We compute this by summing the column den-

sity within ±300 km s−1 of the galaxy (for all lines of sight), and then divide

by the number of lines of sight. We choose to plot a mean versus a median to

promote a fairer comparison with the data, since a median is sensitive to the (of-

ten variable) detection threshold. We then subdivide the mean column density

by inflow/outflow category. In practice, we create a simulation snapshot con-

taining only gas particles of a given category, obtain absorption spectra using

Specexbin (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008), and get column densities by fitting

Voigt profiles using AutoVP (Davé et al., 1997). The solid black line is for all

the gas in the simulation, and the coloured broken lines show the breakdown by

category, as indicated in the legend. The solid black line is akin to what an ob-

server would actually see, the coloured lines are what an observer would see if

the universe consisted only of gas in the labelled category.

Looking at HI absorption in L∗ halos ( 1013M⊙; top right panel), we see that

recycled accretion provides the dominant contribution at impact parameters less

than about 75 kpc (all distances are physical). Beyond that, ambient gas and

ancient outflows make up the bulk of the absorption. In 1011M⊙ halos (top left

panel), ambient gas dominates at all impact parameters greater than about 25 kpc,

followed by ancient outflows. At very small impact parameters, recycled accre-
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Figure 3.7: The average column density per LOS for targeted lines of sight around

1011M⊙ (left panels) and 1013M⊙ (right panels) halos for different species (as la-

belled). The black solid line includes all the gas. Coloured lines indicate results

from including only absorption from: pristine accretion (light blue dashed), re-

cycled accretion (dark blue dotted), young outflows (green dot-dashed), ancient

outflows (orange dot-dot-dashed), and ambient (red long-dashed). Vertical lines

indicate the approximate virial radius at the midpoint of each mass bin. Note the

yrange is not the same for each ion, though it always spans 4 dex.
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tion also becomes important for low-mass halos. Both theoretical and observa-

tional works have claimed that accretion can be probed via high-column density

H I lines (Fumagalli et al., 2011; van de Voort et al., 2012; Lehner et al., 2012) and

our results support this claim, although in our case we are probing lower column

density gas than the Lyman Limit systems (LLS) typically considered in those

works. In our case, the typical column density at 25 kpc is 1015cm−2, which is

well below a LLS but strong nonetheless.

For Mg II, the majority of absorption owes to recycled accretion at all im-

pact parameters and at both halo masses. Outflowing material altogether pro-

vides a much lower contribution to the absorption; close in, young outflows are

more prominent, while beyond 50 kpc ancient outflows contribute more. Low-

metallicity gas, i.e. pristine accretion and ambient gas, makes only a negligible

contribution. At all impact parameters, Mg II traces gas that will fall into galaxies

by z = 0. Physically, gas in our simulations that is sufficiently cold and dense to

give rise to Mg II absorption cannot support itself against gravity, and hence ac-

cretes on a dynamical timescale. Thus our simulation indicates a tight connection

between Mg II absorption and star formation that occurs within 1-2 dynamical

timescales.

The story is similar for Si IV: recycled accretion is the most important source

for absorption at all impact parameters and halo masses. However, it is less dom-

inant than in the Mg II case. Once again young outflows dominate the outflow

contribution close in, but the crossover point with ancient outflows occurs far-

ther out, at ≈ 50 kpc. Hence Si IV, despite its rather high ionisation state, behaves

much like Mg II because the typical temperature and density giving rise to Si IV

absorption is more similar to Mg II than to that of higher ions (Ford et al., 2013a).

For C IV the behaviour changes somewhat and also becomes more dependent
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on halo mass. For 1013M⊙ halos at low impact parameters, recycled accretion

provides the dominant contribution to the total absorption, but beyond about

100 kpc ancient outflows become the largest contributor. For 1011M⊙ halos,

within 50 kpc, recycled accretion, young outflows, and ancient outflows all are

equally important, while at larger impact parameters ancient outflows dominate,

followed by recycled accretion and then young outflows. Hence, depending on

the impact parameter and the halo mass, C IV can trace recycled winds, and either

young or ancient outflows.

For the high ions O VI and Ne VIII, recycled accretion dominates at small im-

pact parameters in large halos, otherwise ancient outflows dominate. Interest-

ingly, the shape of the black line for the high ions is flatter than for low or mid

level ions – the strength of the absorption depends less on the proximity to the

galaxy, as noted by Ford et al. (2013a).

Material that has never been in a wind (ambient or pristine accretion) does

not provide a significant amount of absorption in metal lines. For H I, however,

ambient gas plays a major role, more than any other category at impact parme-

ters ≥ 100 kpc (although ancient outflows and recycled accretion are not too far

behind). This is not surprising given the huge amount of mass contained within

the ambient gas, as seen in Figure 3.3. However, at smaller impact parameters, re-

cycled accretion provides a substantial contribution for H I (for the 1013M⊙halos,

it is the dominant contribution). This region typically contains the strongest H I

lines (Ford et al., 2013a). Although ambient gas contributes more of the mass

budget than recycled accretion(see Fig 3.3), the ambient gas tends to be hot and

ionized, as we will show in §5.3. Hence, recycled accretion likely dominates the

high-column density H I absorbers at z = 0.25.

In summary, we see distinct trends in the type of material traced by absorption
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as a function of ionisation potential. Low metal ions, particularly close to galax-

ies, generally arise from recycled accretion, while high ion absorption is from

ancient outflows. This latter finding is consistent with the analysis of Tumlinson

et al. (2011), who detect large amounts of O VI in the CGM and determine that

it must have been generated by protracted earlier epochs of star formation and

winds.

3.4.2 Fractional Column Density Distributions

Column density distributions (CDDs) provide a more detailed look at the strengths

of individual absorbers within our various categories. Figure 3.8 shows the “frac-

tional CDD” for each of our ions, for our two halo mass bins ( 1011M⊙ left pan-

els, 1013M⊙ right panels), at an impact parameter of 25 kpc (upper panels) and

100 kpc (lower panels). The lines are colour-coded by category: pristine accretion

(light blue), recycled accretion (dark blue), young outflows (green), ancient out-

flows (orange), and ambient gas (red). We define fractional CDD as the fraction

of the total absorption in that column density bin that owes to a given category.

Where colored lines do not extend, there are no absorbers in that particular col-

umn density bin. In some cases the lines do not add up to one, that is because

occasionally there is contribution from ISM gas (not plotted here) to the total. For

Ne VIII at 100 kpc, we note that the colored lines overlap in some cases.

In these plots we can identify some general trends as a function of ionisation

potential. For H I, there is more strong absorption from recycled accretion than

pristine accretion. At impact parameters of 25 kpc in 1013M⊙ halos the strongest

metal lines are almost always dominated by recycled accretion. The trend is par-

ticularly strong for low ions and is even true for O VI, although strong Ne VIII

lines have comparable contributions from both young and old outflows. Strong

metal absorption at this impact parameter traces material that will fall into the
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Figure 3.8: Fractional column density distributions, i.e. the fraction of absorption

in bins of size logN = 0.5 owing to the various categories for different species

(as labelled) at impact parameters of 25 kpc (top panels) and 100 kpc (bottom

panels), for 1011M⊙ halos (left panels) and 1013M⊙ halos (right panels). Where

lines do not extend, there is no column density in that bin from any gas.
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galaxy within a few Gyr; just as for the strongest H I absorbers. At lower metal

columns outflows become important and can even dominate. Generally young

outflows are more important for lower ions and ancient outflows are more im-

portant for higher ions. Low column HI absorption owes mostly to ambient gas

and less to ancient outflows. These trends also hold for 1011M⊙ halos except that

ancient outflows now dominate at all columns for the high ions.

At an impact parameter of 100 kpc for 1013M⊙ halos, the trends look some-

what different. For low ions the strongest observable metal lines still come from

recycled accretion, but the contribution from outflows can be significant at lower

columns, and at this larger impact parameter it is almost always ancient outflows

that are more important than young outflows. It is likely that the low ions still

arise from gas close to galaxies, but perhaps close to substructures such as what is

seen in Figure 3.1. In contrast, O VI is completely dominated by ancient outflows,

consistent with the findings of Oppenheimer & Davé (2009). Young outflows

contribute but do not dominate at any column density. For our mid ion C IV,

the main contribution is from ancient outflows except for very strong absorbers

around 1013M⊙ halos, where recycled accretion is prominent. Meanwhile, the H I

is usually dominated by ambient gas with important contributions from ancient

outflows for both halo masses with recycled accretion also becoming important

at higher columns.

3.4.3 Covering Fractions

A key observable is the covering fraction of absorbers down to some particular

column density or equivalent width limit. Here we sum all absorbers within ±

300 km/sec of the targeted galaxy for each of our lines of sight, above an equiv-

alent width limit of 0.05Å. We use summed equivalent widths rather than indi-

vidual components to minimize sensitivity to details of the line identification and
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deblending algorithm.

Figure 4.4 shows the covering fractions for our various ions, for our two halo

mass bins. The total is shown as the black line and can be compared to what

is observed. The coloured lines show the theoretical covering fraction including

only the gas in the labelled category. Note that the coloured lines do not sum to

the black line – we compute the covering fraction of each category individually

above our chosen equivalent width limit of 0.05Å.

H I

has a near-unity covering fraction at all impact parameters and halo masses,

owing mostly to ambient gas. Ancient outflows have large covering fractions

within ∼ 100kpc for both halo masses and recycled accretion also becomes sub-

stantial for 1013M⊙ halos. Pristine accretion and young outflows also have com-

parable non-trivial covering fractions for both halo masses but it is clearly much

smaller than recycled accretion in 1013M⊙ halos. Hence even H I does not typi-

cally trace pristine inflows in these halos, because as we showed in Fig 3.3, the ac-

creting mass budget is actually dominated by recycled accretion at these epochs.

We note, however, that the difference between pristine accretion and ambient gas

is whether or not it will accrete onto a galaxy by z = 0, so some of what is defined

as ambient gas may yet become pristine accretion.

As expected, the metal lines almost never show significant covering fractions

from either ambient or pristine accretion, as the metal content tends to be quite

low. The remaining categories follow trends similar to those seen for the column

densities: low ionisation line covering fractions tend to be almost always domi-

nated by recycled accretion, while C IV is dominated by recycled accretion close

in but by ancient outflows further out. O VI is dominated by ancient outflows

everywhere, except for at very low impact parameters around 1013M⊙ halos .
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Figure 3.9: Covering fractions for 1011M⊙ (left panels) and 1013M⊙ (right panels)

halos, showing the fraction of sight lines with equivalent widths > 0.05Å for the

species as labelled. The black line includes all the gas and the broken coloured

lines are split into the categories as labelled. Note the different y-axis range for

Ne VIII, and note that individual categories are computed separately and do not

sum to the black line.
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Qualitatively, this trend holds for all halo masses, although the overall metal line

covering fraction, particularly at small impact parameters, falls towards smaller

halos.

These results are intended to qualitatively illustrate the behaviour of cover-

ing fractions, and show that they mimic trends seen in other statistics. We will

present a more detailed comparison of covering fractions versus COS-Halos data,

including covering fractions as a function of equivalent width, using simulated

spectra chosen to match the COS-Halos sample, in an upcoming paper (Ford et

al. 2014, in preparation).

3.5 Physical Conditions

3.5.1 Mass and metal profiles

To better understand why the absorption patterns detailed in the previous sec-

tion arise, we now examine the physical conditions in the halo associated with

the inflowing and outflowing gas. We begin by considering the mass and metal

profiles associated with our various categories. Figure 3.10 shows these profiles

as a function of R/Rvir, out to the virial radius. We emphasize this is a 3-D ra-

dial profile, not projected as impact parameter. The left panels show the mass

fraction as a function of radius in each category, while the right panels show the

metal fractions. The two rows show our two halo mass bins. We include only gas

around central galaxies, since our LOS are only around central galaxies. As ex-

plained in §3.3, each gas particle is assigned to a galaxy to which it is most bound.

If a particle is assigned to a satellite galaxy we do not include it in Figure 3.10.

Let us first consider recycled accretion. Broadly speaking, for both mass bins,

the percent of gas mass and metal mass in recycled accretion decreases with

increasing R/Rvir. This soon-to-be recycled material is fairly close to galaxies,
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Figure 3.10: Left panels: fraction of the total mass of non-ISM gas particles in

various categories as a function of R/Rvir at z = 0.25, as labelled. Right panels:

fraction of the total metal mass. Top panels are for 1013M⊙ halos and the lower

panels are for 1011M⊙ halos. Only central galaxies are considered.
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which explains why it is predominantly found in cooler, denser gas and ex-

plains why H I at low impact parameters comes more from recycled accretion

than from ambient gas. In Figure 3.7 we noted that, at least for the more massive

halos, metal absorption from recycled accretion is fairly strong close to galax-

ies, while ancient outflows become more dominant at larger impact parameters.

This is why in the case of the 1013M⊙ halo at low impact parameters there is

substantial absorption in O VI from recycled wind material – because very close

to 1013M⊙ galaxies, most of the metals are found in recycled accretion material.

Hence, even though much of the recycled wind material close to galaxies is cool

and dense, the high enrichment level still allows for significant O VI absorption.

Meanwhile, the low metal ions have rapidly dropping absorption profiles with

radius, while high ions have radial profiles that are more flat. The low metal

ions necessarily arise in cool, enriched gas, which typically has a short recycling

time. In 1013M⊙ halos the recycled accretion is peaked within r<0.3Rvir, while

for 1011M⊙ it is spread more smoothly out to Rvir.

For pristine accretion, we see that the percentage of the gas and metal mass

also drops with increasing R/Rvir. The percentage of mass in ambient gas in-

creases with radius, becoming the dominant component at large radii, but the

ambient gas contains few metals. The percentage of the gas mass in ancient out-

flows changes little with radius, but the percentage of the metal mass increases

appreciably. The percentage of mass in young outflows is fairly flat with radius

but the metal mass rises. These profiles set the baseline for where metals are lo-

cated within the CGM, which is then convolved with the physical conditions to

give rise to the actual amount of absorption.
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3.5.2 Velocity and kinematics

We can also track the kinematics of our absorbers, as shown in Figure 3.11. In

this Figure we focus on Mg II and O VI, as examples of low and high ions. We

include only recycled accretion (blue), young outflows (green), and ancient out-

flows (orange), since the other categories do not contribute significantly to the

metal absorption. To measure the kinematics of CGM absorbers relative to their

galaxy, we subtract the galaxy’s systemic velocity and plot a histogram of the

velocities of the absorbers. Here we show components, not systems, and all ab-

sorbers above 30 mÅ are plotted. We show both halo bins, 1011M⊙and 1013M⊙,

at impact parameters of 25 kpc and 100 kpc. For comparison we show the ap-

proximate escape velocity (vesc =
√

2GM/r) as dashed lines, using the impact

parameter (25 kpc or 100 kpc) as the radius and the midpoint of each mass bin as

the mass.

For both the 1013M⊙ and 1011M⊙ halos we see that most of our absorbers

lie within the escape velocities of their host halos, at least at these impact pa-

rameters, for both Mg II and O VI. We note that for 1013M⊙ halos, this is true by

definition, as we only consider those absorbers within ± 300 km s−1 as associated

with a galaxy, and the escape velocity at these impact parameters is ≥ 300 km s−1.

However, one can see the distribution trailing off; even if we did not make this

cut at 300 km s−1 it is unlikely we would see significant numbers of absorbers

past 300 km s−1. In general, the shape of the velocity distributions for the dif-

ferent categories are similar, showing that there is no strong kinematic trend that

distinguishes inflow from young or ancient outflow.

3.5.3 Phase Space Plots

A key diagnostic of the physical conditions of an absorber is its location in the

temperature-overdensity phase space. In Ford et al. (2013a) we extensively exam-
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Figure 3.11: Histograms of velocity, relative to the galaxy systemic velocity, of

absorbers split into recycled accretion (blue), young outflows (green), and an-

cient outflows (orange), for Mg II & O VI, at 25 kpc & 100 kpc as labelled for

1013M⊙(top panels) and 1011M⊙(bottom panels) halos. Vertical lines demarcate

the escape velocity at the midpoint of each mass bin for R=25 kpc or 100 kpc as

labelled. (Escape velocity for 1013M⊙ halos at 25 kpc, 590 km s−1, is outside the

range of the plot). Note the different y-axis range for each panel.
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of gas in temperature-density phase space, for our five cate-

gories and for all non-ISM gas, as labelled. We overplot the location of strong (N > 1014)

absorbers of Mg II and O VI in 1013M⊙ halos at 25 kpc, for all non-ISM gas, as well as bro-

ken out by category for recycled accretion, young outflows, and ancient outflows. In the

pristine accretion and ambient panels, where there is no strong Mg II or O VI absorption

in 1013M⊙ halos at 25 kpc, we overplot the location of H I absorbers of various strengths

as labeled. The colourbar is the same in each panel, showing the log number of particles.
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Figure 3.13: Phase space distributions as in Figure 3.12. We overplot the location

of strong (N > 1014) absorbers of C IV and O VI in 1013M⊙ halos at 100 kpc, for

all non-ISM gas, as well as broken out by category for recycled accretion, young

outflows, and ancient outflows. In the pristine accretion and ambient panels,

where there is no strong C IV or O VI absorption in 1013M⊙ halos at 100 kpc,

we overplot the location of H I absorbers of various strengths as labeled. The

colourbar is the same in each panel, showing the log number of particles.
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ined the location of absorbers in this phase space using similar simulations. Un-

surprisingly, we found that low ionisation potential absorption like Mg II arises in

cooler, denser environments, while high ionisation potential absorption such as

O VI and Ne VIII exist in warmer, more diffuse environments, with Si IV and C IV

being intermediate (see Figure 6 of Ford et al., 2013a). Here we expand on that

work by examining where our different inflow/outflow categories lie in phase

space, and which absorbers might be tracing such gas. We focus here on Mg II,

C IV, and O VI as representative of low, mid, and high ionisation potential lines;

other transitions follow trends based on their ionisation potential. We will also

examine H I in pristine accretion and ambient gas, since this gas generally gives

rise to weak if any metal absorption.

In Figure 3.12, we show phase space contours of halo gas in each category at

z = 0.25 (first 5 panels), as well as all non-ISM gas particles (last panel) within

halos. The legend for the coloured contours is indicated on the right, showing

the logarithmic number density of particles at each position in phase space; for

ease of comparison it is the same in all panels, even though not all the categories

have the same total number of particles.

In the recycled accretion, young outflow, and ancient outflow panels we over-

plot, as the black symbols, the location in density and temperature space of Mg II

(x’s), and O VI (filled circles) absorbers that arise from particles in that category.

For clarity, we have only plotted the strong absorbers (N > 1014 cm−2), and only

around 1013M⊙ halos at impact parameters of 25 kpc. In the pristine accre-

tion and ambient panels, there are no strong Mg II or O VI absorbers around

1013M⊙ halos at 25 kpc. Instead, we plot the H I absorbers around 1013M⊙ ha-

los at 25 kpc, for the strengths as labelled.

Both pristine (upper left) and recycled (upper right) accretion consist almost
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exclusively of cooler (T < 105 K) gas. Gas at temperatures T > 105 K is un-

likely to accrete onto galaxies between z = 0.25 and z = 0. Nonetheless, there

is some recycled accretion gas extending up to hotter temperatures at moderate

overdensities (∼ 103), where the cooling time becomes sufficiently short that gas

can radiate away its thermal energy.

Considering metal lines, Mg II absorbers trace the densest recycled accretion

gas, typically with δ > 104, while O VI traces more diffuse and often significantly

hotter halo gas. Both O VI and Mg II arise from recycled accretion at 25 kpc,

but never from the same phases of this gas! Much of the absorption arises in

cooler photo-ionised gas, but the hotter plume of recycled accretion gas men-

tioned above gives rise to substantial O VI absorption as it transitions through

the collisional ionisation fraction maximum for O VI at around 300,000 K. There-

fore, we expect a significant amount of collisionally-ionised oxygen arising in

halos, though as we argued in Oppenheimer et al. (2012) and Ford et al. (2013a)

it is not globally dominant relative to photo-ionised O VI absorption. We empha-

size that we have only plotted the strong absorbers here, which for O VI is often

collisionally ionised. At 25 kpc there is substantial strong O VI absorption from

both recycled accretion and ancient outflows, while at larger impact parameters,

it chiefly arises in ancient outflows, (Figure 3.7 and in Figure 3.13 below).

Young and ancient outflows (middle panels) are generally at somewhat lower

densities, and they show more significant amounts of gas near the virial tem-

perature. Note that in lower mass halos (not shown as a separate subdivision),

there is very little of this hotter gas component (e.g. Kereš et al., 2009). O VI ab-

sorption still comes from the same general region in these panels as in the re-

cycled accretion panel: warm, low density gas that is both photo-ionised and

collisionally-ionised. Although ancient outflows do have some material roughly
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in the right density/temperature range for strong Mg II absorption, we note that

close to galaxies there is very little metal mass in ancient outflows, as shown in

Figure 3.10.

In the lower panels we see even hotter material in the ambient gas (left panel).

This material generally has too low a metal content to provide much strong O VI

absorption and, furthermore, it has been shock heated to temperatures that are

too high for strong Mg II absorption. It is interesting that most of the O VI absorp-

tion in our models comes from infalling or (formerly) outflowing gas, not from

ambient halo gas. In part this owes to our definition of ambient gas as never

having been in an outflow, so it is very difficult for this gas to become enriched.

Nonetheless, this indicates that there may be a substantial amount of warm-hot

gas within halos that is not traceable via metal lines, and one must rely on, e.g.,

broad H I absorbers to characterise this gas (e.g. Richter, 2012).

In Figure 3.13 we show the same coloured regions as in Figure 3.12, but have

overplotted absorption at impact parameters of 100 kpc instead of at 25 kpc; at

larger impact parameters, ancient outflows dominate the absorption in high ions.

Because there is almost no Mg II absorption at 100 kpc, we choose instead to plot

C IV with O VI. One can see that O VI comes from warmer, less dense gas, but

is rarely collisionally ionized at temperatures > 105 K. C IV absorption resides

at intermediate overdensities between O VI and Mg II as shown in the previous

figure.

These plots help answer the question: why is O VI absorption mostly coming

from ancient outflows? It is because ancient outflows have more material at the

temperatures and densities favourable for O VI formation (and for the formation

of high metal ions in general). Conversely, absorption in the low ions largely

comes from cold, dense gas that is likely to accrete, so it arises in the recycled
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accretion category rather than the outflow category. Intermediate ions can have

significant contributions from recycled accretion, young outflows, or ancient out-

flows, depending on the impact parameter.

Moving to H I we see that at 25 kpc (Fig 3.12) the strong (N > 1014.5cm−2) H I

absorbers for pristine accretion arise at high densities (δ ≥ 103). In the relation

between overdensity and H I column density given by Davé et al. (2010), H I ab-

sorbers with N = 1014.5−15.5 cm−2 are predicted to lie at δ = 102 − 103, albeit with

substantial scatter. Why does pristine accretion not have absorbers in this over-

density range? The absorbers clearly follow the overall peak of the pristine ac-

cretion distribution (red/yellow region), and there is simply not enough pristine

accretion material in the that overdensity regime to give rise to H I absorption.

This is different from their distribution in the ambient case, where there is

strong H I at not only high overdensities, but also at intermediate overdensities

of δ = 102 − 103. This is because there is more mass in ambient material than in

pristine accretion material, as shown in Figure 3.10. The strong absorbers in ambi-

ent material can lie at T > 104.5 K, and there is more spread in the temperatures as

well: pristine accretion absorbers are all at temperatures T < 105 K, while some

ambient absorbers arise in hotter gas T > 105 K, though most are from cooler

gas. In both pristine accretion and ambient, the very strong (N > 1015.5cm−2) ab-

sorbers (two for pristine accretion, one for ambient) exist at high overdensities,

> 104, consistent with the relation given by Davé et al. (2010): stronger H I ab-

sorption comes from highest density gas, close to galaxies. Note that if we were

to display H I absorbers in the recycled accretion panel, there would be signifi-

cantly more such strong absorbers at these overdensities.

By 100 kpc (Fig. 3.13), there is much less strong H I and no very strong H I

in either category. This is because the overdensity drops with radius, so at larger
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impact parameter there is less dense material to give rise to H I absorption. There

are more absorbers in ambient than in pristine accretion, because at large radius

there is more ambient than pristine material, as seen in Figure 3.10. Like the

low/mid metals, H I absorbers generally follow the peak of the gas distribution,

excluding areas that are too hot.

Overall, a given metal ion will absorb at similar densities and temperatures

across all categories. Whether there is substantial absorption in a given ion from

a given category largely depends on how much material in that category lies at

the right temperature/density combination for absorption. It is also a function of

the total amount of metal mass in a category at a given radius from the galaxy, as

discussed in the previous section. Hence in principle, a suite of absorbers span-

ning a range of ionisation states can probe the full range of physical conditions

as a function of radius in the CGM, with the exception of hot unenriched gas.

3.6 Numerical Considerations

Our predictions depend on both our physical model of galaxy formation and our

numerical implementation of that physical model. Key elements of the physical

model include the ΛCDM cosmological framework, the adopted cosmological pa-

rameter values, standard hydrodynamic and radiative cooling processes, the star

formation prescription, and, critically, the ezw wind prescription that sets mass

loading factors and ejection speeds. In the absence of winds, different imple-

mentations of SPH, adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), and moving mesh hydro

simulations show reasonable but not perfect convergence on the mechanisms and

rates of galaxy growth. All methods show that halos with M ∼< 1011.5M⊙ are fed

by filaments of cold (T ∼ 104 K) gas that penetrate far inside the halo virial ra-

dius, and that large halos of shock heated gas (typically T ∼> 106 K) develop only
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at higher halo masses (e.g., Kereš et al. 2005, 2009; Ocvirk et al. 2008; Agertz et al.

2009; Brooks et al. 2009; Ceverino et al. 2010; Nelson et al. 2013). This cold-to-hot

transition can be understood analytically in terms of the ratio of gas cooling time

to the halo dynamical time (Binney, 1977; Rees & Ostriker, 1977; Silk, 1977; White

& Rees, 1978; White & Frenk, 1991; Birnboim & Dekel, 2003; Dekel & Birnboim,

2006). In the critical regime near 1012M⊙, there is some disagreement among

numerical methods on whether cold filaments persist all the way to the central

galaxy (Nelson et al., 2013), though this appears to be a shifting of transition

boundaries in mass and redshift rather than a universal difference of behaviour.1

Another significant difference, probably more important for galaxy growth rates,

arises in the density profiles and consequent cooling rates of the shock heated

gas component. The entropy-based formulation of SPH (Springel & Hernquist,

2002) implemented in GADGET-2, and thus in our simulation here, appears to

be especially effective at maintaining separation of fluids in different phases and

reducing cooling of the hot gas component, relative to other formulations of SPH

or to the moving mesh code AREPO (Kereš et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2013).

While numerical differences of this sort would have some quantitative impact

on the kinds of predictions presented here, the more important numerical uncer-

tainties have to do with the implementation of galactic winds themselves. As

discussed in §2, we follow Springel & Hernquist (2003) in implementing winds

via ejection of particles from the star-forming ISM. Because these wind particles

tend to be metal-rich, and because they leave the galaxy at ISM temperatures,

they typically have short cooling times and remain cold even when they inter-

act with a surrounding hot halo. Wind particles retain their heavy elements by

1For example, the 1011.5M⊙ shown by Nelson et al. (2013) at z = 2 (their figure 7) looks signif-
icantly different between GADGET (SPH) and AREPO (moving mesh), but the z = 3 snapshots
of the same halo are nearly identical between the two codes (D. Keres 2013, presentation at IAP
Colloquium on Origin of the Hubble Sequence).
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construction, so there is mixing with the ambient halo gas only to the extent that

the particles representing these components become mixed. This behaviour may

be a reasonable representation of reality, but it is also possible that instabilities

mix wind gas and ambient halo gas on scales below the resolution of our simula-

tion (and perhaps below the resolution of any current cosmological simulations

of galaxy formation).

There are strong circumstantial arguments for galactic winds with phenomenol-

ogy roughly like that of our ezw model, including the low observed ratios of

stellar mass to halo baryons, the widespread presence of intergalactic and cir-

cumgalactic metals, and direct observations and high-resolution simulations of

galaxy outflows. We therefore expect that the global mass and metal budgets

in our simulation are approximately correct. However, the detailed density and

temperature structure of ejected and recycling gas, and therefore the absorption

in individual ionic species, is necessarily more uncertain, and our predictions

here should be regarded as specific to our physical model and numerical imple-

mentation of winds. In future work we will use a wind formulation that incor-

porates an explicit subgrid model for mixing of metals and exchange of ther-

mal energy between wind particles and their neighbours, which will enable us

to investigate a range of possible behaviours. Extensive mixing would blur the

distinctions between “outflow” gas and “ambient” gas, and between “recycled”

and “pristine” accretion, complicating some of the descriptions we have adopted

in this paper. More generally, numerical simulations of stellar feedback and the

baryon cycle are in a phase of rapid progress, with an increase in the sophisti-

cation of models and the range of numerical approaches. We expect that com-

parison of results from different simulations, and comparison of these results to

rapidly improving observations of circumgalactic gas and galactic outflows, will
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lead to numerous insights and much progress over the next several years.

3.7 Conclusions

We examine the physical and dynamical state of gas around galaxies in a 32h−1Mpc,

quarter-billion particle cosmological hydrodynamic simulation. We concentrate

on z = 0.25, and use past and future simulation snapshots to delineate which

particles have been ejected from galaxies (and how long ago), which particles are

falling into galaxies by z = 0, whether or not they have previously been part of

a galaxy’s ISM, and which particles are ambient material not participating in the

baryon cycle. We use these categories to examine both observable and physical

properties of the gas, to elucidate a connection between observational absorp-

tion line probes of the CGM and its dynamical state, i.e. whether it is inflowing,

outflowing, or ambient. As in our earlier simulations Oppenheimer et al. (2010),

recycled accretion of enriched gas that is ejected in winds and then re-accreted

plays a major role in low-redshift galaxy accretion.

Our main findings are as follows:

1. Most of the absorption of low-ionisation potential metal species owes to en-

riched material that will fall back into galaxies within a few Gyr. This occurs

because low-ionisation species preferentially trace cold, dense, enriched en-

vironments, and hydrodynamic interactions generally cannot prevent this

gas from accreting.

2. Most of the absorption of high-ionisation potential metal species owes to

outflows ejected much earlier than the present epoch, “ancient outflows”.

This occurs because high-ionisation potential species tend to be prominent

in warmer, more diffuse environments. Some of this high-ionization mate-

rial is also re-accreting onto galaxies.
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3. The metal mass fraction in recycled accretion drops off steeply with R/Rvir

(see Figure 3.10), which gives rise to a rapid drop in absorption with impact

parameter for low ions. The metal mass in ancient outflows increases mildly

with R/Rvir, which partly explains why the absorption profile of the high

ions stays relatively flat out to the virial radius.

4. Low-mass halos (<1011.5 M⊙) have a greater proportion of recycled material

than high-mass halos (>1011.5 M⊙). Even though high-mass halos assem-

ble proportionally more of their mass via recycled accretion than pristine

accretion (Oppenheimer et al., 2010), recycled accretion represents a pro-

portionally larger fraction of the circumgalactic medium around low-mass

halos.

5. Where absorption of a given ion is found, that absorption exists at roughly

similar densities and temperatures among the various categories. Hence,

absorbers with a range of ionisation potentials can broadly trace out the

density and temperature structure of the CGM. The strengths of various ab-

sorption lines within various inflow/outflow categories primarily reflects

the phase space location and metallicity of the gas in those categories.

6. H I predominantly traces non-accreting material that has never been in a

wind, i.e. “ambient”. Ambient material holds the majority of mass in the

halo and is quasi-spherical, which is why it dominates the H I absorption

and produces a high covering fraction out to the virial radius. There is

more strong H I from recycled accretion than pristine accretion, although

some ambient material may accrete and become pristine accretion.

7. Accreting material is not unenriched. Recycled accretion dominates the

mass and metal budget of accreting material, and this component is sig-
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nificantly enriched.

8. Mg II provides a good tracer of accreting material that was once in a wind

(“recycled accretion”). Virtually all strong Mg II absorbers arise in this cat-

egory of gas. Si IV, despite its high ionisation level, behaves more like Mg II

than a high ion.

9. C IV represents an intermediate ion. At small impact parameters it mostly

arises in recycled accretion, but at larger impact parameters it mostly arises

from ancient outflows. The crossover impact parameter is ∼ 100 kpc in

L∗ halos, and moves to smaller impact parameters for smaller halos; for

our lowest mass halos, C IV predominantly arises in ancient outflows at all

impact parameters.

10. O VI and Ne VIII almost exclusively trace ancient outflows, at nearly all im-

pact parameters and halo masses (very small impact values around 1013M⊙ ha-

los being the exception). A substantial fraction of strong O VI halo absorbers

come from transition gas at ∼ 300, 000 K and is cooling out of hot gas near

the virial temperature. Photoionised gas at ∼ 104K also contributes many

O VI absorbers, and most of the absorbers at impact parameters ≥ 100 kpc,

in agreement with Oppenheimer & Davé (2009).

11. In small halos the majority of the accreting mass at z = 0.25 is ejected back

into a wind by z = 0, with only about a quarter of the mass remaining as

stars or in the ISM. In larger halos, by z = 0 the accreting mass is split evenly

between stars, ISM gas, and gas re-ejected as a wind.

12. With our definition of accretion (at z = 0.25) as any gas that will join a

galaxy by z = 0, velocity is not very useful for distinguishing accreting gas
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from outflowing gas. The radial velocity distribution of gas in the recycled

accretion, young outflow, and ancient outflow categories is very similar,

with the exception that material moving at high outward velocities at small

radii does tend to be recently ejected material.

13. Accreting material is not necessarily parallel to the disk, and outflowing

material is not necessarily perpendicular to the disk.

14. Of gas not in the ISM at z = 0.25, 86% of the mass and 6% of the metal mass

has never been in a wind by z = 0.

By decomposing our simulated gas distribution into inflows and outflows, we

better understand how the material in the CGM by z = 0.25 arose, and what its

eventual fate is. These results underscore the dynamic nature of the CGM, in-

cluding how much material is participating in the “baryon cycle”, particularly in

halo fountains. This means that accreting material is often enriched, and inflows

can be traced using metal lines. We emphasize that low ions trace fundamentally

different gas (cold, dense, accreting) than high ions (warm, diffuse, from ancient

outflows not accreting), and that inflows and outflows have different distribu-

tions both in physical and temperature-density phase space. While there is often

co-location of gas in various phases giving rise to both low and high ions, it is

dangerous to assume that it arises in a single-phase gas. H I has more strong ab-

sorption from recycled accretion than pristine accretion, which simply reflects the

fact that recycled accretion is dominating the inflow mass budget at low redshifts

in our models.

There are clear observational diagnostics amongst ambient material, inflows,

and outflows, and even between young (≤ Gyr) and ancient (> Gyr) outflows. In

general H I traces ambient material, Mg II and Si IV trace recycled accretion, C VI
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traces both recycled accretion and ancient outflows depending on impact param-

eter, with O VI and Ne VIII tracing ancient outflows. We also find differences be-

tween low (<1011.5 M⊙) and high (>1011.5 M⊙) mass halos, because high-mass

halos suppress infall owing to their higher halo gas temperatures. Assembling

these diagnostics into a full census of CGM gas remains a work in progress, but

these results can aid in interpreting and understanding absorption-line observa-

tions of the CGM.

This paper is the second in a series (Ford et al., 2013a, being the first) to con-

front successful models for galaxy-IGM coevolution with absorption line obser-

vations of CGM gas. With direct comparisons to observations from COS soon

forthcoming, and ongoing improvements to our simulation methodologies, we

hope to answer such questions as “‘what is the most realistic description for

outflows in simulations?”, “what is the phase space structure of the CGM, and

how patchy is it?”, “how well mixed are the metals?”, “what fraction of outflows

end up bound to the halo?” and “how tightly are the CGM and its host galaxy

linked?”. Through these types of investigations, we aim to further constrain our

simulations while gaining additional insights into the CGM and the dominant

physical processes that impact it.
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Abstract

We analyze the low-redshift (z≈0.2) circumgalactic medium by comparing ob-

servations from the COS-Halos absorption line data set to absorption around a

matched galaxy sample from two cosmological hydrodynamic simulations with

different prescriptions for galactic outflows, namely hybrid energy/momentum

driven wind (ezw), and constant winds (cw). We compare direct observables in-

cluding equivalent widths per unit redshift, median equivalent widths, covering

factors, ion ratios, and kinematics. Our simulations are generally in good agree-

ment with all these observations, with occasional interesting exceptions. The two

outflow models are not disciminated by the observations, even though they re-

sult in substantially different phase distribution and kinematics of halos gas. We

show that this similarity owes mainly to our comparison here at fixed stellar mass

rather than at fixed halo mass, which suggests that CGM properties are more

closely tied to the stellar mass of galaxies rather than halo mass. The modest dis-

crepancies that are seen between models and data suggest that they predict too

much cool gas containing metals and not enough hot gas, and/or that the metals

are not sufficiently well-mixed, which probably reflects our model assumption of

ejecting outflows as cool and unmixing gas. We further examine the baryon cycle

in each simulation, and show that the ezw model has twice the fraction of halo

gas participating in the baryon cycle as cw. At impact parameters of ∼< 50 kpc,

recycling winds dominates the absorption of low ions and even H I, while O VI

almost always arises from metals ejected long ago. These results highlight the
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ability of absorption line data around galaxies such as COS-Halos to inform mod-

els for how outflows operate, and provides useful intuition about interpreting the

physical and dynamical state of observed CGM gas.
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4.1 Introduction

The circumgalactic medium (CGM) represents a key unexplored area for galaxy

formation studies. In this tenuous multi-phase gas that surrounds galaxies lies

clues to the primary processes that drive galaxy evolution such as gaseous in-

flows and outflows (e.g. Kereš et al., 2005; Dekel et al., 2009; Davé et al., 2012;

Lilly et al., 2013). Studying the CGM is therefore an emerging frontier of galaxy

evolution that connects galaxies to the intergalactic medium via such baryon cy-

cling processes.

Recent pioneering observations with Hubble’s Cosmic Origin Spectrograph

(COS) have characterized the CGM in unprecedented detail. We now know there

can be more oxygen in the halos around star-forming galaxies than inside them

Tumlinson et al. (2011), that the CGM likely holds the missing baryons and miss-

ing metals Werk et al. (2014), and that star-forming and passive galaxies have dif-

ferent O VI signatures Tumlinson et al. (2011). Recent work by Stocke et al. (2013)

and Tripp & Song (2012) has also used COS to probe the CGM out to several hun-

dred kiloparsecs, and observations by Prochaska et al. (2011); Rudie et al. (2013)

have established a characteristic extent of the metal-enriched CGM to be very

roughly ∼ 300 kpc. In addition to these observations that characterize the CGM,

there is a wealth of observational data detecting outflows at a variety of redshifts

(Martin, 2005; Rupke et al., 2005; Tremonti et al., 2007; Weiner, 2009; Rubin et al.,

2012; Pettini et al., 2001; Steidel, 2001; Veilleux et al., 2005), indicating that most if

not all galaxies drive winds at some point in their evolution, enriching the CGM

and IGM with mass and metals in the process.

The physical mechanisms that drive these outflows are not well characterized.

While observations can probe individual sight lines around individual galaxies,

we do not yet have an overall picture of the metallicity, covering factor, and phase
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of the outflowing material. We have poor knowledge of how these quantities

vary with the galaxy’s mass, star formation rate, environment, or redshift. What

exactly happens to the winds after they leave the galaxy is also still not well con-

strained. Simulations suggest the presence of “halo fountains” , where baryons

are ejected from the galactic disk only to rain back down again, but the details of

this “outside-in” enrichment (Oppenheimer et al., 2012) can vary in simulation

according to the prescription input for wind model. The relative contribution of

this “recycled accretion”, versus inflows that come in pristine from the IGM, at

the very least depends on galaxy mass and impact parameter (Ford et al., 2013b),

if not star formation rate, environment, and the mechanism by which winds are

launched.

To make progress, we would like to better constrain outflow mechanisms by

comparing carefully to rapidly-accumulating observations of CGM gas, and to

connect these observations to how the baryon cycle operates in different outflow

models. This is the primary aim of this work. We build upon earlier work by

(Tumlinson et al., 2011, 2013; Werk et al., 2012; Ford et al., 2013a,b) by carefully

comparing observations and simulations to better constrain the CGM at low red-

shift. The primary data set we employ is COS-Halos (Tumlinson et al., 2013),

which is a galaxy-selected study of hydrogen and metal absorption at impact pa-

rameters of ∼< 150 kpc towards 44 galaxies at z ∼ 0.2. The primary simulations

we employ include several prescriptions for galactic outflows, so that we can test

our sensitivity to this key input parameter against the latest data. While this is

not an all-encompassing comparison of all available models to all available data,

this work serves as a template for such comparisons to highlight how observa-

tions such as COS-Halos can constrain the physical processes driving the baryon

cycle.
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Our paper is organized as follows: in §2 we discuss our observational meth-

ods, in §3 we describe our simulations, in §4 we compare direct observables, in §5

we describe variations with wind model including variations in baryon cycling,

in §6 we compare inflows and outflows in simulations to observed quantities, and

in §7 we summarize our conclusions.

4.2 COS-Halos Data Set

We draw our observational sample from the COS-Halos data set, described in de-

tail in Tumlinson et al. (2011, 2013); Werk et al. (2012, 2013). The main motivation

behind COS-Halos is to characterize the CGM and understand its role in galaxy

formation. Because COS is more sensitive than its predecessors, COS allows for

better selection of sight lines based on galaxy population. Indeed, a main dif-

ference between COS-Halos and previous QSO absorption-lines studies is that

galaxies are chosen in advance of absorbers but without spectroscopic redshifts.

The galaxies in the COS-Halos data set were also chosen to be somewhat isolated,

as described in further detail in Tumlinson et al. (2013).

COS-Halos observed 39 quasars within the projected CGM around 44 galax-

ies with 0.1 L* <L <3 L* at z 0.2. These galaxies have stellar masses ranging

from 109.5−11.5, with photometric redshifts zphot ≈ 0.15 − 0.4 and a range of (u-r)

color. They are between 15 and 160 kpc (projected) from a background, UV-bright

quasar. The signal-to-noise is between 7-15 per resolution element (FWHM ≈ 15

km s−1). The ions covered by COS include H I1216, Si II1260, C II1335, Si III1206,

Si IV1394, and C III977. These ions span a range of ionization energies, as given in

Table 4.1. Each ion has a unique detection threshold, also given in Table 4.1. The

COS-Halos sight lines were supplemented by Keck/HIRES echelle spectra for 35

quasars, to include coverage for Mg II (2796, 2803Å) for galaxies at z > 0.1. The
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Keck/HIRES data has higher spectral resolution and generally higher S/N than

the COS data.

4.3 Simulation Methods

4.3.1 The Code and Input Physics

For this paper we use our modified version (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008) of

the N-body+entropy-conserving smooth particle hydrodynamic (EC-SPH) code

GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005), more fully described in Oppenheimer & Davé (2008).

Our main simulation is identical to that used in Davé et al. (2013); Ford et al.

(2013b), and further details can be found there. Briefly, we assume a WMAP-

9 concordant ΛCDM cosmology (Hinshaw et al., 2009): ΩM = 0.28, ΩΛ = 0.72,

h = Ho/(100 km s−1Mpc−1) = 0.7, a primordial power spectra index n =0.96, an

amplitude of the mass fluctuations scaled to σ8=0.82, and Ωb = 0.046. The volume

is 32h−1 Mpc on a side with 5123 gas particles and 5123 dark matter particles. The

gas particle mass is 4.5 × 106M⊙; dark matter particle mass is 2.3 × 107M⊙. The

main simulation snapshot we use for this work is at z = 0.25, the closest snapshot

we have to the redshifts in the observational data set.

This simulation includes galactic outflows, which are tied to the star forma-

tion rate (SFR), Ṁwind = η×SFR, where η is the mass loading factor. For this

work we select two wind models to study in detail. The first is our hybrid en-

ergy/momentum driven winds or “ezw” model. This model is our favoured

wind model because it most accurately captures the relevant small-scale physics

associated with the transition from momentum-driven winds to energy-driven

winds at low masses (Hopkins, 2013), as well as reproducing observations of the

stellar and H I mass functions (Davé et al., 2013). In the ezw model, the wind

speed and mass loading factor depend on the galaxy velocity dispersion σ:
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vw = 3σ
√

fL − 1 (4.1)

η = σo/σ, if σ > 75 km s−1 (4.2)

η = (σo/σ)
2, if σ < 75 km s−1 (4.3)

Here, fL=[1.05,2] is the luminosity in units of the Eddington luminosity re-

quired to expel gas from a galaxy potential. σo = 150 km s−1, and σ is the galaxy’s

internal velocity dispersion, broadly constrained to match IGM enrichment at

high redshift (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008). This simulation also includes a pre-

scription for quenching, described in further detail in Davé et al. (2013); Ford et al.

(2013b).

Our second wind model is a constant wind (“cw”) model, where the mass

loading factors and wind speeds are the same for each galaxy, regardless of mass.

In the cw model, η = 2 and vw = 680 km s−1. The latter is similar to that used in

the Overwhelmingly Large Simulations (OWLS) reference model of Schaye et al.

(2010). The cw simulation used here has the same physics described in Ford et al.

(2013a), including Wiersma et al. (2009a) metal-line cooling, but with a different

box size (here, 32h−1 Mpc) and resolution (here, 5123 dark matter and 5123 gas

particles). This allows for consistency with the “ezw” model above, and allows

us to resolve galaxies similar in size to those in the COS-Halos dataset.

The constant wind model is not our favored model. It is in worse agreement

with measurements of C IV at high redshift (Oppenheimer & Davé, 2006) and

the mass-metallicity relation (Finlator et al., 2008; Davé et al., 2011b). However,

it has not yet been tested against the COS-Halos data set at low-z. We include

this wind model because it serves as a useful contrast to the variable ezw wind

model. Through this comparison we can comment on not just whether winds
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are necessary to match observations, but what type of winds are necessary. We

can also gain insight into how baryons cycle in the different wind models, how

they affect the gas around galaxies, and how such processes are manifested in

observations.

4.3.2 Generating Spectra With Specexbin

Once we run our simulations, we use SPECEXBIN to calculate physical properties

of the gas along lines of sight. SPECEXBIN is described in more detail in Op-

penheimer & Davé (2006), but briefly, it averages physical properties of the gas

along a given sight line and then uses look-up tables calculated with CLOUDY

(Ferland et al., 1998, version 08.00) to find the ionisation fraction for the relevant

ionic species. We use the same version of SPECEXBIN as in Ford et al. (2013a,b).

See Figure 1 of Ford et al. (2013a) for an example of a simulated spectrum.

We choose our lines of sight (LOS) in our simulations to best mimic the LOS in

the COS-Halos data set. Each COS-Halos LOS has a stellar mass and impact pa-

rameter b. For each LOS, we select all the central galaxies in our simulations that

are within ± 0.125 dex in stellar mass of the observed points. Once those galax-

ies are selected, we produce four LOS at the specified impact parameter, x+b,

x-b,y+b,y-b, that matches the COS-Halos LOS. Due to variance in the halo mass

function, not every impact parameter has the same number of LOS. Once the

model LOS are selected and run, we use the Voigt profile fitter AUTOVP (Davé

et al., 1997) to generate artificial spectra (see Ford et al. (2013a) for an example)

and fit column densities and equivalent widths. For consistency with observa-

tions we consider all components within ± 600 km s−1 to be associated with a

galaxy, and sum them for a total equivalent width, unless otherwise stated. We

note that this differs from our approach in earlier work Ford et al. (2013a), where

we only considered components within ± 300 km s−1 to be associated with a
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Table 4.1: Ion Properties

Ion Energy (eV) Detection Threshold (Å)

H I 13.6 0.2

Mg II 15.04 0.1

Si II 16.35 0.15

C II 24.38 0.08

Si III 33.49 0.1

Si IV 45.14 0.1

C III 47.89 0.25

O VI 138.1 0.1

galaxy. However, as shown in Figures 8 and 15 of that work, the absorption drops

off substantially after ± 300 km s−1, so there is little difference between these two

limits, and we prefer here to mimic the procedure applied to the COS-Halos data

set.

We choose a suite of ions to examine for this work, to get the fullest possible

information on the physical conditions of the CGM. As found in earlier work,

Werk et al. (2012); Ford et al. (2013a,b), a range of ionisation potentials are nec-

essary to probe different phases of the CGM. Generally, low ionization potential

metal lines probe high density, low temperature regions close to galaxies, while

high ionization potential metal lines probe warmer, more diffuse gas that can be

detected further from galaxies. In addition to H I1216 we investigate Mg II2796,

Si II1260, C II1335, Si III1206, Si IV1394, C III977, and O VI1032 to compare to ob-

servations of those ions. These metal lines have good observational constraints

at low redshift, and probe a range of ionization energies, as shown in Table 4.1.
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4.4 Comparison of Direct Observables

We now show a direct comparison between our simulations and COS-Halos data.

This work represents the first direct comparison of the ezw and cw models against

observations of absorption lines in targeted LOS at low redshift.

4.4.1 Overall CGM Absorption

The most direct absorption line observable is the equivalent width. We first

present results of the the summed equivalent width divided by the total path-

length (dEW/dz) versus impact parameter. We calculate dEW/dz by summing

the equivalent width in all LOS probed at that impact parameter and dividing by

the total pathlength (within ±600 km/s) represented by all LOS at that impact

parameter. This sum is a useful diagnostic because, to first order, whether our

simulations are producing the right amount of hydrogen and many metals are in

the CGM around these galaxies.

Figure 4.1 shows dEW/dz in H I and metal ions, where we show our probed

metal ions in order of increasing ionization energy. We bin both observed and

model points in 25 kpc bins. The observed COS-Halos points are shown in black,

the observed model values in solid blue for ezw and dotted red for cw. The error

bars on the model points are range bars, showing 16%-84% of the model values.

The errors on the observed points represent the average errors on all constrained

detections in the 25 kpc bins. These errors do not include errors on LOS that are

upper limits, lower limits, or non-detections; hence the errors shown here are a

lower limit on the actual error. The errors on the model points have been slightly

offset horizontally for ease of viewing.

Overall, for most metals, there is a the general trend of increasing absorption

at lower impact parameters. There is a notable trend with ionization potential:
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Figure 4.1: Summed equivalent width divided by total pathlength (dEW/dz)

over all LOS at a given impact parameter, as a function of impact parameter.

Black points are from the COS-Halos dataset, with error bars averaged from well-

constrained detections only, no limits or non-detections. Blue solid lines are for

the ezw model, red dotted lines from the cw models. Both models have range

bars showing 16%-84% of the model values. The errors on the model points have

been horizontally offset slightly for easier viewing.
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low ions like Mg II have sharper dropoffs with impact parameter in the model

values than higher ionization species C III and O VI. This highlights the trend

that low ions tend to arise closer to galaxies (Ford et al., 2013a). All these trends

are true in both the observations and the simulations.

Examining the trends more closely, Mg II and both C II and C III are well-

reproduced in the model, while the low Si ions are underproduced and Si IV is

overproduced. Note that owing to very low statistics, the Si II errorbars are likely

an underestimate. O VI is underproduced in the models, which is a recurring

trend as we will see in upcoming comparisons. Nonetheless, overall the agree-

ment is generally quite good, and suggests that the amount of CGM enrichment

in both these simulations is roughly in accord with observations. The similar-

ity in the predictions of the two wind models is striking, particularly since the

amount of CGM metals and the phase space distribution of the gas in these two

models is somewhat different (Ford et al., 2013b).

4.4.2 Equivalent Widths vs. Impact Parameter

While the cumulative equivalent width provides a global measure of the overall

absorption strength, the median equivalent width versus impact parameter is the

key indicator of how the absorption is distributed within the CGM as a function

of distance from galaxy.

Figure 4.2 shows the equivalent width versus impact parameter for COS-

Halos data compared to our simulations, for our set of probed ions. Here we

have placed the ions in order of increasing ionization potential from low to high.

The black points are from the COS-Halos dataset. The circles represent detected

values while the up and down facing triangles are lower and upper limits, re-

spectively. Error bars are included in black, in many cases they are smaller than

the size of the symbols. Note that the detection thresholds for each ion are given
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in Table 4.1.

The blue crosses and red diamonds show the results for the ezw and cw mod-

els, respectively. These points represent the median equivalent width of all LOS

with detections above the threshold at a given impact parameter. The error bars

on the model points span the 16-84% range of EW values at that impact param-

eter, to illustrate the scatter in EW at a given impact parameter. To avoid clutter,

we only show the model error bars for points ≈ every 25 kpc.

It is important to note that Figure 4.2 conflates the trends between stellar mass

and impact parameter, owing to the fact that we have produced a matched sam-

ple impact parameters for the COS-Halos galaxies (as shown in Figure 4.3). As

such, the model points do not decrease smoothly with impact parameter, as was

seen in our previous work where we selected narrow bins in halo mass (Ford

et al., 2013a). Instead, some points at larger impact parameters have higher equiv-

alent widths than at smaller impact parameters, reflecting the dependency on

both impact parameter and mass, as seen in Ford et al. (2013a). Additionally, this

degeneracy washes away some trends with ionization potential: the equivalent

widths of the low ionization species do not drop off as steeply as found in Ford

et al. (2013a,b). This similarly impacts Figure 4.1. These issues are more promi-

nent for the observed points than the simulation points, since the simulations

points are averages from a larger sample.

For H I, both models are in broad agreement with the data across the 0-150 kpc

range, showing strong absorption in every line of sight. The typical EW is much

higher than seen in random lines of sight through the IGM (Davé et al., 2010;

Ford et al., 2013a), showing that there is substantial cool gas within these ha-

los. There is little sensitivity to winds, at least as can be discriminated from the

COS-Halos data, which is reminiscent of the lack of sensitivity to winds in the
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Figure 4.2: Equivalent width vs. impact parameter for observed points (black

— circles for exact values, up and down facing triangles for lower and upper

limits respectively); as well as ezw (blue crosses) and cw (red diamonds) models.

Ions are ordered according to increasing ionization energy (right to left, top to

bottom). See Table 4.1 for detection thresholds. Model points do not smoothly

decrease, owing to degeneracy between stellar mass and impact parameter.
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Figure 4.3: Stellar mass vs. impact parameter for the observed COS-Halos

data set. Star forming galaxies are separated from passive galaxies at sSFR =

1011 M⊙/yr, as given by Tumlinson et al. (2011).
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Lyα forest (Davé et al., 2010). There are however a small number very strong ab-

sorbers, with lower limits above most of the simulation points; constraining the

actual equivalent width in these systems may provide an interesting challenge

to models, if they suggest a larger covering fraction of very strong H I than pre-

dicted. But current uncertainties prevent any strong constraints emerging from

these few systems.

The metal lines provide a more direct test of pollution from galactic outflows.

In general, both models provide an excellent match to the mean trend seen in

the observations, with the possible exception of Si IV and O VI (discussed below).

This is a non-trivial success of these galactic outflow models in sufficiently en-

riching the CGM to observed levels. Though we do not show it, a model without

winds would dramatically fail this basic test, as discussed in Ford et al. (2013a).

While the general trend is good, for the low ions (Mg II, Si II, C II, and Si III),

the scatter is substantially larger in the data than in the simulations. This could

reflect variations in the ionization conditions or metallicities that are not prop-

erly captured within our simulations. Recall that we assume a spatially-uniform

metagalactic ionizing background with no local contribution from the nearby

galaxy or shielding from dense regions; these assumptions may need to be re-

laxed if we want to capture detailed variations properly, though doing so would

require full radiative transfer simulations that are prohibitively expensive.

The mid and high ions tend to show smaller observed scatter than the low

ions, more comparable to that seen in the simulations. Since low ions tend to arise

closer to galaxies and in denser gas (Ford et al., 2013a), this suggests that locally-

varying ionization conditions, and not locally-varying metallicity, is responsible

for the larger scatter in the low ions.

The two minor but clear discrepancies in the overall level absorption between
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models and data are for Si IV and O VI, and they are in the opposite sense – the

simulations produce slightly too much Si IV, and somewhat too little O VI, with

both trends exacerbated at low impact parameters such that the discrepancy is

×2 − 3 there. This may suggest that the overall phase of the CGM gas is not

well modeled in these simulations, in the sense that there should be more hot

diffuse gas that gives rise to high ions and less warm diffuse gas that gives rise

to mid-ions. Details of wind implementation can strongly impact the phase of

CGM gas. For instance, the models of Hummels et al. (2013) run with the AMR

hydro code Enzo show substantially hotter CGM gas; it remains to be seen if those

models are in better detailed agreement with COS-Halos data. This highlights

the importance of a proper treatment of wind propagation, heating, and mixing,

which is a challenging problem in current simulations, and shows that detailed

comparisons to data can provide interesting constraints on these processes.

Somewhat disappointingly, the two wind models are in good agreement with

each other and the COS-Halos observations do not obviously discriminate be-

tween them. This is surprising since previous work by Ford et al. (2013a) showed

large differences in absorption line profiles in every ion between a cw and a

momentum-driven wind model similar to ezw. While differences between ezw

and cw can be found in other diagnostics (Davé et al., 2013) and will be more

prominent in other CGM statistics that we explore later, for the equivalent widths

at least there are not large differences between models. We will explore the rea-

sons for this in later sections.

4.4.3 Covering Fractions

Another easily-accessible observational statistic is the covering fraction of a given

ion, to get a sense for how patchy the CGM absorption is. This is because both

observations and simulations suggest the CGM is multi-phase (Tripp et al., 2008;
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Ford et al., 2013b) We define covering fraction as the fraction of LOS with a de-

tection above a given ion-specific threshold (see Table 4.1).

Figure 4.4 shows the covering fraction as a function of impact parameter for

our set of ions. As in Figure 4.2, we plot ions from low to high ionization poten-

tial. The observed data points are binned from 0-75 kpc and 75-150 kpc. The solid

black line represents the median covering fraction, and the dotted black lines rep-

resent the uncertainties. The models are plotted as individual points, because in

the simulations we have multiple LOS at each impact parameter and are able

to define a unique covering fraction at each impact parameter. In this manner

one can get a sense of the variability in covering fraction as a function of impact

parameter, albeit with the same degeneracy in stellar mass noted earlier.

To get a sense of the dependence on mass versus impact parameter, we have

separated the model points into low mass and high mass bins. The separation be-

tween low and high mass is Mstellar = 1011M⊙, slightly above the median stellar

mass of the COS-Halos dataset Mstellar = 1010.6M⊙ but the mass at which quench-

ing becomes dominant in the ezw model (the cw simulation does not include a

quenching model). Points representing low stellar masses are open, those repre-

senting high stellar masses are filled. There are no clear trends with stellar mass

in the model points, however, showing that for the covering fractions the trends

with impact parameter are much stronger than those with stellar mass.

For H I, the simulations almost always have unity covering fraction above its

detection threshold of 0.2Å. The covering fraction in COS-Halos is also very close

to unity, but formally slightly below. The high covering fraction of H I is noted

in the COS-Halos sample for both star-forming and passive galaxies (Thom et al.,

2012).

We note that we are able to reproduce these high H I covering fractions in pas-
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Figure 4.4: Covering fraction of COS-Halos data (black solid lines are values,

black dotted lines are errors), compared to model points from the ezw (blue

squares) and cw (red diamonds) simulations. Open symbols are plotted at impact

parameters with corresponding low stellar masses (< 1011M⊙), filled symbols are

for high stellar masses.
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sive systems with our heuristic quenching prescription (present in the ezw model

but not the cw model). Figure 4.5 shows the specific star formation rate (sSFR) vs.

stellar mass for ezw (blue) and cw (red) models. We include only those galaxies

selected to match the COS-Halos LOS. Many of the massive galaxies in ezw have

zero SFR, and those quenched galaxies are plotted at the bottom as downward

facing triangles. Of the 48 M∗ > 1011M⊙ galaxies in the ezw sample, all but 9

are quenched, with sSFR=0. Yet, the high-mass points in Figure 4.4 still repro-

duce the observed H I data fairly well. Hence this particular heuristic quenching

model does not remove H I from halos, although it adds substantial energy to the

halo by heating ISM gas to well in excess of the virial temperature. While we are

not claiming that this lends physical validity to our heuristic quenching model,

we note that such data could provide interesting constraints on more physically-

motivated models of quenching (e.g. Gabor, 2013).

Further exploring Figure 4.4, we see that for low ions (Mg II, Si II,C II,Si III,

and C III) the models generally agree with data at impact parameters 0-75 kpc

but drop below the data at larger impact parameters. For mid and high ions Si IV

and O VI however, the model covering fractions are already too low at all impact

parameters, with the match worsening at higher impact parameters. While there

is scatter in the model points, there is not a single impact parameter bin in a single

ion where one model is consistently different from another. Rather, both models

match (or mismatch) the data in similar ways.

The mismatch at higher impact parameters has three possible origins: there

could be not enough metals in the simulation, the metals could be in other ioniza-

tion states not shown here, or the metals could be in the wrong spatial distribu-

tion which could happen if the metals were not mixed properly. The reasonable

match to equivalent widths in the previous section suggests that the total amount
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Figure 4.5: sSFR rate vs. stellar mass for the galaxies in the ezw (blue) and cw

(red) models that match the COS-Halos LOS. Some galaxies have sSFR=0, those

are plotted as downward facing triangles at the bottom of the plot.
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of metals is roughly correct. The fact that the covering fraction is low in all ions

probed (e.g. in Si II, Si III, and Si IV) would suggest that they are not hidden in

other ionization states. Hence by elimination we are generally left favoring the

final interpretation, that the metals are there but are poorly or incorrectly mixed.

We will also favor this interpretation for examining ion ratios in the next section.

In our simulations, we do not mix metals into CGM gas from the particles

that are ejected from the ISM, and hence it is perhaps not surprising that there

is too little metal mixing in our models. It is not obvious how much mixing

should occur; again, it is challenging to model mixing of outflowing gas properly.

Nonetheless, it is interesting that the covering fraction can potentially provide a

good constraint on this crucial physical process of how outflows and the CGM

interact.

4.4.4 Ion Ratios

Ion ratios provide a complementary test for the physical conditions of the ab-

sorbing gas. Ratios between metal ions and hydrogen provide an estimate of the

metallicity in the gas traced by that ion, while ratios between ions of the same el-

ement provide a constraint on the physical conditions of the gas. Unfortunately,

owing to the paucity of data in COS-Halos, we are limited to studying ratios

of ion equivalent widths summed over 600 km/s intervals, which likely erases

some of the detailed information about physical conditions through the CGM.

Nonetheless, this still provides an interesting constrain on CGM properties in

our simulations.

Selected ion ratios are shown in Figure 4.6. As before, COS-Halos data is plot-

ted in black, and model points (ezw: blue crosses, cw: red diamonds) represent

the median value of the ratio at each impact parameter. For the observed points,

downward facing triangles indicate that the ratio is an upper limit, upward fac-
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ing triangles indicate the ratio is a lower limit, circles indicate an actual value,

and diamonds indicate a less constrained value (for example, and upper limit of

one ion divided by the upper limit of another). In the left panels, we plot the log

of ratio of equivalent widths of a low, mid, and high ion relative to H I, as a probe

of the metallicity of gas traced by that range of ionisation potentials. In the right

panels, we show the ratio of two Si and C lines, as well as a ratio of a low (Mg II)

to high (O VI) line.

The low ion ratio (Mg II/H I) shows broadly good agreement with observa-

tions, albeit the scatter in the data is much larger than in the models. As we

argued earlier, this may arise owing to local variations in ionisation conditions.

Nonetheless, there is a hint that the models produce slightly too high a ratio, in-

dicating that the metallicity in the low ionisation gas is a bit too high. There is

also a non-trivial offset between wind models, that ezw is slightly higher than cw,

though the scatter in the data is far too large to discriminate between the models.

The mid ion Si IV shows clearly higher ion ratios in the simulations compared

with data. This indicates that the metallicity of warm diffuse gas is too high in

these simulations. This is likely the main reason why Si IV equivalent widths

are generally too high in the models compared to data (as seen in Figure 4.2).

Similarly, the O VI ion ratio is predicted to be too low, suggesting that the hot

diffuse phase is not sufficiently enriched in these models, and likewise explains

why the O VI equivalent widths are too low. These trends hold true for both wind

models, indicating that it is not specific to which wind model we use, but rather

may be indicative of an overall failure in the way we implement winds, namely

by ejecting cool, unmixed ISM particles. Again, we emphasize that the results

are generally in the right ballpark, which is already a non-trivial success, but

these ion ratio comparisons further refine and highlight issues with our models,
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and demonstrate the ability of COS-Halos data to provide important insights into

galactic outflow and ionisation processes in the CGM.

The right panels of Figure 4.6 plot different metal ions against each other, re-

moving the dependence on metallicity and allowing us to test physical conditions

of the gas more directly. The ratio of Si II/Si III at low impact parameters shows

an overall trend of increasing ratio with impact parameter, and both models and

are in good agreement with the data from ≈ 0-100 kpc. Beyond 100 kpc, the ezw

model has a higher ratio than data, indicating more cooler gas than observed.

Meanwhile, the cw model also shows very low Si II/Si III ratio, typically showing

essentially no Si II and hence dropping off this plot at these large impact parame-

ters. The scatter is less than in the ratios versus H I, suggesting that the ionisation

conditions giving rise to particular ions are more uniform in the CGM.

The C II/C III (middle right panel) shows a different trend, decreasing out-

wards as might be expected for less cold and dense gas towards the outskirts of

halos. The scatter is tighter, suggesting that this ratio probes slightly more dif-

fuse gas on larger scales. Both models and the data are in excellent agreement,

although C II mostly disappears at large impact parameter while the models con-

tinue to show absorption in this ion. These plots strongly suggest that the physi-

cal conditions in the CGM are properly represented in both wind models.

The Mg II/O VI ratio shows an enormous scatter in the observations, indi-

cating that these two ions arise in different phases that do not trace each other

well. There is, perhaps surprisingly, no clear trend with impact parameter, as one

might expect for a simple model in which the low ion arises only near the central

galaxy and the high ion arises throughout the halo (Ford et al., 2013a). This sug-

gests that the Mg II is occuring throughout the halo, perhaps in satellite galaxies

or cold dense clouds interspersed with warmer diffuse gas. Meanwhile, the mod-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between the log of the ratio of equivalent width (in

milliÅ) in the COS-Halos data set (black symbols: circles for constrained val-

ues, downward triangles for upper limits, upward triangles for lower limits, and

diamonds for less constrained values, such as a lower limit divided by a lower

limit), as well as ezw model (blue crosses) and cw model (red diamonds). Left

panels show various metals vs. H I, probing metallicity. Right panels show metal

ratios, probing physical conditions.
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els show a rising trend at small impact parameter which flattens at larger impact

parameter. The median ratio does not show a large scatter, suggesting perhaps

that Mg II and O VI are more tightly correlated in these models than they should

be.

In summary, by examining ion ratios we can isolate trends with metallicity

and ionisation state in the CGM as traced by various ions. While there is broad

agreement between models and data, clear trends emerge that suggest that the

metallicity within certain phases is too high (for warm diffuse gas traced by mid

ions) or too low (for hotter diffuse gas traced by high ions). Ion ratios generally

show good agreement with data, albeit with smaller scatter and perhaps some

discrepancies at large impact parameter (∼> 100 kpc) where the low ions disappear

in the data. The differences between our two wind models are small compared to

the differences between the models and the data, which may owe to the similar

purely kinetic implementation of winds in our two runs. Such ion ratios provide

new and interesting challenges to models of CGM gas.

4.4.5 Kinematics

With spectroscopic redshifts for all its galaxies, COS-Halos provides complemen-

tary information on the kinematics of absorbing gas relative to the systemic ve-

locity of the host galaxy. In principle, kinematics can distinguish outflowing

gas from inflowing, but in practice this is not so definitive (Ford et al., 2013b).

Nonetheless, the kinematics provide an additional constraint on CGM models. In

this analysis we will no longer sum absorption within ±600 km/s of the galaxy,

but instead consider individual components in order to elucidate the kinematics.

In Figure 4.7 we quantify where (in a kinematic sense) most of the absorption

is coming from in the observed data, and how this compares to the model pre-

dictions. To do so, we lay out a colored “checkerboard” for our ezw model, our
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favoured model. The cw model gives very similar results, so we do not show it

here. On the x-axis, we bin our model data into 25 kpc bins. For each of those

bins, we calculate the total column density for all LOS with impact parameters

in that bin, for all absorption within ± 600 km s−1. While column density is not

a direct observable in COS-Halos, we use it in this section because we will com-

pare it against velocity offset observations, and in any case we are interested in

the kinematic position of the absorption rather than the strength. Then, within

each impact parameter bin, we bin our model data into 100 km s−1 velocity bins.

We color code each block by the fraction of the absorption (i.e. column den-

sity) coming from a given velocity interval. Blue blocks indicate that more than

30% of the total column from ± 600 km s−1 is coming from a given velocity inter-

val at that impact parameter, green blocks indicate 20-30%, yellow shows 10-20%,

and orange shows less than 10% is coming from that velocity interval. We note

that these percentages are for the specific impact parameter bin only, and not for

the entire 0-150 kpc range, so each vertical column of coloured blocks is inde-

pendent. We only consider metals, as the H I kinematics are not expected to be a

good tracer of outflows.

For Mg II, Si II, C II, Si III, and C III, there are multiple observed points in the 0-

25 kpc bin that are not usually found in the simulations (orange region, < 10% of

the total column density). Past 25 kpc, however, most of the observed points are

in higher probability regions. Interestingly, all of the Si IV absorption is in regions

of at least 20% (yellow, green, or blue), regardless of impact parameter. O VI has

some observed absorption in the orange regions further out, past 50 kpc, but is

otherwise well matched. Note that for this figure we do not sum observed points

within ± 600 km s−1 but instead plot individual components.

Overall, both the simulations and the observations suggest that most of the
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of column density along the line of sight. Ezw model

data has been binned both in impact parameter and in velocity space (cw, not

shown here, is similar). Blue blocks show that 30% or more of the column density

between -600 and +600 is concentrated in that velocity bin. Green shows 20-

30%, yellow between 10-20%, and orange less than 10%. Overplotted as black

diamonds are the COS-Halos observed points.
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absorption occurs roughly within the virial velocity of the galaxy’s halo. Only

the absorbers at the smallest impact parameter show a sign for an outflow, and it

is difficult to assess the significance of this because it is only one system (with sev-

eral absorbers within it), and there may be systematic uncertainties in identifying

the kinematic centre of any given system. Otherwise, the simulations broadly

match the observed kinematics reasonably well, and do not indicate an abun-

dance of strongly outflowing gas at the present epoch, in general agreement with

the outside-in enrichment scenario of Oppenheimer et al. (2012).

4.5 Amount and Physical Conditions of CGM Gas

In general, we have found rather modest differences in observational tracers of

absorption between our two wind models. While ezw is our favoured wind

model, in the observations presented above it often does no better or worse than

the constant wind model in matching the data. This is somewhat curious, since

earlier work (e.g. Oppenheimer & Davé, 2008; Ford et al., 2013a,b) showed sig-

nificant observable differences between these wind models. The question then

arises, what range of CGM physical conditions are represented by these two wind

models?

4.5.1 Halo Mass-Stellar Mass Relationship

We start by comparing a basic quantity of our simulated galaxies in order to set

the stage for quantifying CGM absorption, namely the relationship between stel-

lar mass and halo mass. Our earlier CGM work compared models at fixed halo

mass since our expectation was that similar mass halos would contain similar

amounts of physical conditions of CGM gas, but in this work we compare mod-

els to data at fixed stellar mass since that is how the COS-Halos galaxies were

selected. However, our two wind models have different halo mass-stellar mass
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relationships. This is shown in Figure 4.8. Blue points show the relationship for

cw, black for ezw. We add solid lines to show the median values, and cut this plot

off at the stellar mass resolution limit of our simulation of 1.4× 108M⊙.

The stellar mass range relevant to this work is 109.5−11.5 M⊙ (see Figure 4.8).

In this range the constant wind model has generally a higher halo mass than ezw

at a given stellar mass. This is because constant winds are “stronger”, in the

sense that they blow more material out of the galaxy, so the less gas is available

to form stars. Interestingly, this difference washes out what would otherwise

be noticeable differences in equivalent width versus impact parameter for the

two wind models. For example, Figure 9 of Ford et al. (2013a) shows that for

a momentum-driven wind model (similar to the ezw model used here), higher

mass halos have higher column density at fixed impact parameter (and similar

trends hold for equivalent widths). Figure 14 of that same work shows that for

fixed halo mass, the constant wind model has a lower column density at fixed

impact parameter. So, at fixed stellar mass, the constant wind model has higher

halo masses than ezw, which raises its column density at fixed impact parameter.

The differences in column due to wind model are thus offset by differences in

column due to halo mass. As a result, for the observables presented above, the

two wind models match much better at fixed stellar mass than at fixed halo mass.

This brings us to an interesting conclusion, that in our models the CGM metal

absorption properties are more tied to the stellar mass than to halo mass. On

the one hand, this is surprising since the CGM represents halo gas, which one

might think would be more closely tied to halo mass. That said, the metals in

the CGM are formed by the stars in the galaxies and then ejected, so perhaps it

is not so surprising that the amount of CGM metals is more closely tied to the

stellar mass. In Finlator et al. (2008) and Davé et al. (2011b) we argued that the
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bounded by dashed red lines.
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metals retained inside the galaxy, as traced by the mass-metallicity relation, is

strongly governed by outflows tied to stellar mass (required to give rise to a tight

stellar mass-metallicity relation), and evidently in these simulations the metals

deposited into the CGM are likewise strongly governed by outflows tied to the

stellar mass.

4.5.2 Baryonic Fractions within Halos

Different prescriptions for outflows also lead to different fractions of hot, cool,

and star-forming ISM gas, which in our simulation we take to be all gas with

nH ≥ 0.13 cm−3. Here we examine the breakdown of CGM gas in our two wind

models.

Figure 4.9 shows the enclosed baryonic fraction within halos as a function of

radius. For this section we restrict ourselves to gas and stars in halos (r < Rvir),

and to only those galaxies that were chosen for our LOS above. In this manner,

we only examine those halos in the stellar mass range of interest. We note that the

ezw model is better sampled, as there are 763 halos in that model that are within

0.125 dex in stellar mass of a COS-Halos sight line, vs. 244 for constant winds,

but these should still be enough to sample the relevant trends.

Let us examine Figure 4.9 in detail. The baryonic mass fraction in halos is

divided by the cosmic baryon fraction (Ωb/ΩM ). A value of zero on the y-axis

indicates the closed baryon fraction, and shows more or less where the baryons

would reside in the absence of outflows (Davé, 2009). The solid black line shows

the total fraction of baryons (stars+gas) in halos for the ezw model, as a function

of mass enclosed from the selected galaxy. Owing to outflows, this is slightly

lower than the universal baryon fraction, the difference shows what is lost from

the halo due to outflows. The dotted black line shows the baryon fraction for

the cw model, which is substantially lower than for the ezw model. Owing to its
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(< 105 K), and stars, respectively.
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larger wind speeds in this halo mass range, the constant wind model carries more

of its baryons out of halos into the IGM than the ezw model does. Both models

push baryons out preferentially from the central regions, where most of the star

formation (and hence outflow generation) is occuring.

Of the baryons that remain in the halo, far fewer are in the ISM in the cw than

ezw model, by nearly an order of magnitude. There are fewer stars in the cw

model as well, though only by a factor of three. The reasons for this are two-

fold: more gas is blown out of the ISM, making less available for star formation;

and, strong outflows can actually heat the surrounding area, preventing accretion

of fresh gas that would otherwise replenish the loss (Oppenheimer et al., 2010;

van de Voort, 2011). The radial profile of the ISM fraction is quite flat, owing to

satellite galaxies tracing dark matter within the halo.

Interestingly, the hot (T > 105K) baryon fraction is not very different in the

two models, and increases strongly with radius. In contrast, the cool baryon

fractions are substantially higher in vzw as compared to cw, and show a slight

increase with radius.

In summary, we see that our two wind models distribute baryons differently,

even though observationally they generally give similar absorption line proper-

ties. This suggests that a the amount of CGM gas is not sufficiently constrained

by current data to distinguish between viable outflow models.

4.5.3 Mass Budgets of Inflowing and Outflowing Gas

Here we investigate how the baryon cycle operates in different wind models,

by further breaking down the mass budgets from the previous section into the

amount of inflowing and outflowing gas. To do so, we must first define inflowing

and outflowing gas (and the remainder which we shall call ambient gas).

Earlier work (Ford et al., 2013b) examined inflowing and outflowing gas in
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detail for the ezw model; here, we wish to contrast ezw with cw. The first step is

to characterize inflowing and outflowing gas, described in more detail by (Ford

et al., 2013b). Briefly, we identify five different kinematic categories of gas, uti-

lizing the past and future information we have within simulations. Since we are

interested in CGM and not ISM, each of these categories excludes gas that is in

the ISM at z = 0.25. The categories are:

1. Pristine Accretion. This is gas that is accreting, meaning it is not in the

ISM of a galaxy at z = 0.25 but will end up in the galaxy (as either an ISM

particle, star particle) or pass through the galaxy before being ejected as a

wind by z = 0. Pristine accretion is accreting gas that has not previously

been in a wind.

2. Recycled Accretion. This is gas that is accreting, but has been in a wind

prior to z = 0.25.

3. Young Outflows. This is gas that was ejected in a wind “recently”, relative

to z = 0.25. We define recently as 1 Gyr prior to z = 0.25 (z = 0.36 for our

cosmology), as this is roughly the time a particle would take to leave the

halo if it simply got kicked into the a wind, never scattered or slowed down

due to forces other than gravity.

4. Ancient Outflows. This is gas that was ejected in a wind longer than 1 Gyr

ago (before z = 0.36).

5. Ambient. This is gas that will not accrete onto a galaxy by z = 0, and has

never been in a wind by z = 0. One can think of ambient material as gas

that is neither inflowing nor outflowing, and hence not participating in the

baryon cycle.
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Since this work is focused particularly on the CGM, we examine the gas break-

down of just particles residing within (defined as r < Rvir) any of our selected ha-

los (763 for ezw, 244 for cw). This is shown in Figure 4.10. The top panels are for

all non-ISM gas in halos, the lower panels are for metals. The left panels are for

ezw, the right panels are for cw. We note these are percentages of total amounts,

and that the constant wind model has fewer baryons in halos, as shown in Figure

4.9.

In the upper panels we see a difference in the amount of ambient material

in the two wind models. While both models have large percentages in ambient

material, the constant wind fraction is slightly higher (93% vs. 85%). Hence the

constant wind model has about half the material participating in the baryon cycle

compared to ezw, likely due to heating of gas that would prevent inflows, which

– if it condensed and formed stars – could later generate outflows. The constant

wind model also has less ancient outflow material than ezw in halos. This is

because the outflows are more likely to travel outside the CGM, into the IGM,

in the cw model. The amount in young outflows is very similar in both models,

which makes sense because the wind speeds and mass loading factors in these

models are similar around L∗ where the majority of star formation is occuring

now. Less material is in recycled accretion in the constant wind model than in

the ezw model. This is because winds in the cw model are blown farther out and

heated, and are hence less likely to condense back onto a galaxy.

In the lower panels we examine differences in the metal content of halos. We

note there are fewer metals in the cw model than ezw: the baryon count is lower

(see above), and the metallicity is lower (see Figure 12 of Ford et al. (2013a) for

a comparison of cw with a similar momentum-driven wind model). The met-

als that are generated are more likely to leave the CGM in the cw model than in
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momentum-driven wind models (see Figure 13 of Ford et al. (2013a)). As shown

here, for ezw the majority of metals come from recycled accretion, however in

cw the metals either leave the halo or remain too hot (see Figure 12 of Ford et al.

(2013a)) to recycle. As in the total mass, the amount of metals in young outflows

is similar between the models. In the ezw model, ancient outflows make up 37%

of the metal budget, but in the cw model they are slightly less, about 33%. For

the ezw model, the contribution of material that has never been in an outflow

(pristine accretion and ambient), is small, which makes sense because most met-

als are created in outflows. For the cw model, however, there are fewer metals to

start with, so the contribution of pristine accretion and ambient material is pro-

portionally higher. In our simulations, metals can be found in gas that has never

been in an outflow due to Type Ia supernova, AGB stars, or tidal stripping.

In summary, we have shown that the constant wind model has less baryon

cycling compared to ezw. Strong winds lead to a lower stellar fraction, which

leads to fewer stellar-driven outflows over time. Of the outflows that remain,

strong and fast winds blow more gas into the IGM than in the ezw model, and

strong winds also prevent accretion of material. While there are differences in

the kinematic state of CGM gas, they do not translate into substantially different

observable CGM properties.

4.6 Comparison of Data to Inflows and Outflows in Simulations

A holy grail of CGM absorption line work is to be able to tell if a given absorber is

from inflowing, outflowing, or ambient material (e.g. Burchett et al., 2013). Find-

ing observational diagnostics for targeted LOS in simulations was the subject of

our earlier work (Ford et al., 2013b), in which we found that low metal ions tend

to trace recycled winds while high metal ions traced ancient outflows. Here, we
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Figure 4.10: Mass budgets of all non-ISM gas within (defined as r < Rvir) our

selected ezw halos (left) and cw halos (right). Top level shows all non-ISM gas

particles, lower row is metals only.
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aim to check if these trends are evident in our simulated LOS that mimic the COS-

Halos dataset, and thereby provide some intuition about how COS-Halos traces

the baryon cycle.

In Figure 4.11 we show (black symbols, both panels) the equivalent widths (or

upper and lower limits, shown in down- and up- facing triangles, respectively)

from the COS-Halos data set, as well as equivalent widths for the model points

(ezw, upper; cw, lower) broken out by inflow/outflow category. We calculate

these colored points in the manner described in Ford et al. (2013b), by making

new simulation snapshots containing only those gas particles that fit the defini-

tion of the various categories, rerunning LOS through them, generating spectra,

and fitting column densities. The ions are ordered from low to high ionization

energies, as in earlier figures. Unlike in earlier plots, for the individual categories

here we plot the median of all LOS, not just detections. By slicing our simulation

particles into sparser boxes, we increase the number of non-detections, which we

need to take into account. We then plot the category with the greatest contribu-

tion to the overall equivalent width at each impact parameter (note that this is

less than the total equivalent width that was shown in Figure 4.2).

Let us begin with the upper set of plots for ezw. For H I at impact parameters

greater than 50 kpc, the main contributor to the equivalent width is ambient gas,

although occasionally ancient outflows are more dominant. At impact parame-

ters <50 kpc the dominant contribution is from recycled accretion. This is quite

consistent with and reinforces the findings of Ford et al. (2013b), even though this

sample introduces some degeneracy between stellar mass and impact parameter.

For Mg II, recycled accretion dominates at low impact parameters, but be-

yond 50 kpc there are sporadic contributions from ambient, pristine accretion,

and ancient outflows. This is likely because Mg II absorption (and low ions gen-
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Figure 4.11: Equivalent width versus impact parameter for the COS-Halos data set (black

circles, both panels), as well as for ezw (upper) and cw (lower) models (colored triangles),

for various ions ordered from low to high ionization energy. The model points represent

the median value of all LOS at that impact parameter. Light blue triangles show pristine

accretion, dark blue crosses recycled accretion, green asterisks young outflow, orange

diamonds ancient outflow, and red crosses ambient. To avoid clutter, we only plot the

category with the greatest contribution to the overall equivalent width at each impact

parameter.
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erally) drops off very quickly with impact parameter (Ford et al., 2013a); beyond

≈ 75 kpc the absorption is likely coming from satellites, not the central galaxy,

and the contribution from the categories becomes less easy to disentangle. Sim-

ilarly for the other low ions (Si II, C II, Si III, and C III) absorption at low impact

parameter is generally from recycled accretion. However, farther out, there is a

mix of contributions from various dynamical states. Indeed, there is even some

substantial contribution from pristine accretion and ambient gas, two categories

that do not have a great deal of metals in ezw (Figure 4.10). For mid ion Si IV,

there is not an obvious trend with impact parameter, although it is more likely

that recycled accretion dominates at low impact parameter. In contrast, for O VI,

ancient outflows is dominant at nearly all impact parameters, consistent with the

idea that O VI is coming from a diffuse halo around the galaxy, built up over long

periods of star formation Tumlinson et al. (2011); Oppenheimer et al. (2012).

In the lower panels we the contributions of inflowing and outflowing material

in the cw model. The trends are virtually identical to that seen in the ezw model,

with the possible exception that Si IV and even O VI show more recycled accretion

dominance at low impact parameter.

This is interesting because young outflows has a similar portion of the metal

budget in both models, as seen in Figure 4.10. For O VI, the dominant component

at most impact parameters is from ancient outflows, as in ezw.

In summary, the most clear trend is that at small impact parameters (< 50 kpc),

recycled accretion dominates the absorption of low ions (including H I), and that

ancient outflows dominates O VI absorption. Most H I, meanwhile, arises from

ambient gas at larger impact parameters. These trends mimic the expectations

from Ford et al. (2013b), hence the broad intuition developed in our previous

work can be used to roughly interpret absorption line data from COS-Halos and
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similar studies, even though they may be less clear owing to a conflation of im-

pact parameter and halo mass trends.

4.7 Conclusions

In this work, we have focused our simulations on the COS-Halos survey data set

in order to compare two wind models as closely as possible with the latest avail-

able CGM absorption line observations, as well as to further refine the intuition

about the baryon cycle that one can obtain by examining such data. In particular,

we have compared the COS-Halos data to absorption of H I, Mg II, Si II, C II Si III

Si IV, C III, and O VI in 44 sightlines out to an impact parameter of 160 kpc around

galaxies with stellar masses between 109.5 ∼< M∗ ∼< 1011.5M⊙ at z = 0.25, roughly

mimicking the COS-Halos survey, drawn from cosmological simulations includ-

ing prescriptive outflows with a constant wind model and our favoured hybrid

energy/momentum-driven wind model. Our main conclusions are as follows:

1. Our favoured wind model, ezw, is in broad agreement with key absorp-

tion line observables from COS-Halos, namely equivalent width versus im-

pact parameter, covering fractions, ion ratios, and kinematics. The constant

wind model also is in good agreement with all these observables, and is not

obviously distinguished by the available data.

2. Nonetheless, there are small but non-trivial discrepancies that hint at miss-

ing or poorly represented physics in the simulations. These include:

• The amount of absorption in Si IV, a mid ion, is generally too high com-

pared to data, while the amount in high ion O VI is too low. The ion

ratios Si IV/H I and O VI/H I echo these trends. This is likely to be an

issue related to how much metals are deposited into the warm and hot
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diffuse phases of the CGM, in the sense that our model puts too much

metals in warm (∼ 104K) gas and not enough in hotter (∼ 105K) gas.

This occurs in both wind models, hinting that the underlying cause

may be the way in which we eject winds as cold, unmixing gas from

the ISM.

• The large scatter in the equivalent widths at a given impact param-

eter for low ionisation lines are not well reproduced in the simula-

tions. This suggests that local effects perhaps owing to local ionisa-

tion sources and self-shielding may be necessary to fully explain the

distribution of these low ions.

• The covering fractions for essentially all metal ions are too low at larger

impact parameters, and for higher ions they are too low at all impact

parameters. Again, this is true for both wind models, which show only

small differences. We argue that this may owe to the lack of metal mix-

ing in our simulations, which prevents diffusion of metals into larger

surface areas.

3. The constant wind model pushes relatively more baryons out of halos than

ezw, and prevents infall by adding more energy to surrounding gas. The

net effect is to substantially suppress the baryon cycle in cw relative to our

ezw model.

4. Despite the differences in the baryon cycle, the COS-Halos observation are

not able to distinguish between these models. This lack of discrimination is

surprising given our previous results in Ford et al. (2013a,b), but is mostly

understood by noting that previously we compared models at a fixed halo

mass, while here we compare at a fixed stellar mass. This suggests that CGM
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metal absorption properties are more closely tied to stellar mass than halo

mass.

5. Both ezw and cw models show large contribution from recycled accretion

at low impact parameters (∼< 50 kpc) in low ions including H I, and from

ancient outflows O VI at most impact parameters, in agreement with our

previous results (Ford et al., 2013b).

The overall agreement between hydrodynamic simulations including galactic

outflows and the most recent observations of CGM gas offers encouraging sup-

port for the baryon cycling paradigm. The observations are broadly consistent

with the simulation picture of large-scale outflows of gas in ∼ L∗ star-forming

galaxies (and/or their progenitors), and our models suggest that much of the

metals seen in today’s CGM were deposited during the active period of cosmic

star formation at z ∼ 1− 3 when outflows are commonly observed (Steidel et al.,

2010).

Nonetheless, we have also shown that the COS-Halos observations can pro-

vide interesting, if indirect, constraints on the nature of outflows and how they

mix with surrounding gas. Our implementation of galactic outflows makes some

intrinsic assumptions about mixing that may not be accurate in detail, while other

simulation make different assumptions for driving outflows that could in princi-

ple result in quite different observable characteristics of the CGM (e.g. Hummels

et al., 2013). The generic discrepancies between our models and current observa-

tions suggest that we must improve our models of outflow ejection, propagation,

and mixing, which is not very surprising given their currently heuristic approach,

but our analysis here provides crucial observational constraints on any such re-

finements. This work is intended to be a starting point to foster more such CGM

comparisons within the community, in order to make progress towards a fuller
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understanding of the baryon cycle and its implications for the evolution of galax-

ies and their surrounding gas.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, I have characterized the low redshift CGM using simulations and

comparisons to data. In chapter 2, I characterized the physical conditions, extent,

and absorption profiles of H I and various metal lines as a function of halo mass

and wind model. I found that low ions trace cold, dense regions close to galaxies,

and high ions trace warmer, more diffuse regions. I found that the characteristic

distance for the CGM is ≈ ± 300 km s−1 along the LOS and 300 kpc, although

even at 1 Mpc there is still an excess of absorption over random LOS. I also found

that, in general, higher mass halos have slightly more absorption of H I and metal

lines than lower mass halos. I investigated three different wind models and found

differences in metal distribution, density, temperature, and absorption profiles.

In chapter 3 I investigated inflows, outflows, and the baryon cycle. I used a

unique particle tracking scheme to characterize all non-ISM gas as pristine ac-

cretion (accreting for the first time), recycled accretion (accreting, but has been

in a wind before), young outflows (not accreting, outflows less than a Gyr old),

ancient outflows (not accreting, outflows more than a Gyr old), and ambient ma-

terial (neither inflowing nor outflowing, not participating in the baryon cycle).

I found that most of the mass comes from ambient material, and nearly half of

the metal mass comes from recycled accretion. This contrasts with earlier think-

ing that all inflows are low metallicity. I presented observational diagnostics of

the five different categories: H I absorption mostly comes from ambient material,

absorption in low ions like Mg II mostly comes from recycled accretion, absorp-

tion from high ions like O VI mostly comes from ancient outflows, and pristine
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accretion and young outflows make only minor contributions.

In chapter 4, I compared results from “ezw” (a variable wind model) and con-

stant wind (cw) models to observations from the COS-Halos dataset. I found

that, due to selection on stellar mass and not halo mass, many of the differences

between cw and ezw cancel out, leaving both models in comparable agreement

with the data. I also found that baryons cycle very differently in ezw and cw,

with cw allowing for less baryon cycling, since its winds are stronger, blowing

more of the gas further out where it is less likely to cool and condense back onto

the galaxy.

These efforts represent a significant step forward in our understanding of the

low-redshift CGM. The field is just getting started, so there are many opportuni-

ties to learn more. In the following section I outline some ideas for next steps.

5.2 Next Steps

There are many chances for theory and observation to continue to be used to-

gether to further our knowledge of the CGM. Some of the current data have not

yet been fully compared to simulations but could easily be (the COS-Dwarves

data set on lower mass halos, for example). Moreover, numerous observational

efforts currently in prep by Martin et al., Shapley et al., Tumlinson et al., and

many others are set to dramatically increase our knowledge of the CGM at a va-

riety of scales and around different galaxy types. Additionally, there are also

efforts underway (Gabor et al., Hopkins et al., Keres et al., Faucher-Giguère et al.,

in prep) to improve simulation methodology and develop more self-consistent

wind models. All of those efforts will be extremely important moving forward.

Below are some ideas that I personally find extremely interesting. Because

my thesis work shows that the present-day CGM is largely a relic, I would love
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to know what happens to the CGM, and the CGM-galaxy connection, at higher

redshift. When does the bulk of material build up in the CGM, and how does

that relate to the growth rate of the galaxy? There are also some interesting mys-

teries about the CGM at higher redshift, that, if solved, could tell us something

fundamental about galaxy evolution.

5.2.1 Evolution of CGM with Redshift

Since different wind models produce distinct CGM properties at low redshift, it

is expected that the CGM will evolve differently in contrasting wind models. The

question is, how sensitive is CGM evolution to wind model, and what does that

tell us about the CGM-galaxy connection? To answer these questions, I would

like to track galaxies and their halos over cosmic time, from z=0 to z=3, for differ-

ent wind models. In detail, I will ask the following questions:

1. To what extent do the CGM and galaxy grow together? Do they gain mass

at the same rate — i.e., does a 20% increase in galaxy mass imply a 20%

increase in CGM mass? By tracking total mass in the CGM vs. total mass in

the galaxy, I can calculate their relative growth rates.

2. How do different phases of the CGM and galaxy mass evolve? How do

the baryonic fractions (hot, cool, ISM, stars) evolve with redshift? This will

specify not just how the baryonic content of the halo is growing, but how

the composition is evolving as well.

3. What are the relative CGM mass fractions of inflowing, outflowing, and

ambient material, and how does this balance evolve with time? I will re-

late these fractions to the star formation rate (SFR) and galaxy mass. What

happens to the CGM during the peak of star formation at z = 2? Is this
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also the peak of metal-enriched CGM formation? Are winds from non-

stellar sources, such as massive black holes, required to explain the ob-

served quenching of star formation?

4. How are physical conditions correlated with star formation rate? Tumlin-

son et al. (2011) showed different profiles of O VI vs. impact parameter for

star-forming and passive galaxies, but the reason for this dichotomy is still

unclear. One could gain insight into this by tracking the evolution of metal-

licity, density, and temperature.

5.2.2 Effects of Mergers and Starbursts on the CGM-Galaxy Relationship

In addition to bulk properties described above, it would be very useful to study

how the CGM evolves around specific galaxies during mergers and starbursts,

formative events with disruptive potential. Results from both simulations and

observations suggest that metals in the present-day CGM not only were deposited

long ago, but also have somehow remained there (or were re-accreted). How do

mergers and starbursts influence the CGM, particularly its metals? To investi-

gate this, one could use higher resolution, zoom-in simulations to address the

following issues:

1. What happens to the CGM during a galaxy merger? What fraction of the

CGM mass remains in the CGM, is accreted onto the galaxy, or is expelled

into the intergalactic medium (IGM)? Does the CGM heat up because of

energy injection from the merger, or cool down due to increased density?

2. What happens to the CGM during a starburst? Does its mass increase at a

dramatic rate, or is there a time lag? Does it change temperature or metal-

licity? Where does outflowing gas go during a starburst? Do starbursts
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cause such chaotic motion that outflowing gas is trapped, never traveling

very far? Or do strong bursts drive greater gas fractions into the IGM? If

outflowing gas makes it into the CGM, what happens next? Do starbursts

allow for greater cooling, increasing the chances that CGM material accretes

back onto the galaxy?

5.2.3 Further Comparisons of Wind Models to Observations

Because different wind models predict a variety of different observables, com-

parisons with data are vital to further constrain the models and indicate which

processes and assumptions are most influential. In this thesis I have already be-

gun comparisons at low redshift, but it would be very interesting to extend this

to higher redshift. This would include:

1. Tracking the evolution of direct CGM observables — column densities, equiv-

alent widths, covering fractions — in simulations for targeted LOS around

galaxies of different masses. I will compare my results to CGM observations

at higher redshift (Steidel et al., 2010; Prochaska et al., 2013). This will tell

us if our models are working at multiple redshifts, or if they break down at

a certain time. Additionally, I will track when these observables are set in

simulations, and if they change or stay constant with time. Recent results

by Matejek & Simcoe (2012) suggest that the Mg II structure of halos was

established very early on and has evolved little since. This is a key CGM

puzzle: how can absorption properties vary little when the properties of the

galaxy change so much?

2. Investigating the match (or lack thereof) between models and data for dwarf

galaxies (Mhalo < 1011M⊙). This comparison is important because the effects

of winds on low-mass galaxies are expected to be fundamentally different
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from mid- or high-mass galaxies. When many supernovae explode in a

mid/high-mass galaxy starburst, the galaxys gas can be disrupted. How-

ever, for a low-mass galaxy, the baryonic content can be nearly destroyed, as

potential wells are too shallow to contain exploding gas. Also, the halos of

low-mass galaxies are generally cooler, changing the way they accrete gas.

3. Comparing the effects of contrasting wind models on baryon distribution,

since models spread out baryons in distinct ways. Published observations

of high-redshift H I (Rudie et al., 2012) serve as a proxy for the underlying

baryon distribution, which I can compare to results from simulations with

different wind models to understand what sets the baryon distribution.

In working on the above issues, I will be able to track the CGM through cos-

mic time, comment on the relevant physical processes, explain the agreement or

disagreement of models and simulations, understand how the CGM and galaxy

are linked, and say if and how outflows have significant effects on baryon distri-

bution. All of these individually will be significant, but together they have the

potential to revolutionize they way we think about galaxy evolution.
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